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Abstract
For operator space V  and W,  there are different ways to  define an operator space 
structure on the algebraic tensor product V  <g> W,  among which the projective tensor
^  V
product, denoted by V ® W ,  and the injective tensor product, denoted by V  ® W,  
take an critical role for their “Projectivity” and “Injectivity” . In this thesis, we 
discussed some fundamental properties for these two tensor products.
Among those properties of projective tensor products, the Fubini theorem is es­
pecially interesting and useful. Let H  and K  be Hilbert spaces. Then we have a 
complete isometry B{H)*%B{K) tf = B ( H  <82 A '),. This property can be extended 
to  von Neumann algebras 7Z C B( H)  and S  C B ( K) ,  i.e., A*§5* =  (R®S)*  is a 
complete isometry, which is due to E. G. Effros and Z.-J. Ruan. We present a detailed 
proof for this result and its extension in Chapter 5.
Let X,  Y  and Z  be linear spaces over F  (F =  C or 1 ) . It is well known that
for every bilinear mapping B  €  B L { X  x Y,Z) ,  there exists a unique linear mapping
B  €  L ( X  <8> Y , Z )  such th a t B ( x , y ) =  B ( x  ® y) for all x  E X  and y E Y.  The
correspondence B  — > B  is an isomorphism between the vector spaces B L ( X  x Y, Z)
and L ( X  <g> Y, Z) .  Then an interesting question is that, for operator spaces V, W  and
X ,  which subspace of B L ( V  x W, X )  can be identified w ith CB { V®W,  X) ,  and which
subspace of B L ( V  x W , X )  can be identified with C B ( V  ® W , X ) .  About the first
part of the question, it has been known th a t CB ( V ®W ,  X )  =  J C B ( V  x W , X ) .  The
answer to the second part of the question is not clear. Z.-J. Ruan proved that, for
v
the particular case Z  =  C, (V ® W)* = I(V,  W*)  is a complete isometry if and only 
if W  is completely locally reflexive. We present a detailed proof for this property in
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Chapter 6 . Some examples of operator space with completely local reflexivity are also 
provided.
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CH APTER 1
Introduction
For operator spaces V  and W ,  there are different ways to  define operator space
structure on the algebraic tensor product V  <g> W,  in which the projective tensor 
^  v
product V ® W  and injective tensor product V  <g> W  are especially im portant for their
“projectivity” and “injectivity” , respectively. In this thesis, many comprehensive
properties for these two tensor products are discussed, most of which are proved.
For any Hilbert spaces H  and K,  there is a natural complete isometry
B ( H ) t §>B(K)„ =  B ( H  ® 2 K ) t .
This property can be extended to  von Neumann algebras K  C B( H)  and S  C B( K) .  
This extension is due to  E. G. Effros and Z.-J. Ruan. In this thesis, detailed proofs 
for these two results are presented.
If V  is a complete operator space, then V* has a dual realization on a Hilbert 
space H,  i.e., there is an embedding <p : V  — > B( H)  th a t is a  weak* homeomorphic 
completely isometric injection. Let V* and W* be the dual operator spaces of com­
plete operator spaces V  and W ,  respectively, with dual realizations 7Ti : V* — > B( H)  
and 7T2 : W* — > B( K) .  We have two dual tensor products associated with these rep­
resentations. On one hand, the normal spatial tensor product V*®W*  is defined to be 
the weak* closure of V* ® W* in B ( H  <£>2 K) ,  where B ( H <g>2 K )  = ( B ( H ) t <g>B(K)t )*. 
On the other hand, the normal Fubini tensor product V*®FW*  is defined by
V*®FW*  =  {u € B ( H  ®2 A") : {ui\ <8> id)(u) € W*  and (id ® u>2 )(u) €  V* 
for all u> 1 G B( H) * , u 2 €  B(K)*} .
The relation between the normal spatial tensor product and the normal Fubini tensor 
product is revealed in [13]. We give all the proofs in detail in Chapter 5.
Let X,  Y  and Z  be linear spaces over F  (F =  C or M). It is well known th a t 
for every bilinear mapping B  G B L ( X  x Y, Z) ,  there exists a unique linear mapping 
B  G L ( X  <g> Y , Z )  such th a t B ( x , y ) =  B ( x  ® y)  for all x  G X  and y  G Y.  The
correspondence B  — > B  is an isomorphism between the vector spaces B L ( X  x Y , Z )
1
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and L ( X  ® Y , Z ). Then an interesting question is th a t which subspace of B L ( V  x 
W , X )  can be identified with C B { V ® W , X ) ,  and which subspace of B L ( V  x W , X )  
can be identified with C B ( V  ® W , X) .
About the first part of the question, it was proved by D. Blecher and V. Paulsen 
in 1991 (see [3]) th a t C B ( V ® W , X )  = J C B ( V  x W, X) ,  where J C B ( V  x W , X )  is 
the linear space of jointly completely bounded bilinear mappings. The answer to the 
second part of the question is not clear. Even in the Banach space case, we only know 
the answer for the particular case Z  =  C, i.e., ( X  ®A V)* =  B j ( X  x f )  =  I ( X , Y * )  
for Banach spaces X  and Y.  However, this motivates people to look for a similar
V
result for operator space case. In paper [12], Z.-J. Ruan proved th a t (V  <g> W)* = 
I(V,  W*)  if and only if W  is completely locally reflexive. We present a detailed proof 
of this property in Chapter 6 . Some examples of operator space with completely local 
reflexivity are shown.
Having a review of the Banach space B( H)  of all bounded linear operators on a 
Hilbert space H  is very useful for understanding abstract operator spaces. In Chapter 
3, after reviewing representations for the spaces K ( H ) of all compact operators and 
T C ( H )  of all trace class operators, which are cited from [25], we prove th a t for any 
Hilbert space H,  B( H)  is isometric to M i  for some index set I,  where M i  is the 
normed m atrix space with a norm defined by
||F || =  sup{ ||F '|| : F 1 is a finite subm atrix of F}
(see Theorem 3.4.5). The double dual relation K(H)** =  B( H)  (see Theorem 3.4.6) 
is well-known. We prove two aspects of the relation. First, the correspondence 
B ( H )  — > K(H)**,  x  i— > f x , is multiplicative, where the multiplication in B( H)  
is operator composition and the multiplication in K (H )** is the Arens product (see 
Theorem 3.4.7). Second, the correspondence between B( H)  and K(H)** preserves 
the  corresponding module structures (see Theorem 3.4.8 and Theorem 3.4.9).
Chapter 4 is a  brief introduction to concrete operator space and abstract operator 
space. We will see th a t every concrete operator space is an abstract operator space 
(Proposition 4.1.7), and the converse is also true in the sense th a t every abstract 
operator space is completely isometric to a subspace of B( H)  for some Hilbert space 
H.  This representation theorem was proved by Z.-J. Ruan in 1988 (see [18]).
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Preliminaries
In this chapter, we will collect some notation and conventions which will be used 
throughout this thesis.
2.1. Banach spaces
Given a vector space V  over a subfield F  of the complex numbers C such as the 
complex numbers themselves or the real or rational numbers, a semi-norm  on V  is a 
function p : V  — > [0, oo), x  i—> p(x),  with the following properties:
For all a 6  F  and all u, v 6  V,
(1) p(av)  =  |a|p(u) (positive homogeneity or positive scalability);
(2 ) p(u  +  v) < p(u)  +  p(v) (triangle inequality or subadditivity).
A norm  is a semi-norm with the additional property
(3) p(v)  =  0 if and only if v  is the zero vector (positive definiteness).
A normed (vector) space is a pair (V, || • ||), where V  is a  vector space and || • || 
is a norm on V . A Banach space is a normed space th a t is complete with respect to 
the  metric defined by the norm.
T heorem  2.1.1. I f ( X ,  || • ||) is a normed space and Y  is a vector subspace of X ,  
then the norm closure Y  is still a subspace o f X .  Moreover, i f  X  is a Banach space, 
then Y  is a Banach space.
Let A  be a  Banach space, M  a closed subspace of X ,  and X / M  the quotient
vector space. Let Q : X  — > X / M ,  i h i + M ,  be the natural quotient mapping.
Define a function || • || : X / M  — » [0, oo) by \\x + M\\  =  inf{||a: + y\\ : y €. M }  for all
x  e  X .  Then || • || is a norm on X / M .  Moreover, X / M  is a Banach space.
A linear functional on a normed space A  is a linear map /  : A  — > C. /  is said
to be bounded if | | / | |  =  sup |/(a:)| <  oo. All bounded linear functionals on A  form
IMI<i
a  linear space and || • || defines a norm on this space. Denote by A* the normed space 
of all those bounded linear functionals equipped with the above norm. Then A* is a
3
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Banach space, called the dual space of X .  For X *, we can also define its dual (A*)*, 
usually denoted by X**. X  is said to be reflexive if X  = X** as normed spaces.
T heorem  2.1.2. (Hahn-Banach Theorem) Let X  ba a vector space overW  (F =  R 
or C), p : X  — > [0,oo) a seminorm on X ,  M  a subspace o f X ,  and f  a linear 
functional on M  satisfying f {y)  < p(y) for all y  €  M .  Then there exists a linear 
functional F  on X  such that the restriction o f F  on M  is equal to f ,  and |.F(a:)| <  p(x)  
f or  all x  E X .
C orollary  2.1.3. I f  V  is a normed vector space with subspace U (not necessarily 
closed) and i f  f  : U — > F  (IF =  R  or C ) is continuous and linear, then there exists 
an extension g : V  — > F  of f  which is also continuous and linear, and which has the 
same norm as f .
2.2. Hilbert spaces
If X  is a vector space over F, a  semi-inner product on X  is a function u : X  x 
X  — ► F such th a t for all a, fl 6  F  and x , y , z  E X ,  the following are satisfied:
(1) u( ax  +  fly, z) = au(x,  z) +  flu(y, z),
(2 ) u{x,y)  = u{y,x) ,
(3) u{x , x)  >  0.
An inner product on A  is a  semi-inner product th a t also satisfies the following:
(4) If u(x,  x) =  0, then x  = 0.
In this thesis, every inner product is denoted by (•,•). Every inner product on a 
real or complex vector space H  gives rise to a norm || • || defined by ||x|| =  \ J(x,  x) 
for all x  €  H.  H  is called a Hilbert space if it is complete with respect to  the norm 
induced by the inner product.
2.3. C*-algebras
Let A  be a  field, and let A be a vector space over K.  If there is a binary operation 
on A, called multiplication (denoted by xy  for any x,  y  6  A),  satisfying
(x  + y)z  =  x z  + y z  and x(y  +  z) =  x y  + x z  
for any three elements x , y ,  and 2 of A,  and all elements ( “scalars” ) a and b of K,  
then A  is said to be an algebra over K , and K  is the base field of A. Multiplication 
is not necessarily associative.
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Instead of a field, K  can be a commutative ring with bilinear multiplication again 
satisfying the above identities. In this case, A  is a /('-algebra, and K  is the base ring 
of A.
Let A  and B  be algebras. A linear mapping /  : A  — > B  is said to be a homo­
morphism  if f ( x y )  = f { x ) f ( y ) for all x , y  £ A.  If, further, /  is both injective and 
surjective, then /  is said to be an isomorphism. In this case, A  and B  are said to be 
isomorphic. A Banach algebra is a complex normed algebra A  which is complete (as 
a normed space) and satisfies ||a6 || <  ||a||||b || for all a, b £ A.
A *-algebra is a  complex algebra A  with a conjugate linear involution * (called 
the adjoint) which is an anti-isomorphism. T hat is, for all a,b £ A  and a  £ € ,
(1) (a +  b)* =  a* +  b*\
(2 ) (a o )*  =  aa*;
(3) a** = a;
(4) (ab)* = b*a*.
Let A  and B  be *-algebras. A homomorphism /  : A  — > B  is said to  be a *- 
homomorphism  if f{x*) — f (x)*  for all a; €  A. A ^-homomorphism is said to be a 
♦-isomorphism if it is an isomorphism.
A C*-algebra is a Banach ♦-algebra with the additional norm condition ||a*a|| =  
| |a ||2 for all a £ A. A Banach algebra is said to be unital if it admits a multiplicative 
unit e and ||e|| =  1 .
2.4. Arens Products
Let X , Y ,  and Z  be normed spaces over C and m  a bounded bilinear map from 
X  x Y  into Z. The two adjoint maps of m, namely m* : Z* x X  —> Y* and m„ : 
Y  x Z* —> X*  are defined as follows.
For f  £ Z* , x  £  X ,  and y  £ Y ,  let
) = f ( ™ ( x , y ) ) .
™*(y, f ) i x ) =  /M * > y ) ) .
In particular, if X  =  Y  =  Z  and m  : X  x  X  —» X ,  then we have
m* : X* x  X  —►A*,
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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m** : X** x X* - O T , 
m*** : A** x X ** -+ X " .
6
The counterparts of m„, m»* and m*„* can be similarly defined. It is easy to  see th a t 
both  m*** and m»„* are natural extensions of m.
Let A  be a  Banach algebra and let m  : A  x A  —► A  be the multiplication on A. 
Then the first Arens product on A** is m ***, denoted by *i- The second Arens product 
on A** is m»»,, denoted by *2. A  is called Arens regular if the two Arens products 
agree on A**. Due essentially to Sherman and Takeda’s work, any C*-algebra is Arens 
regular (see [6 , page 310]). This is because, if we identify a C '-algebra A  with its 
image under universal representation, then A** may be identified with the closure of 
A  under weak operator topology (see [23] and [24]). Since the two Arens products 
are equal when restricted in A, they must also be equal in A**, the weak operator 
closure of A.
For Arens regularity, we also have the following theorem (see [26]).
THEOREM 2.4.1. Let X  be an arbitrary Banach space and K { X )  the operator 
algebra consisting o f compact linear operators u : X  — > X . Then the algebra K ( X )  
is Arens regular i f  and only i f  the space X  is reflexive.
2.5. S p ace  o f  M e asu re s
Let S  denote an arbitrary nonvoid set. A nonvoid family V  of subsets of S  is 
called a ring of sets if A  U B  6  V  and A  ft B ' E V  whenever A, B  E V , where B' 
denotes the complement of B. If the set S  itself is in the ring V , then V  is called an
OO
algebra of sets. A cr-algebra V  of sets is an algebra such th a t (J Ak 6  V  whenever 
{ A i ,A2,  ..., A k , ...} Q V.
We denote by 0  the empty set. A finitely additive measure p  is a nonnegative 
extended real-valued set function defined on a ring V  of subsets of a nonvoid set S  
such that:
(1) p ( 0 )  =  0 ;
n n
(2) p(  [J Ak) = p(Ak)  for all pairwisely disjoint Ak  €  V.
*=i k=\
If property (2) can be replaced by the stronger property
OO OO
(3) /i( [J A k )  = X) K - A k )  for all pairwisely disjoint A k  G V ,
k = 1 fc=1
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then p  is called a countably additive measure or simply a measure. If p(A)  <  oo for 
all A e V ,  then p  is said to  be finite. A complex-valued set function p  satisfying (1) 
and (3) is called a complex measure.
Let X  be any set and let fi be a ^-algebra of subsets of X .  Then (A, fi) is called 
a  measurable space. If p  is a positive measure on (A, fi), then ( X , Q, p )  is called a 
measure space.
Let A  be a topological space, and O be the family of all open subsets of X .  
Then the family of Borel sets in X  is defined as the smallest cr-algebra of sets in X  
containing O, called the Borel cr-algebra on X .  If B  is the Borel cr-algebra on some 
topological space X ,  then a measure p  : B  — > [0, oo] is said to  be a  Borel measure.
Let B  be the Borel cr-algebra on a topological space X  and p  a Borel measure 
defined on B. Suppose that:
(1) for every open set V , we have
p(V)  = m p { p ( F )  : F  is compact and F  C  V};
(2) for all A £ B,  we have
p(A)  — inf{/z(F) : V  is open and A C V } .
Then p  is said to be regular.
Let A  be a locally compact Hausdorff space and B  = B( X) ,  the Borel a-algebra 
on X .  Let p  : B  — > C be a complex measure. For E  £ B,  we define
n n
\ p \ {E) =  su p { ]T  1 ^ ) 1  : £  =  | J  E i , E i £ B  are pairwisely disjoint}.
2—1 i= l
I t is known th a t for such p, \p\ has only finite values. Then \p(E)\ < \p\(E)  for all 
E  £ B  and |/i| : B  — > [0,oo) is a positive measure, p  is said to be regular if |/x| is 
regular.
We use M ( X )  to denote all complex regular Borel measures p  on X .  Define
M \  =  I m I ( a ) .
Then (M ( X ), ||-||) is a Banach space. We use Cq(X)  to  denote all continuous functions 
/  defined on X  such th a t for any e >  0, there is a compact subset K  C  X  with 
|/ (x ) | <  e for all x  outside of K .  Then Cq(X)  is a  normed space with the usual
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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supremum norm. For /u G M ( X ) ,  define r(/i) : C$(X)  — ► C b y
r ( p ) { f )  =  f  f ( x ) d n  
J x
for all /  G C'o(A'). Then r(p)  G CoPO*- Moreover, we have the following theorem.
T h e o r e m  2.5.1. (Riesz Representation Theorem) The map 
T : M { X ) — >C0( X y ,  p ^ r ( p ) ,  
is a linear isometry from M ( X )  onto Co(X)*.
2.6. Algebraic Tensor Products
Let X,  Y  and Z  be linear spaces. A mapping B  : X  x Y  — ► Z  is said to be 
bilinear if it is linear in each variable. In case th a t Z  =  C, B  is called a bilinear form. 
We use B L ( X  x Y, Z)  to denote all the bilinear mappings from X  x  Y  to Z,  and use 
B L ( X  x  Y )  to  denote B L ( X  x Y,  C) in short.
For any normed space X ,  X * denotes the Banach dual of X .  Let E  and F  be 
two normed spaces and <p : E  — > F  a bounded linear mapping. The dual mapping 
ip* : F* — » E* of y? is defined by <p*(f)(x) = f(<p{x)) for all /  G F* and x  G E.  
Then, ||y>*|| =  ||y?||. We use B( E,  F)  to denote all bounded linear mappings from E  
to  F.  Then B( E ,  F ) is a normed space with the operator norm. In case th a t F  is 
complete, B ( E , F )  is also complete.
Given a linear space X  and n  G N, Mn(A ) denotes the linear space of all n x n 
matrices over X .  In case th a t A  is a normed space, if a norm is given in M n(A ), then 
we denote by M n(X)  the normed m atrix space to  distinguish it from the corresponding 
linear space.
For x  € X  and y € Y ,  define the algebraic tensor product of x  and y, denoted by 
x  ® y, to be the linear form on B L ( X  x Y)  defined by (x  <g> y){ip) = <p{x,y) for all 
tp G B L ( X  x Y) .  Then x ® y  is a linear functional on B L ( X  x V). Let X  <8> Y  be the 
linear span of {x  ® y : x  G X,  y  G V}, called the algebraic tensor product of X  and 
Y .  Then X  <g) Y  is a subspace of the dual space of B L ( X  x Y) .
Let H  and K  be two Hilbert spaces with inner products (, )H and (, )K) respec­
tively. Construct the algebraic tensor product of H  and K,  and then turn  this vector
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space into an inner product space by defining
{hi 0  fci, /i2 0  k%) = { h u h t ) H{kuk2)K
for all h\, h<i 6  H  and ki, k2 6  K.  Then extend it linearly. Finally, take the completion 
under this inner product. The resulted space, denoted by H ® 2 K ,  is the Hilbert tensor 
product of H  and K.
The prim ary application of tensor products is to linearize bilinear mappings. To 
explain this, let A  €  B L ( X  x Y) .  Each tensor u € X  ® Y  acts as a linear functional 
on the space B L { X  x Y)  and so we may define a mapping A : X  ® Y  — > C by 
A(u)  = u{A)  for all u  €  X  ® Y .  Then A  is a linear functional on X  <8 Y.  On the 
other hand, it is easy to see th a t if ^  is a linear functional on the tensor product 
X  ® Y,  then the composition of xl> with the bilinear m apping (x, y ) 1— > x  ® y  is a 
bilinear form A  on X  x Y  for which A  =  Thus, the bilinear forms o n l x K  are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the linear functionals o n X ® K . For general case, let 
L ( X  0  Y, Z)  denote the linear space of all linear mappings from X  (g> Y  to  Z.  Then 
we have the following theorem.
T heorem  2.6.1. For every bilinear mapping A  : X  x  Y  — > Z , there exists a 
unique linear mapping A :  X  ® Y  — > Z  such that A{x,  y) = A ( x  (8) y) fo r  all x  €  X  
and y E Y .  The correspondence A  — ► A is an isomorphism between the vector spaces 
B L ( X  x Y, Z)  and L { X  ® Y , Z ) .
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CH APTER 3
Operators on Hilbert Spaces
In this chapter, we will mainly discuss the Banach algebra B( H)  of all bounded 
linear operators on a  Hilbert space H.  We will especially introduce two subspaces 
K (H ) of compact operators and T C ( H )  of trace class operators. Most of the results 
are cited from Takesaki’s book [25].
3.1 . I n tro d u c tio n  to  B{H)
In this section, we always denote by B ( H ) the Banach algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on a Hilbert space H,  and denote by K ( H )  the subspace of B( H)  
consisting of all compact operators. An operator T  £ B ( H )  is called of finite rank if 
its range T (H ) is finite dimensional. The set of all finite rank operators on H  denoted 
by F( H)  is norm dense in K( H) .  T  £  B ( H ) is called positive if (Th,h)  > 0 for all 
h £ H.  We denote by T* the adjoint of T.  T  is called self-adjoint or hermitian if 
T* = T . It is the case if and only if {T h , h) £  R  for all h £ H . Thus, every positive 
operator is self-adjoint. T  is called normal if T*T  =  TT*. T  is called a partial 
isometry if ||T7i|| =  ||/i|| for all h £  (kerT )1 . T  is called unitary  if T*T  = I ,  where I  
is the identity map on H.
THEOREM 3.1.1. (Polar Decomposition [5]j I f T  £ B( H) ,  then there is a partial 
isometry U on H  such th a tT  = U\T\, where |T| =  (T *T)1^ 2. Moreover, ke rT  = kerU  
and ranU — cl(ranT). I f T  is invertible or normal, then U can be chosen to be 
unitary.
DEFINITION 3.1.2. A map B  : H  x H  — > C is called a sesquilinear form  if
(a) B(a£,  rj) =  aBf ar j )  = B(£,arj) far] £ H ,  a £  C);
(b) B (fi+ & ,»7 ) =  B(fi,i7) +  fl(f2,»7) (6 ,6 ,7 7  S B ) ;
(c) B ( 6 r)i + rj2) =  B ( f ,77!) +  B(f,ife) € B ).
10
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A sesquilinear form  B  is said to be positive i f  f?(£, £) >  0 fo r  all £ € H ; bounded
i f
| |£ || =  su p { |£ (£ ,7?)| : ||£|| <  1 , ||?7|| <  1} < oo. (1)
We denote by S B ( H ) the linear space o f all bounded sesquilinear form s on H  with
the natural pointwise linear operations. Then (S B ( H ), ||.||) is a Banach space.
THEOREM 3.1.3. B( H)  =  S B ( H )  as Banach spaces via the map T  <-> B  between 
B ( H ) and S B ( H )  determined by
{T£\v) =  B ( t , v )  ( S , r i e H ) .
Furthermore, T  is positive i f  and only i f  B  is positive.
D efin itio n  3.1.4. Let H  be a Hilbert space and let I  be the identity map on H. 
The spectrum o f x  €  B( H)  is defined to be the set
o(x)  =  {A € C : x  — XI is not invertible}.
D efin itio n  3.1.5. Let X  be a set, Q be a cr-algebra o f subsets o f X ,  and H  be a 
Hilbert space. A spectral measure fo r (X , fl, H ) is a function E  : Q — > B( H)  such 
that
(a) fo r  each A € Q., E( A) i s  a projection;
(b) E(4>) =  0 (4> denotes the empty set) and E ( X )  = I ,  the identity mapping on 
X ;
(c) E (Aj D A 2) =  E ( A i ) E ( A 2 ) fo r  A j ,A 2 €  fi;
(d) i f  {ArJ^Lj is a pairwise disjoint sequence in fl, then
( 00 \  00( j A n \ = Y , E ( A n).
n = l  /  n = l
in the strong operator topology.
By [5, Theorem IX.1.10], if £  is a spectral measure for (X , D, H ) and ip : X  — > C 
is a bounded fi-measurable function, then there is a unique operator A  in B( H)  such 
th a t if e >  0 and { A j,..., A n} is an D-partition of X  w ith sup{|<^(:r) — </5(x ')| : x, x'  €
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A t} <  e  for all 1 <  k < n, then
n
| | A - ^ ^ ( x fc) £ ;( A ,) | |< £
fc=i
for all choices {x^,X2 , ....^ n} with Xk in A* (1 <  k < n ). The operator A obtained in 
this way is called the integral of tp with respect to  E  and is denoted by f  <pdE. For 
normal operators, we have the following proposition (see [5, Theorem IX.2.2]).
T h e o r e m  3.1.6. (Spectral Decomposition) I f  N  is a normal operator on H , then 
there is a unique spectral measure E  on Borel subsets o f a ( N )  such that N  = f  zd,E{z).
W ith the concept of spectral measure, we can decide whether a normal operator 
is compact by the following theorem (see [5, Proposition IX.4.1])
THEOREM 3.1.7. I f  N  is a normal operator and N  = f  zdE(z)  is as in Theorem
3.1.6, then N  is compact i f  and only i f  fo r  every e >  0, E ( { z  : \z\ >  e}) has finite  
rank.
For self-adjoint compact operators, the spectral decomposition has a very simple 
form as follows (see [5, Theorem II.5.1 and Corollary II.5.3]).
T h e o r e m  3.1.8. I f  T  is a self-adjoint compact operator on a Hilbert space H , 
then T  has only countably many eigenvalues. I f  {A„}neA are the distinct nonzero 
eigenvalues o f T  (maybe finitely many), and Pn is the orthogonal projection o f H  
onto ker(T -  An7), then fo r all n  6  A, An G R  with dim(ker(T -  An/) )  <  oo, PnPm = 
PmPn =  0 i f n ^ m ,  and
T  =  ^ A nP„,
neA
where the series converges to T  in the norm topology in B(H) .
3.2. Compact Operators
In this section, we will mainly introduce the representation theorem for compact 
operators (see Theorem 3.2.2).
For each pair £, rj in H,  we define the operator of rank one by
= ( c m  C € H.  (2)
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On the other hand, every operator of rank one is of this form. To see this, let T  
be an operator of rank one. Then there exists a f  e  H  and /  G H* such that 
T h  =  f (h)£  (h  G H ). By Riesz representation theorem, there exists an ry G H  
such th a t f ( h )  =  (h\rj). Then T h  =  (h\r))£ =  t^ vh. Thus, T  = t^ n. The following 
properties can be easily proved.
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.2.1. Let £ ,£1, 62, !7,7?i 1*72 €  H, u  G B (H ) and a e C .  Then
(a) — %,77 +
(b) ^,m+TB =  ,^>71 d" %7j2>
(d) =  u tfa , =  t^lT7u •
T h e o re m  3.2.2. Let H  be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and T  a compact 
operator on H . Then there exist two normalized orthogonal systems {£n}, {i?n} in H  
and a positive sequence {an} in co such that
a n d  HT II =  l l { “ n } | | o o -  ( 3 )
n
I f  T  is self-adjoint in addition, then T  is represented in the form
T  =  a n^fn,fn (4)
n
fo r  some normalized orthogonal system  {£„} and a real sequence { an} in  co.
P r o o f .  First, we suppose th a t T  is self-adjoint. By Theorem 3.1.8, T  has a 
spectral decomposition
T  = ^ X nPn, ( 5 )
n
where {A*} are all non-zero eigenvalues of T  which are real numbers for all i, Pi is the
projection of H  onto ker(T — XJ)  satisfying P ,/3,' = Pi'Pt =  0 if i ^  i!. The equality
(5) holds in the norm topology. So, {A„} G Co and ||T || =  sup |A„|.
For each i, take S t = {&* : k =  l , . . . ,m ?:} (mf =  dim (ker(T -  A*/))) to be an 
orthonormal basis of ker(T -  Aj). Then we have
TTLi
P* ~  ^  1 t(ik,€ik • 
fc= 1
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Since S t ±  SV if i ^  i', |J  S) is a normalized orthogonal system in H  and T  =
imi
22 22 hik&k- Now, we rearrange the indices and, if necessary, make (JS^ into a
n  k —l  i
orthonormal system {£„}. Then T  has the form (4).
For the general case, let T  = U\T\ be the polar decomposition of T, where U 
is a partial isometry. Then |T | =  U*U\T\ = U*T is compact. Applying the above 
arguments to |T |, we represent |T| in the form \T\ — 2 2 a n^„,£n- Note th a t all a n are
n
non-zero eigenvalues of IT} or zero and th a t |T | is positive, so a n > 0 for all n G N. 
Now, by Proposition 3.2.1(d), we have
T = U \ T \ = J 2  = J 2  a^ i n  •
n  n
Let Tjn =  t / |„  (n  6 N). Then {r)n} and { |m} are the desired normalized orthogonal
systems. To see th a t {r]n} = { t/|„}  is a normalized orthogonal system, note that for
each |„ ,  there exists a A, ^  0 such th a t |T | |n =  A*£„. Or equivalently, |„  =  ^ - |T | |n.
Ai
Now,
( U U m n ) =  { U \ U * U t n) =  ( | m | t T t / i | T | | n )
=  ( |m|^ t/* C /|T ||„ )  =  <|m| ^ | T | | n) =  ( |m| | n).
So, { |„} is orthonormal implies th a t { t / |n} is also orthonormal. □
3.3. Trace Class Operators
In this section, we will mainly introduce the representation theorem for trace class 
operators (see Theorem 3.3.2) and dual relationship between K{ H)  and T C ( H )  (see 
Proposition 3.3.4).
For any pair ( |,  tj) G H  x H,  we define a continuous linear functional u)^n on B( H)
by
T) = ( n \ v )  ( T € B ( H ) ) .  (6)
Obviously, induces a continuous linear functional on K  (H)  by restriction.
On the other hand, for any ui G K(H)*,  define B w : H  x H  — > C by
Bw( | , r ?) =  (te,„  u)  ( | ,  tj G H).
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By Proposition 3.2.1, Bu is a sesquilinear form on H.  It is easy to see th a t B u is 
bounded. By Theorem 3.1.3, there exists an operator t (u) €  B ( H)  such tha t
(t(w)f to) -  if) = fa ,,, w) for all £, tj 6  tf . (7)
Note th a t w i— > B u is a one-one map, and Bu \— ► t(u>) is isometric. Thus, u  '— > t(u>) 
is also a one-one map. For any x ,y  G H,
( t ( uCtn)x\y)  = ( t x,y , u itn) =  ( t x . ^ t o )  =  ( ( f | y ) ® t o >  =  ( f | y ) ( * t o }  =  < ( * t o ) f | y )  =  (k,nx \y)-
Thus, we have
~  (8)
LEM M A 3.3.1. For any u  G K{H) * , t{uj) is a compact operator and
< + ° °  (9)
* € /
fo r  every normalized orthogonal system  {£i}ie/ in H .
P r o o f .  Let u  €  K(H)*  and let { ^ } i6 /  be a normalized orthogonal system in H.  
For each i €  I,  let ct* be a  scalar of modulus one such th a t
I (* M 6 |6 ) | = a< (* (w )6 |0 .
Let J  be a finite subset of I.  Then, since j| J2 =  1, we have
ieJ
= S a ? i< * H & |6 )  =  ^ ( W ' u ) =  ^  IMI-
i£j i€J i£j i£j
Therefore, the set {i  €  I : (t(o;)£j|&) ^  0} is countable and series (9) converges.
Now, let t(u>) = uh  be the polar decomposition of t(ui). We define a continuous 
functional tp on K ( H )  by <p(x) =  u>(xu*). Then we have
(f(v>)£to) =  =  (k,vu*,u) =  (titUn,uj) =  (t(u/)f|t«7) =  (u'i(w)^to) =  (H\v)-
Hence we get t(p)  =  h. Note th a t t(ui) is compact if and only if h =  |f(u;)| is compact. 
Therefore, to  prove the compactness of t (u),  we may assume th a t t(u>) is positive. 
Let
lltMII
t{u)) =  J  Xde(X)
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be the spectral decomposition of t(u).  Suppose th a t a projection
1 — e{e) =  J  de(X)
£
is of infinite rank for some e  > 0. Then since
( t ( u ) m  = J  Ad||e(A)£ ||2 >  J  Arf||e(A)e| |2 >  £||£||2,
0 £
for all f  e  [1 — e{e)\H , we have
OO
=  OO
n = l
for an infinite normalized orthogonal system {£„} in (1 — e(e) )H. This contradicts 
the conclusion of our arguments above. Hence, the projection 1 — e(e) is of finite rank 
for every e > 0. By the inequality
| | t ( W) - ( l - e ( e ) ) « H | |  =  | | e ( £ ) i ( a ; ) | | < e>
t(co) is a  limit of operators with finite rank in the norm topology. So t(u>) is compact.
□
T h e o re m  3.3.2. Every u  e  K(H)* is of  the form
v  = J 2 anUJ^ -  and i m i =  J 2  ia »i (10)
n n
fo r  some normalized orthogonal systems {£„}, {r]n} and some sequence a n in I1. Con­
versely, to any two normalized orthogonal systems {£„}, {r?n} and any sequence {»„} 
in I1, there corresponds a unique u> e  K{H)* by equality (10).
PROOF. Let U) be an element of K(H)*.  By Lemma 3.3.1, a  compact operator 
t(u>) corresponds to iv. By Proposition 3.2.2, t(u>) is of the form
t(ul) =  ^  dji^n.fn 
n
for some normalized orthogonal systems {£„}, {rjn} and some positive sequence a  = 
{q„} in cq.
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For every (3 =  {/?„} E cq, the operator tp = J2 A i^n,ijn is a compact operator since
n
i t  is a limit in the norm topology of operators of finite rank. Define (ct, (3) = u>(tp). 
Then
| ( a , / 3 ) |  <  I M U M I  =  IMIH/JHoo.
On the other hand,
0>(tp) =  Pnttnrfn) =  A»w(^ n,i?n) =  Pn{t{u>)f,n\Tln)
= ^  1 A i((^  I ^  ^  ' Pn(^ ^ J a m(^n^m)Vm\Vn) — y  '  a nPn-
Then we have
| ^ a n/3n | =  \w{tp)\ < 11^ 1111/31100.
So, we get a  E I1 = c^ and ||a ||i  <  ||w||.
Now, t{w) =  £>„**,,€» =  E Q^ K > f n )  =  t ( E Qn ^ niCJ .  Since the correspon­
dence co i— > t(w) is one-one, we have u  =  E  a nui,]n^ n.
Conversely, given two normalized orthogonal systems {£„} and {?/„} in H  and 
a  = (an) E l 1, we put
Then we have, for every x  E K( H) ,
|( x ,u a )| =  I 5 3 t» n(x ,0 W ).) | =  I
<  £ K I I R > « I 5  M £ K I  =  M I N I -
Hence we have ||wa || <  ||a ||i . Then a  E l 1 implies wa E K(H)*.
Now, apply t(u>Q) to  the first part of this proof, we get ||cuQ|| >  ||a ||i . Therefore,
K l l  =  N i l -  □
D e f in i t io n  3.3.3. We denote by T C{ H)  the linear space {/(ui) : u  E K(H)*}  
with the natural linear operations, and define a norm fo r each t(uj) by ||f(w)|| =  ||cj|| . 
Then T C { H ) is a normed space. Each operator in T C ( H ) is called a nuclear operator 
or an operator o f trace class.
PROPOSITION 3.3.4. The correspondence u  >— > t (u) from  K(H)* to T C ( H )  is 
linear and isometric. For any u> E K(H)*,  we have ||t(w)||s(//) <  ||t(w)||rc(//)-
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PROOF. Let u>1,uj2 € K(H)*  and ci,C2 €  C. Then c iu 1 +  C2U;2 E K(H)*.  So, 
4- c2u;2) 6  T C( H) .  Let £,77 E H.  We have
+  c2u 2)£\ti) =  { t ^ c i u 1 + c2uj2) = ( t ^ c i u 1) +  {ttt],c2u}2)
= c i ^ w 1)^*?} +  c2(t(u2)Z\v) =  <(ci t(ujl ) +  c2t{u 2))£\T}).
Since £, 77 E H  are arbitrary, we have
t fa u j1 + c2uj2) =  c i^u i1) + c2t(u>2).
Prom equality (7), we see tha t
||t(w)||u(zo =  sup |(t(w)e|7?)| =  sup |(tc, „ ,w) | <  sup I M I M M M I -  
lllll,NI<i ll«IUMI<i ll?ll,lhll<i
So, ||«(w)||fl(tf) <  ||t(w)||TC'(H)- □
R e m a r k  3.3.5. Corresponding to the linear space inclusions I1 C  co C  l°° and the 
Banach space dualities c$ =  I1, I1* = l°°, by combining Theorem 3.2.2, Theorem 3.3.2 
and Theorem 3-4-6, we have the linear space inclusions T C ( H ) C  K ( H )  C  B{H)  and 
the Banach space dualities TC{H)  =  K(H)*,  B ( H ) =  TC{ H) * .
3.4. Further Results on K( H) ,  T C ( H ) and B ( H )
Based on the former results, we will develop some further results on K ( H ) , T C ( H ) 
and B( H) .  Some of these results are cited from Takesaki’s book [25]. All the results 
are known, but we give detailed proofs. We first prove th a t T C ( H )  is an ideal in 
B( H) ,  and T C ( H )  is itself a Banach algebra. Then we prove th a t B( H)  is isometric 
to  a space of matrices M i ,  where I  is an infinite index set (see Theorem 3.4.5). After 
proving the second conjugate relation between K ( H )  and B(H) ,  i.e., K{H)** =  
B ( H ) in Theorem 3.4.6, we further prove th a t the correspondence B( H)  — > K(H)** 
not only is multiplicative (Theorem 3.4.7), but also preserves all the K(H)-module  
structures and R (//)-m odule structures on K(H)** and B{H)  (see Theorem 3.4.9).
P r o p o s i t io n  3.4.1. T C { H ) is an ideal in B(H) .
P r o o f .  Let x  E K{ H)  and a E B(H) .  Since K ( H ) is an ideal of B { H ), both ax  
and xa  are in K( H) .  So, for u  E TC( H) ,  we can define au>,uja E K{H)*  by
(x,aui) = (x a , u ) and (x,ioa) =  (ax,ui)
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for all x  € K (H ). For any H , we have
(i(aw )f |»7) =  i k,V)auj) =  (t€l„a,w) =  ( t ^ v,uj) =  (t(u)£\a*r]) = (at(tv)£\ri).
Thus, t(auj) = at(cu). This shows th a t at(u)  6  TC{H) .  Similarly, we can prove that 
t (ua)  = t (u)a  and t (u)a  €  TC( H) .  Thus, TC{ H)  is an ideal of B(H) .
□
We have seen th a t K ( H ) is a  Banach B(H )-m odule  by taking the operator com­
position as the  module actions. W ith the dual relation, by defining
(x, au>) =  (x a , oj) and (x , ua) — (ax, ui)
for all x  e  K ( H ) , a  €  B( H)  and u  6  K(H)*,  we see th a t K(H)*  is also a Banach 
B(/7)-module. Then, the identification T C ( H )  =  K ( H )* induces a Banach B(H) -  
module structure on TC( H) .  On the other hand, since T C ( H )  is an ideal of B(H) ,  
and || • ||b(//) ^  II • IItc(h) on T C ( H ), T C ( H )  is also a Banach B ( H )~module under the 
usual operator composition. From the proof of Proposition 3.4.1, we have at(uj) = 
t(au>) and t(uj)a — t(uia) for all a 6 B( H)  and u> €  K(H)*.  The left hands of the 
two equalities correspond to  the B (i/)-m odule structure on T C ( H ) under operator 
composition. The right hands correspond to the £ (//)-m odu le  structure on T C ( H ) 
induced from the identification T C ( H )  =  K(H)*.  Thus, the two module structures 
on T C ( H ) are the same.
P r o p o s i t io n  3.4.2. T C ( H )  is a Banach algebra.
P r o o f .  From Proposition 3.4.1, we see th a t if u>i,u>2 €  K ( H ) * , then t(u)i)ui2 € 
K(H)*.  Moreover, t(uji)t(uj2 ) = t(t(u\)uj2 ). This shows th a t T C ( H ) is closed under 
operator composition. So, it is an algebra. Furthermore,
| | * ( w i ) i ( u * ) | |  =  | | t ( * ( u * ) w a ) | |  =  | | « ( wi ) wa | |  <  I M w O I I M  =  | | i ( w i ) | | | | f ( w a ) | | .
Thus, T C ( H )  is a Banach algebra. □
We have seen th a t any Hilbert space H  is isomorphic to l2(J)  for some set J . To 
be more clear, let {eQ}Q6j  be the orthonormal basis of H.  Then H  is isomorphic to 
l2( J ) as Hilbert spaces. So, B ( H ) can be identified with B( l 2(J)).
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On the other hand, let I  be an infinite index set. We denote by =  M /(C) 
the vector space of all matrices F  = \va0]a>0ei with vap €E C, a , 6  G I. We use M i  
to  denote all matrices in M / with sup \\F'\\ < oo, where the supermum is taken over
F'
all finite submatrices F ' of F. It is easy to  see th a t M i  is a normed space with 
||F || =  sup{ ||F '|| : F ' is  a f in i te  subm atrix o f  F }. We have
LEMMA 3.4.3. Let b =  [ba0] G M l .  Then fo r  any fixed a 0 G I  and /30 G I , the 
1 x  I  submatrix [baQ0)0^i and 7 x 1  submatrix [6apo]aei Lave at most countably many 
non-zero entries.
P r o o f .  Let n  G N be any natural number. Let S n = {baop : \bao0\ >  1 / n} .  Then
OO
S  =  U  Sn is the set of all non-zero entries of (bao0)0ei. We show th a t each S n is
n = 1
finite, and so S  is a t most countable.
Suppose th a t Sn is infinite. We choose an infinite sequence {6Qoi3m}meN Q Sn. 
For fixed N  G N, we define x  G C N by x m =  e~t9m/ ^ / N ,  where 9m satisfies bao0m =
IbaoPm|ei9m (1 <  m  < N ). Then ||x|| =  1. So,
N
J J f  I f f  ?  |ha0/3ml
~n~ =  n^/N  <  V~N  <  Il[&aoi0m ]l< m < iv | |  <  I I 6 U .
Since 77 6  N is arbitrary, it contradicts with ||6||m, <  oo. Thus, Sn is finite, and 
[baop]pei has a t most countably many non-zero entries.
Similarly, for [ba0o]aei, let n G N be any natural number. Let Sn =  {bapa : \ba0n\ >
OO
1/n } . Then S  = |J  5„ is the set of all non-zero entries of (ba0o)aeI. We show that
n = l
each Sn is finite, and so S  is a t most countable.
Suppose th a t Sn is infinite. We choose an infinite sequence { b a m p 0 } m e N  Q Sn. For 
fixed 77 G N, we take x  = 1. Then
II =  I 'y ^ IbocmPo |
\ l< m < N
On the other hand,
III* ~  ||[^am^ o]l<f"<N|| — II^||a4/-
Thus, II^IIaij >  y /N /n .  Since 77 G N is arbitrary, the inequality is impossible. Thus, 
S n is finite, and [bao0]0ei has a t most countably many non-zero entries. □
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Lem ma  3.4.4. Let {ea}aei be the standard orthonormal basis for I2(I) and b =
[bap] 6  M i .  Then Yf,bpae-p S l2(I) fo r  all a  E I.  Let S ( I ) be the linear span 
pei
o f {ea }Qe/. For each b E M i ,  we define a linear map <p(b) : S( I )  — > 12{I) by
ip(b)ea = Y ,b p aep (a E / ) .  Then (p{b)x E 12{I) and ||</>(&)x|| <  ||&||.m , | M I  for  all 
m i
x  E S( l ) .  So, <p(b) can be extended to a bounded linear map from  I2 (I) to I2 (I) 
satisfying ||y?(6)|| <  ||&||.
PR O O F. By Lemma 3.4.3, for fixed a  E I , [bpa]pei has a t most countably many 
non-zero entries, say bpma (m E N). So,
1/2
y  ]bpaCp 
m i
T .  bpmae Pn
me  N
= (E I'-A.-i2')
VmeN /
On the other hand, for any N  E N, \bpma}J<m<M is a finite subm atrix of 6, so, we 
have <  ||6||jw,. Taking i  =  we have li[(>Bm, J / :m£;v2|| <
M U  M l, i.e., E  I V ..I2 <  M U ( E  IV .«I2),/2 . Or, ( E  |6S,,„ |2)1/2 <  M U -
m = 1 m —l  m = l
Let N  — ► oo, we have
y  b(i*ep 
Pei
= Z M m ,-
VmeN /
Thus, J2 bpaep E 12{I) for all b E M i .
Pei
k
Now, for any x  E S( I ) ,  let x  =  ^  x nean• By definition,
n = l
(p{b) y  x ne0
n = l
y , x n<p{b)t
n = l
y !  Xn y y  bpan Op 
n = l  p e l
By Lemma 3.4.3, for each a n (1 <  n < k), there are a t most countably many non­
zero entries, say {bpm{an)an '■ m ( a n) E An} with A„ a subset of N. Then the index set 
{0m(a„)<Xn ■ m ( a n) E A n, 1 <  n < k}  is also countable. By re-arranging the index set 
with {Pi : I E A} with A a  subset of N, we have
y  x n y  1 bpan ep 
n = 1 pel
E E  x nbp,an 1 Op, 
l eA Vn=l /
y . Xn e  bt
n= 1 m(an)€An
( °n )
k 2'
E y ^  x nbpian
leA n = 1
1/2
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In case th a t A is a finite, [&ftQn]|A|xA; is a finite subm atrix of b G M r. So, ||[6ftQn]|A|xfc®|| <  
ll&IUf/IMI, i.e.,
1/2
< IM m /IM |.
If A is infinite, we can simply view A as N. For any N  e  N, [bplQri]Nxk is a 
subm atrix of b G M i .  Similar to the argument above, we have
' k 2"
E  ^^ x vf>Pian
i€ A 71=1
N
E
1=1 n=l
1 /2
Let N  — > oo, we have
- k 2" 1/2
E ^  , x nbptan <  IN a u IMI
leN n=l
Thus, in any case, we have
M & )z|| <  IHIa u IMI-
Since l2(I)  is the completion of S ( I )  in /2-norm, <p(b) can be extended to a bounded 
linear map p(b) : l2(I)  — ► l2(I)  satisfying ||y?(6)|| <  ||&||a4/- d
THEOREM  3.4.5. For any Hilbert space H, B (H )  is isometric to M i  for some 
index set I.
P r o o f .  Let {eQ} ae/ be an orthonormal basis of H. Then B (H )  =  B ( l2(I)). It 
suffices to prove th a t B (l2(I)) = M i  isometrically. From Lemma 3.4.4, we see that 
the map ip : M i  — * B (l2( I )) defined by (<p(b)ep\ea) =  ba/3 for all b =  [bap] G M i  is 
obviously one-one and ||</>(fr)lls(i2(/)) <  IHI.M, for all b G M i .  Now we show that <p is 
also onto and ||y?(6) ||B(i2(/)) >  ll&IUi,.
For each B  G B (l2(I)), let b = [bap]a)p^i with bap =  (Bep |eQ). We want to show 
th a t b G M i .  Then it is easy to  see th a t <p(b) = B  and ip is onto.
Let S  and T  be finite subsets of I. Let bs,T denote the S  x  T  subm atrix of b. 
Consider the diagram
P i n
t
C T
H D
I  > 
cs
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where the first row is the map B,  the second row is the map bs 'T , the left column is 
the inclusion m ap iT , and the right column is the orthogonal projection Ps . It is easy 
to  see th a t the diagram is commutative. So,
M  =  l | i T o B o P s | | < | | i T | | | |5 | |P s || =  ||B||.
Taking supremum on S ,T ,  we get ||6 ||a<, <  ||-B||-
Combining with Lemma 3.4.4, we see \\tp{b)\\B(i2(i)) =  II&II.M/ f°r b €  -Mi.
□
THEOREM  3.4.6. There is an isometric correspondence /  h i  between the second 
conjugate space and B ( H ) determined by
(w«,u>/) =  (* £ I7?) (11)
OO
P r o o f .  Let x  €  B ( H ), and u> =  a nW{„,Vn € K{H)*  be the same as in Theorem
71=1
3.3.2. Define a  functional f x on K(H)*  by
ip^ifx) =  ^   ^Oln (x£n 17jn) ■ (12)
By equality (10), we have
|(w ,/*)| <  ^ |a „ ||(x C „ |j? n ) | <  | |x | |5 3 |a n| =  ||x||||w ||.
So, f x is continuous on and
ll/* ||< IM |. (13)
Conversely, for any /  E define a sesquilinear form B f  on H  by
B / f a v )  =  H t „ /) •
We have
\B t ( ^ v ) \  =  l ( w € , i , / ) l  ^  I I / I I I N . J  ^  WfWUW
So, B j  is bounded. By Theorem 3.1.3, there exists a unique Xf E B (H )  with ||B /|| =  
H i/1| such th a t
(x f t \v )  = Bf(S>v) = (wt,v, f ) .  (14)
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Replacing £,rj by by equalities (12) and (14) we have
(w ,/x /) =  2 a n < Z /£ « h n )  =  5^an<W CllllhI/ )  =  ( I / )  =  / )
for all u> € K(H)*.  So, f X} = f .  Thus, B (H )  — > K(H)**, x  i— ► f x is onto. By 
equality (14), we have ||®f|| <  | | / | |  =  | | / x / ||. Combining with inequality (13), we get 
||a:/|| =  | | / | | .  Therefore, B (H )  — > K{H)**, x  i— ► f x , is a  surjective isometry. □
T h e o re m  3.4.7. The correspondence B ( H ) — > K{H)**, x  i— > f x, is multiplica­
tive, where the multiplication in B ( H ) is the operator composition and the multipli­
cation in K(H)** is the Arens product.
P R O O F. I t is well-known th a t any Hilbert space H  is reflexive. By Theorem 2.4.1, 
K ( H ) is Arens regular, i.e., the first Arens product and the second Arens product on 
K(H)** are the same, we use the first Arens product here to  prove the theorem. Let 
x, y  e  B{H ). We denote by * the Arens product on We want to show that
f x *  fy  — f x y  F irst, we show that
wf,7j * tu,v = U{u\n)e,v
for all f , r), u, v  €  H. Then we prove that
f y  *  ^ , 7) =  ajy^ v
for all y €  B (H )  and £, 77 € Lf. Finally, we conclude our result.
Let u ',v '  €  H. we have
* tu,v)(tu',v’) = ^ ,^rt{tu,vtu',x>) ~  U}^ ,r]{f{u'\v)u,v'')
=  (*(w e,„)(u»u |t/) =  (u'\v)(t{ujiir,)u\v')
= ( (u » t€i1Jii|t/) = ((u» ( u|t7)£|x/)
=  {(u l»?>(u» £ k ' )  =
(1(u\t))£,vu lw ) =  (l(UJ{u\y)e,v)u 1^  ) =  w(u|7j)$,v{tu’,v’)■
Since tu/ y  is arbitrary, we proved th a t u)^v * tUtV = u)(u\t])s,v  
Now, we have
(fy * ,7))(tu,v) — fyi^i.t] * tu,v) = /yO^utoJC.u) = (2/((lll77)OI'1’) = ((ul77)2/£l1’)
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=  (ty£,riu \v) ~  (t{UJy£,Ti)u \v ) =
Since tu<v is arbitrary, we proved f x * u )^  = vjy^ v. Therefore,
fx  * fy{u Z,Ti) =  fx ( fy  * w£,f)) — f x (w2/f,tj) =  (x y£I1]) ~  fxyi^^n)-
Since u / ^  is arbitrary, we have f xy =  f x * f y. □
On one hand, B ( H ) is a Banach T C (//)-m odule. The module actions of T C ( H ) 
on B (H )  is the usual operator composition.
On the other hand, since K (H )  is an ideal of B (H ), B (H )K (H )  C K (H )  and 
K ( H ) B ( H )  C K (H ) .  So, T C ( H ) K ( H ) C K ( H ) and K (H )T C (H )  C K (H ) .  T hat 
means K ( H ) is a TC (/f)-subm odule of B (H ).  Then the dual relation induces a 
T C (//)-b im odule  structure on K(H)*  by
(x,aw) — {xa,u;) and (x,uja) — (ax, uj) (15)
for all a E T C ( H ) ,x  E K (H )  and u  E K{H)*.
Using the similar way, the T 'C(//)-bim odule structure on K ( H ) *  induces a bi­
module structure on K(H)**  by
(u), a f )  =  (wa, / )  and (to, fa )  =  (au, / )  (16)
for all a E T C ( H ) , f  E K(H)** and uj E K(H)*.  We claim
PRO PO SITIO N 3.4.8. The correspondence between B (H )  and K(H)** preserves the 
above module structures.
PR O O F. We use IT to denote the map B ( H ) — ► K (H )* *  : x \— > f x d efin ed  in  
Theorem 3.4.6. Then the theorem says th a t (w^n, tt(x)) — for all £,r] E H
and x  E B ( H ) .  We want to show th a t n(t(uj')x)  =  t(u/)7r(x)  for a ll x E B ( H ) a n d  
a /  €  K ( H ) \
Note tha t, for any £,77 €  H,t(uj') E T C ( H ) and s E K (H ) ,  by equality (15), we 
have
(a,wCi„t(fa/)) =  ( t ( J ) s , w ^ )  =  ( t(J)si\r i)  =  (s£|f(u/)*?7) =
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Thus, = W£,t(w')*T)- Then, for all x  £ B (H ),
(u7€ i„ , f ( u / ) 7 r ( x ) )  =  ( u i ^ t ( u / ) , i r ( x ) )  =  ( u ^ y ^ T r i x ) )
=  (x£\ t (u/yri )  =  {t(u/)xS\rj) =  {wCifJI7 r (« (a ;» ) .
Since £,77 6  H  are arbitrary, we have 7r(t(u')x) = t(u/)n(x)  for all t(u') £  T C (H )  and 
x  £ B (H ).  Similarly, we also have n(xt(ui')) =  ir(x)t(u'). Thus, the map n  preserves 
the T’C(/f)-bim odule structures. □
Since B ( H ) is an algebra, B (H )  is of course a  B(H)-modu\e. W ith restriction
on K (H ) ,  we see th a t K (H )  is a S(17)-submodule since K ( H )  is an ideal of B(H ).
Using the dual relations similar to  above, we see th a t is also a B (H )-module.
Still using the fact th a t K ( H ) is an ideal of B (H ),  we can see th a t both B (H )  and 
K(H)**  are A '(/f)-modules. We claim
P ro po sitio n  3.4.9. The map x  i— > f x preserves all the K(H)-module structures 
and B(H)-module structures on K(H)** and B (H ).
P r o o f . Since the proofs are similar, we only show it for the case of K (H ).
Let a £ K ( H ) ,x  £  B (H ),  and f x £ K(H)** the correspondence of a; as defined in 
Theorem 3.4.6. Let £,rj £  H  and £ K(H)*  be defined as in Equality (6). Then, 
from the proof of Proposition 3.4.1, we see tha t
t(.W£,ya) ^(^£,77)^ ~  =
Thus, u ^ na =  uj^a-v for all a £ K ( H ) and £,77 €  H. Now,
H , ,v a fx) = (uju a j x) = (u^a.r,,Jx) =  (.T£|a*77) =  (ax^rj) =  (uj^vJ ax).
Therefore, a f x =  f ax. This shows th a t the map x  1— > f x preserves the left module 
structures on K(H)** and B (H ).  The case of right module can be similarly proved.
□
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CHAPTER 4
Introduction to Operator Spaces
This chapter is an introduction to the concept of operator space and its funda­
mental properties, which is based on the monograph by E. G. Effros and Z.-J. Ruan 
(see [13]). We s ta rt with the definition of concrete operator space. Then we introduce 
abstract operator spaces and prove th a t any concrete operator space is an abstract 
operator space. The inverse is also true, i.e., every abstract operator space has a 
representation of concrete operator space over some Hilbert space, which is proved 
in Section 4.3. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss some im portant definitions and 
properties for operator spaces.
4.1. Concrete Operator Spaces and Abstract Operator Spaces
In this section, the concepts of concrete operator space and abstract operator 
space are introduced. It is proved th a t every concrete operator space is an abstract 
operator space. We cite those definitions from [13].
D e f i n i t i o n  4.1.1. A concrete operator space on Hilbert space H  is a linear sub­
space V  o f  B (H )  .
D efin itio n  4.1.2. A matrix norm  || ■ || on a linear space V  is a sequence of 
norms on the matrix space M n(V) fo r  each n  €  N. We denote by M n(V) the normed 
space o /M „(V ).
Let V  be a vector space, and v 6 M m(V) and w  6  M n( V ), (m, n  6  N). The 
direct sum of v and vj, denoted by v  © w, is defined to be an element in M m+n(V) 
w ith a form
O 0min 
On,to UJ
DEFINITION 4.1.3. A n abstract operator space is a linear space V  together with a 
matrix norm  || • || satisfying
• M l  ||u © w||m+n =  m ax{||u ||m, ||u>||n}
27
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•M 2 \\avf3\\n <  IMIIMUI/JH
fo r  all v  G w G Mn(V), a  G M niTn and (3 G Mm,„, where the norms of a  and (3
are operator norms, i.e., we treat a  and (3 as elements of  J5(Cm,C ") and B ( Cn,C m), 
respectively.
If V  is an operator space, then we call the m atrix norm an operator space structure. 
Note th a t Condition M l can be replaced by the following 
• M l ' ||u ® iu||m+n <  max{\\v\\m, |M U}- 
This can be easily seen from Condition M 2 since we have
IMI =  IIUm Om,n ](u© rn)
r* m 
On.Ji
<  ||t> ® W||
for v G M m(V) and w G M n(V). Similarly, we have ||to || <  ||u  © iy || for w  G M n(V). 
Combining w ith M l',  we get M l.
Lem m a 4.1.4. Let Hi, H2, K i, and K 2 be Hilbert spaces. Let bi : Hi — > K i and 
b2 : H2 — > K 2 be two linear operators. Define bi 0  6 2  to be an operator from Hi 0 2  H2 
to K \ ® 2  K 2 determined by
(bi 0  62) (hi 0  h2) =  (61 hi) <8 (b2h2)
fo r  all h\ G Hi and h2 G H 2. Then | |6 i <0 b21| =  ||& i||||6 2 ||-
P R O O F . First we have | |6 i 0 b 2 \\ >  ||61 | | | |62 ||. This is because
||6i ® 621| =  sup{||6i 0) b2(h)|| - h e  Hi 0 2 H 2, ||/i|| <  1}
>  sup{||ftj 0  b2{hi 0  / i2) || : hi G Hi, h2 E H2, ||/ii 0  h2\\ <  1}
=  sup{||6i/ii 0  >^2^2II : hi G Hi, h2 G H 2, ||hi 0  h2\\ <  1}
>  sup{||bihi 0  fc>2^ 2|| ; hi G H i ,h 2 G H 2, ||h i|| <  1, H/12II <  1}
=  s u p f l M J I I k M  : hi G H u h2 G H2, | M  <  1 ,  | | M  <  1 }  
=  I I M I I M -
So, it suffices to  show th a t ||&i 0  b21| <  IIMIIIMI-
Let f ( x i , y i )  =  ||6i | |2(x i,y i) -  (b iX i,hy i)  and <p(xi,yi;x2,y 2) =  f { x i , y i ) { x 2,y 2) 
for x i ,y i  G H x, x 2,y 2 G H2. Since / ( x , x ) =  ||6 i | | 2 | | x | | 2 -  ||f> ix | | 2 >  0 for all x  G H, we
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h a v e
< p ( x , y ; x , y )  =  f { x , x ) { y , y )  >  0 . (1 7 )
O n  th e  o th e r  h a n d ,
p ( * i , v i ; * 2 ,ifc )  =  ( | |6 i l l2 < * i . i / i )  -  { M i .& i V i » ( * 2 ,i/a )
=  ||6 i | |2 ( a ; i , j / i ) ( x 2 , y 2) -  ( b i x i , b i y i ) ( x 2 , y 2)
=  I N I 2 ^ !  ®  * 2 ,2 /1  ®  3/2> -  ( M l  ®  * 2 ,  M l  ® V 2 )
=  ||6 i ||2 <a:i <S>x2 ,y i  ® y 2) -  ((&i ®  I ) { x \  ® x 2) , { b i  ® 7 ) ( j / i  2/2)) -
N o w , w e  c a n  rew r ite  y>(xi, 3/1; x 2i y 2) a s  <p(xi  ® x 2 , y i ®  y 2) s in c e  th e  a b o v e  e x p r e ss io n  
o n ly  c o n ta in s  v a r ia b le s  w ith  th e  fo rm  u  <g> v .  T h e n  w e e x te n d  i t  lin e a r ly  t o  th e  w h o le  
l in e a r  sp a c e  H \ ®  H 2 . W e h a v e
<£(2 1 , 22) =  ||6 i | | 2 <2 i ,  22> -  ((61  ® I ) z u (bi  ® I ) z 2).  (1 8 )
W e  w a n t t o  p ro v e  th a t  <p(z,  z )  > 0  for a ll z  G 7 / i  ® 2 H 2.
B y  d e f in it io n , for a n y  a: 1 , 3/1 €  H i  a n d  x 2 , y 2 €  H 2 , w e  h a v e
<fi{xi <8 > x 2 , 2/1 <g>2/2) =  ||6 i | | 2 ( i i , 2/1) ( x 2 , y 2) -  ( b i x i , b i y i ) ( x 2, y 2)
=  ( | |6 i | | 2 ( x i , y i )  -  ( b i X i , b i y i ) ) ( x 2, y 2).
m
For a n y  z  =  ^  aJ»<S>2/» €  H i <82 H 2 , le t  X  — V-fy* : i  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  m } ,  th e  lin e a r  sp a n  o f
i= 1
{r/i : i =  1 , . . . ,  m } ,  a n d  c h o o se  a n  o r th o g o n a l b a s is  o f  X ,  s a y  {e^ : i =  1, . . . , n }  (n  <  m).
n
T h e n  z  =  ] [ )  x i  <g> e*, for so m e  x ) G H \  . N o w ,
1=1
n n  n
y>(z, 2:) =  ^  ^  <p(xi  ®  ej, Xj  ®  e j )  =  ^  </j(xj ®  e*, £ ) ®  e*) >  0  
i= l  j = l  i= l
s in c e  e a c h  </?(£) ®  ej, f )  ®  e*) >  0  (s e e  E q u a lity  (1 7 ) ) .  B y  E q u a lity  (1 8 ) , ( p { z , z )  >  0  
im p lie s
<p( z , z )  =  \\b1\\2 \ \ z \ \ * - M b l ® I ) z \ \ 2 > 0 .
T h u s , || (61 ®  7 ) z | |  <  [|6 i || || ^ r|| for a ll  z  G 77i <g>2 H 2 , from  w h ic h  i t  is  im m e d ia te ly  th a t
l l & i M I <  IIMI-
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By the same way, we have | | /  0  621| <  ||62||. Since 61 0  62 can be viewed as a 
composition of 61 0  I  and I  0  62, it follows tha t
||6 1 0 6 2 II =  ||(6i ® / ) ° ( / ®  6a)|| <  I|6i ® / | | | | / ® 62|| <  II61HII62II.
Therefore, ||6i ® 62|| =  ||&i||||&2 ||- d
P r o p o s i t io n  4.1.5. Let V  be an abstract operator space. Then fo r  any m atrix  
v  E M n(V ) and a  E M p, we have
||«® a|| =  ||a® v|| =  ||v||||a||.
P R O O F . By Polar Decomposition Theorem, we may assume a  = p  \ a  | , where p  
is unitary. Prom the finite-dimensional spectral theorem, there is a unitary m atrix A E 
M p, and scalars c\ > c2 >  ... >  cp >  0 such th a t ||a || =  c\ and | a  |=  A*(cj©...©Cp)A. 
If we let u =  (cj ® ... © Cp) 0  u =  Civ ® ... ® cpv E M ^ V ) ,  then by M l,
||<* 0  v|| =  ||^A*(ci © ... ©  Cp)A 0  u|| =  ||(/iA* 0  7„)u(A ®  /„ )|| =  ||u|| =  |M |||u ||.
Since a  0  v  =  v  0  a , we are done. □
P r o p o s i t io n  4.1.6. Let V  be an operator space with norm  || • ||. Then fo r  any 
v  =  [vij] e  ||« y || <  ||u|| <  Y! ||u ij||, where n e N  and 1 <  i , j  <  n.
l< i , j< n
P r o o f .  By operator space condition M 2, we have
I M I  =  IIb > e ,I| <  | |s . | |M l | |e ; | |  =  ||„n
*11 E  E  I I W ? I I <  E  I M -
□
PRO PO SITIO N 4 .1 .7 .  Every concrete operator space is an abstract operator space.
Let H  be a Hilbert space, V  C B(H)  a linear subspace of B(H) .  We want to 
show th a t, for all v E M m( V ) , w  E M n{ V ) , a  E M n>m, and 0  E M m>n with m,,n E N, 
the  conditions M l'  and M 2  are satisfied with a suitable assignment of a m atrix norm. 
Before we present the proof, we need the following lemmas.
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LEMMA 4 .1 .8 .  W e  h a v e  a  l in e a r  i s o m o r p h is m
s  B ( H n).
So we can use the norm on B ( H n) to  define a norm on M n(B(H )).  Then B (H )  
has a m atrix norm.
P R O O F . Any b = [6i,j]nXn € M n(B (H ))  determines an operator on H n defined by
V>n{b)(rj) =  ( 5 2  h j r j j , ..., 5 2  bn,jVj)
for all 77 =  (771, ...,rjn) G H n. We claim th a t <pn is an isomorphism from M n(B(H ))  
onto B (H n) for each n  G N . This induces a m atrix norm on B(H ).
To show th a t ipn is onto, define fa : H  — > H n by fa(h)  =  (0, . . . ,0 ,^ h ^ ,  0, ...,0)
i—th
for all h G H  and 1 < i < n. Then fa is an isomorphism from H  onto Ht = 
{(0, ...,0 ,^ / 1^ , 0, ...,0) : h G H }  for each 1 <  i <  n. For any T  G B ( H n) and
i—th
h  =  (h i , . . . ,h n) G H n, we have T h  = T ( Y h i )  = Y ,T h i ,  where hi — fa(hi). Since
»=1 i~ 1
Thi  G H n, Thi -  (Tihu ...,Tnhi) =  (bu h i , ...,bnihi), where bji -  Tj o fa (1 <  j  < n ). 
Then
n n  n n  n
T h  = 5 2 T hi = ( 5 2 T ih i ,  - , 5 2 Tnbi) = ( 5 2 bufli’ ■■■’5 1 bnihi) ^ { ^ { h ) .
t= l  t= l  t= l  i= l  i= l
□
LEMMA 4.1.9. H n =  C" ®2 H  in the sense of Hilbert space isomorphism.
PR O O F. Let h = {h i ,h2, ...,hn) €  H n and (i =  1 ,...,ti)  be the vector units, 
i.e., Ei =  (0, . . .,0 ,^ 1 ^ ,0 , ...,0). Define <p : H n — > Cn ® 2 H  by <p(h) = ^ E i ®  hi.
i—th ^
We show th a t tp is an isomorphism.
First, given h ,k  6  H, and a, 0  G C, we have
n
tp(ah + (3k) =  (p(ahi +(3ku ..., a  hn + p kn) =  5 2  Ei ® +  @ki)
i= 1
n n n
— 52(<*Ei ® hi + (3Ei ® ki)  ■= a  5 2  E i ® ht + P ^ . E j ®  h
i= l  i= l  t= l
=  a<p(h) + (3p(k).
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So, p  is linear.
n
Second, for any h = (hu h2, h n) £ H n, p(h) = 0 if and only if £  E { <g> h{ =  0 if
1=1
and only if E t <g> hi — 0 for all 1 <  i < n  if and only if h{ =  0 for all 1 <  i < n, i.e., 
h =  0. So, p  is injective.
m
Third, for x  £  C” ® H, x  has a representation a i ® h ,  where a t £  Cn and
i= i
n
hi £ H  (1 <  i < m). For each ccj £  Cn, a , has a representatoin a, = a i j Ej- So
j= i
m m  n n  m
x  =  }  '  cki ® hi = y   ^a i j E j ) ® hj =  ^   ^^  '.(a i,]Ej) <8> hi
t= l  1=1 j = l  '^=1 i= l
n m  n  m
=  = '5 L E3®  E
j = l  1=1 j = l  1=1
m
Let kj = Y ^ a ijh i  and A; =  ( k i , . . . ,k n). Then k £ H n and p{k) = x. Thus, tp is 
1=1
surjective from H n onto the algebraic tensor product space Cn ® H . This proved th a t 
p  is an isomorphism from H n onto the algebraic space Cn ® H .
Fourth, for h1, h2 £ H n, we have, on the one hand,
{ h \ h 2) = ((&}, ...,/£ ) , (/if, ...,*£)) =  ( h \ ,h l ) +  (h12,h l}+ , . . . ,+ (h 1n,h 2n) = ^ ( h ] ,  h2),
1=1
and on the other hand,
71 71
(ipih1), ip(h2)) = Ei 9  hi, 2 2  Ej ® h f i  = 2 2  '5 2 (E i ® hi > Ei  ® h))i—1 i—1
= j 2 Y , ( B , , E l ) (h \ ,h f l  =  £<A j,fc?> = {hl ,h 2).
*=1 j=1 t= l
Thus, p  is an isometry. □
Lem m a 4.1.10. Let a  £  e  M m,„ and v £  Mm{B{H)). Then avfi =
(a  ® I)v(/3 ® I)  under the identification H n =  Cn ® H.
P r o o f .  For any h =  (h i , ..., hn) £  H n, with identification H n =  Cn ® H, we want 
to  prove
n
(a  ® I)v{fi ® I ) ( 2 2  Ei ® hi) =  (a vP)(h i>- , h n ) ,
1=1
where Et are unit vectors of Cn whose 2-th  element is 1 with others zero.
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First, we have
n n n
(p  ® i) (% 2  Ei ® hi) =  ® =  E ( w  ® w
i= l  i= l  i= l
n n m
=  ® hi =  E E  Pj,iEj) ® hi
i= i  i= i  j = i
m n m  n
— )  ] ^  ' (Pj.iEj) ® hi =  ^  Ej  <g> '] Pj,ihi)
j = 1 1=1 J =1 1=1
n n
=  (^2P lih i , . . . , 'Y ^P rn ih i) = Ph.
1 = 1  1=1
Then,
u(^ ®  0 ( Z E i ® h i )  =  v C ^ P u h j ,  . . , t P m^
1=1 1 =  1 7=1
n m n  m
1(^ " , V\jPji)hi, ..., ^   ^VjnjPji)hi)
1=1 j=l 1=1 j=l
m
=  (vP)h = ' ^ T E k ® h k,
k~l
wher e h k = J 2 Y ){v i j Pij )hi.
1=1 j i= l
Finally, w ith the first two steps, we have
(a  ® /)u(/J ® I ) ( ^ 2  Ei ® h,-)
1 = 1
m m m
=  (a  ® / ) ( ^ 2  E k ® hk) =  (X ]  a ikhk, E a ,* ^ )
fc=l fc=l fc=l
m n m  m  tl m= (!>*(£<£ ^ kjPjphp, ...,  ^Otnk B E
/c=l 7=1 7 =  1 /c=l 7=1 j = l
m  n m m n m
=  E E E ^ ^ ^ ’ - ’ E E E  i^-nk^kj  Pji ) hi )]
fc=l 1=1 .7=1 A=1 1=1 j = l
=  (a v P ) h .
n
Still with the identification of h = (h i , ..., /i„) =  ]T) £* ® /i*, we therefore have
i=i
au/J =  (a  ® /)u(/3 ® /) .
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□
Now we prove Proposition 4.1.7.
P r o o f . Let v G M m{V ),w  e  Mn(V), and let p n be the isomorphism from 
M n{B{H )) to B {H n). Then
V 0
V © W m+n
0 w
-
f
V 0 X
=  sup <
0 w y
m+ n
m+ n v 0 
0 w B(Hm+n)
: x £ H m, y G H n, M 2 + M 2 < l
= sup{||[t>a:,uiy]|| : x  €  H m,y  6  TP, N |2 +  ||y ||2 <  1}
=  s u p d l^ H 2 +  Hun/U2)* : x e r , y e  H n, |M |2 +  ||y | |2 <  1}
<  sup{(|M |2 ||x ||2 +  ||w;||2 ||y||2)5 : x e H m, y €  H n, | |z ||2 +  ||y ||2 <  1}
<  max{||w||m, ||^ ||„}  sup{(||rr ||2 +  ||y ||2)^ : x € H m, y €  H n, ||x ||2 +  ||y ||2 <  1}
=  m ax{|M |m, |M |n}.
This proved M l'.  On the other hand,
\\avp\\ =  | | ( a ® / ) « ( / ?  ® J ) | |  <  | | a ® / | | | M | | | l ® / | |  =  H | | | v | | | | / ? | | .
This proved M2. □
4.2. Completely Bounded Linear Mappings
Let V  and W  be two abstract operator spaces and p  : V  — ► W  a linear mapping. 
For each n  e  N, define p ^  : M n(V)  — > M n(W )  by
V>(n)M  =  (19)
for all v =  [njj] 6  M n(V). Then p ^  is also a linear mapping, called the n-th
amplification of p. We say th a t p  is completely bounded if sup{||</>(n)||} <  oo. Let
n€N
CB (V , W )  denote the set of all such p  e  B (V ,W ) .  Then C B (V ,W )  is a normed 
space with the complete bounded norm of p  defined by
|M |ci, =  sup{||y?(n)||}.
n€N
(20)
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We say th a t p  is completely isometric (respectively, completely contractive) if all p ^  
are isometric (respectively, contractive).
Given two normed spaces V  and W ,  a bounded linear mapping p  : V  — > W  
is said to be a quotient mapping if the induced mapping (p : Vyker(y?) — > W  is
a  surjective isometry. p  is called an exact quotient mapping if p  maps Vj|.||<i onto
p  is called a complete quotient mapping if each p ^  is a quotient mapping. 
p  is called an exact complete quotient mapping if each p^> is an exact quotient 
mapping. Given an abstract operator space V  and a  Hilbert space H, we say th a t a 
m apping p  : V  — > /? (//)  is a realization of V  if it is a  completely isometric injection.
P r o p o s i t i o n  4.2.1. ||v?|| <  | |^ (2)|| <  ... <  ||v?(n)|| <  ... <  I M U -
P r o o f . T h is  c a n  b e  e a s i ly  se e n  fro m  th e  fo llo w in g  in e q u a lity .
||y?(m+n)|| =  sup |M m+ri)(^)ll >  sup | |^ {m+B)(i;m ©i;„)||
IM I(m + n )< l ||« m © « n ||< l
=  S U P  W p ^ i V m )  © ^ ( , l ) ( u n ) | |
m aa:{||tim || , | |« „ | |} < l
>  sup ||vp(m)(um)|| =  M m)||
□
LEMMA 4.2.2. Given m, n  €  N with m  > n, and a vector 77 €  Cm ® C", there 
exists an isometry /3 : Cn c-> Cm and a vector rj G Cn <S)Cn such that {(3 <g> In)(rj) =  r)
P R O O F. Let { e ^  : j  =  1 ,2 ,..., n} be a basis of C". For any rj € Cm <8> C", there 
exists a unique decomposition with rjj 6 Cm(j — 1 , 2 , ...,n ) such that
n
r) = Y ^ V (21)
3 = 1
Let F  be the subspace spanned by {rjj : j  = 1, ...,n}. Then dim (F) < n < m. 
Thus, there is an isometry P : CdimF — > Cm. If d im F  <  n, we can extend P to C" 
isometrically. So we can always denote it by p  : C" — > Cm. And since the image 
of P  contains F, for each rjj, there is a unique rjj £  Cn, such th a t P(fjj) =  rjj. Let
n =  £  Vi ®  4 n ) - T h e n  (P  ®  Q i v )  =  £  y j ®  ^ n )  =  v-  □j = 1 j =1
PRO PO SITIO N 4.2.3. I f  V  is an abstract operator space and p  : V  — > M n is a 
linear mapping, then ||</>||C6 =
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P R O O F. By Proposition 4.2.1, it suffices to  show th a t ||< ^^ || <  for any
m  > n. Given e >  0, choose v G M m(V)  with ||v|| <  1 such th a t ||y?(m)|| -  £ < 
l|y>(m)(u)||. By definition, there exists a unit vector t] G (C")m =  Cm <S> Cn such 
th a t ||y?(m)(v)ll =  So, there is a unit vector £ G (Cn)m satisfying
||y?(m)(v)07)ll =  |<¥>(m)(«)(»7)»0l-
Thus we have | | ^ m^(u)|| = | (<P^mHv)(Tj)iO  I- By Lemma 4.2.2, there are isometries 
a , 0  : C" Cm and unit vectors £, rj G C" ® C n such th a t £ =  (a  ® /„)(£) and 
V = {0 ® In)(v)- Then
ll^(m)ll - e  <  l<P(m)(v)(»7),£>l =  |<v>(m)(v )(^®  /„)(»7),(or «> /«)(#))!
=  |( (a  ® l n)*(p('m\ v ) ( 0  ® In)(v), (£)) |
=  = \(<P{nH**v0)(ri),(£))\
<  |M " V ^ ) I I  <  lM n)ll
Since s  >  0 is arbitrary, we conclude th a t <  Hs^H for all m  > n. □
The following consequence of Proposition 4.2.3 is frequently used.
COROLLARY 4.2.4. I f  V  is an abstract operator space, then for any linear func­
tional f  : V  — ► C, we have | | / | |Cb =  ||/ ||-
4.3. The Representation Theorem
We have seen th a t any concrete operator space is an abstract operator space. More 
significantly, every abstract operator space is identified w ith a concrete operator. This 
theorem is due to Z.-J. Ruan, which is usually called R uan’s Representation Theorem.
THEOREM 4.3.1. I f  V  is an abstract operator space, then there is a Hilbert space 
H, a concrete operator space W  C B (H ), and a complete isometry from V  onto W .  
I f V  is separable as a normed space, then we can let H  = I2 .
Note. W ith this representation theorem, we can also identify an abstract operator
space V  with a subspace of B{H),  and consequently,
Mm(Mn(V))  s  M mxn(V) *  M n(Mm(V)) 
in the meaning of isometric isomorphism, where m ,n  G N.
In order to  prove Theorem 4.3.1, we need the following lemma for matrix-valued 
mapping which is analogous to Hahn-Banach theorem.
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Lem m a  4.3.2. Suppose that V  is an abstract operator space. Given any element 
v £ M n(V), there exists a complete contraction <p: V  — > M n) such that
\\<Pn(v)\\ =  |M|
W ith this lemma, we present the proof of the  first part of Theorem 4.3.1. The 
rest of the proof can be found in [13, Theorem 2.3.5].
P r o o f .  For each n  £  N, we let sn =  sn(V) =  CB(V,  Mn)||-m<i and s — s (V ) =  
(J sn(V). Each Sn is not empty since 0 £ Sn. Then we define H  =  ©v6sCn^ \  where
neN
n(ip) is the integer n  with ip £  sn. Note th a t even if <p\ <p2, n(<pi) may be equal to
n(<p2). Let $  : V  — > B ( H ) by $(u) =  (<p(v))veil. For any h £ H, h  has the form 
We have
<f>(v)(h) = ((/3(u))v,ga(/l) =  (</j(u))v,gs(/l¥,)vgs =  (</?(u)(/l1/P))¥,ga,
where hv £  C " ^  and ip : V  — > . Since <f>(u) =  ( p l v ) ) ^ ,  we can identify
«£>m : M m{V ) — > B (H m) with the mapping v i— > (ipm(v))ves. We also note that, for 
each <p £ s, ip £ sn for some n £  N and p  is a mapping from V  to  M n. Thus <pm(v) 
is a  mapping from M m(V ) to M m(Mn) for each m  £  N. Since each p  is completely 
contractive, it is immediate th a t $  is a complete contraction with ||$ n(u)|| <  ||u||, for 
all n  £  N.
On the other hand, given a fixed v £ M n(V),  we may use Lemma 4.3.2 to select 
a  <p0 €  sn with ||(po)„(u)|| =  IMI- This implies th a t ||<M U)II >  ll(¥>o)n(v)ll =  IMI- 
Thus, ||$„(u)|| =  |h’|! for all n £  N, and is a complete isometry.
To show th a t <pn : M „ (B (H )) — > B {H n) is surjective, define ip, : H  i— > H n by 
i>{h) =  (0, . . . ,0 ,^h ^ ,  0 ,...,0 ) for all h £ H  and 1 <  i < n. Then ipi is an isomorphism
i—th
from H  onto H l = {(0, ...,0 ,^ h ^ , 0, ...,0) : h £ H j  for each 1 < i < n. For any
i—th
T  £ B ( H n) and h = (h i , . . . ,h n) £  H n, we have
n n
T h  = T ( J 2 h i )  = Y , T hi
i= 1 i= l
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w ith hi — i>i{hi). Note th a t Thi  € H n and T h t =  {Tihu ...,T nhi) =  (bu hi, ...,bnihi), 
with bji = Tj o i/'t- So,
n n n  n  n
T h  =  £ 7 7 *  = , . . . , ^ T A )  =  ( J 2 b u h i , . . . ,J 2 b m h i)  =  <pnm h ) .
i= l  i= l  i= l  t= l  t= l
□
T h e o re m  4.3.3. Suppose that V  is a linear space, and that we are provided with 
mappings
|| . ||n : Mn(V)  — > [0,oo)
fo r  all n  € N, which satisfy
•  M l '  ||t> © to||m+„ <  max{\\v\\m, |M |„} ,
•  M 2 \\avP\\n <  ||a |||M |m||/?||,
fo r  all v G M m(V ) ,w  G M n( V ) ,a  G M„im and j3 G M m,n . Then these mappings are 
seminorms which satisfy M l  and M2. If, in addition, || • ||i is a norm, then the same 
is true for all the given matrix seminorms, and they determine an operator space 
structure on V .
PR O O F . Given v ,w  G M n(V),  and e >  0 , we let a  =  | |u | |n +  e and f3 — | |io ||n +  e. 
Then v =  av  and w =  (3w for some v, w G M „(V ) with ||C ||, ||u)|| <  1. Then
(  v o )  t
v +  w =  7  7
y o w j
where 7  =  [a1/2^ , / ? 1/2/,,] and 7 * =  7 * is the adjoint of 7  satisfying
I M I I I t I  =  1177*11 = a  + f3.
We have
(v 0 \  (  v 07*11 <  II7IIIIO w l  y 0 w
=  (a  +  S)\\ | ° ) II <  m ax{ ||e ||,||u ) ||} (a  +  /3)
I 0 w I
<  a  +  (3 =  | |n | |  +  | |u;| |  +  2s.
Since s  is arbitrary, it follows that ||t> +  w\\ <  ||v|| +  ||to||.
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For any a  G C, by the condition M2, we have on the one hand,
||av || =  \ \ a l n  o d o  I n \\ < | |a /n ||||t;||„||7n || =  |a |||u ||, 
and on the other hand,
I N I -  =  l l ~ a u l ln <a  a
O r equivalently, ||au ||n >  MIMIn- Therefore, ||av ||„  =  M IM In' d
4.4. Some Usual Operator Spaces Induced by Given Operator Spaces
Suppose th a t V  is an operator space. If Vj is a subspace of V, then what is the 
induced operator space structure on Vi? In case th a t Vi is a  closed subspace of V, 
w hat is the natural operator space structure on the quotient space V /V \ ? And if we 
are given operator spaces V  and W ,  what is the product operator space structure on 
V  x W ?  In this section, we will define a natural operator space structure on each 
of these spaces. In the sequel, when these spaces are considered as operator spaces, 
they are always equipped with the natural operator space structures defined in this 
section.
4.4.1. Subspaces. Let V  be an operator space, W  C V  a subspace of V. Then 
M n(W ) is a linear subspace of Mn(V) for all n  G N. I t is easy to  see that the 
corresponding norm on Mn(W) relative to M n(V)  determines a m atrix norm on W . 
Thus W  is also an operator space as a subspace of V. T hat is to say, any linear 
subspace of an operator space is also an operator space with the induced m atrix 
norms. To see that, let || • ||n denote the norm on M n(V)  and || ■ ||“  denote the norm 
on Mn(!V) restricted from M n{V). Then for a 6  M m(W )  and b 6  M n(W ),  we have 
a © 6 € M n+m(W )  C M n+m(V). So,
l la  ©  & l l n + m  =  lla  ©  b \\n+m <  m a x { | | a | | m , | | 6 | | n }  =  m a x { | | o | | ® , | | 6 | | “ } .
This proved M l. For v G M m(W ) ,a  €  Mn>m and (5 G Mmi„, we have 
||oe«^||- =  Ilcn/^ IU < |M|||V||m||/3|| =  ||a||||v||-||/3||.
This proved M2. So, the m atrix norm sequence {|| ■ ||Jf : n  G N} is an operator space 
norm, and W  is an operator space with this norm, called an operator subspace of V.
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4.4.2. M a tr ix  S paces. If V  is an operator space, then for any p  G N, we define 
a  m atrix norm on MP(V)  by the identification:
= M mp(V ) : (vij)k,h 1 * V(i-i)p+k,(j-i)p+h
for m, i, j ,  k, h  G N.
For any v£, G M m(Mp(V))  and vf, G M n(Mp(V)),  we have
ll^ m  ®  ^ n l lm + n  =  ll^m p  ©  U n p ||(m + n )p  IU ® D c{||U m p||m pj ||fV ip ||n p }
=  m a x { I K I U , K l l n } -
This proved M l. On the other hand, let a  G M nyjn, /3 G Mmt„, and v G M m(Mp(V)). 
W ith the identification M m(Mp(V))  =  M mp(V), we have
\\av/3\\ = | | ( a  ®  IP)v(0  <g> / p) | |  <  | | a  ®  / P | | | M | | | / 3  ®  / P || =  N I I M I I I 0 I I -
This proved M2. Thus M p(V)  is also an operator space with the induced m atrix 
norm.
4.4.3. Q u o tie n t S paces. Suppose V  is an operator space, and N  C  V  is a 
closed subspace. Then M n( N ) is closed in M n(V).
If we define a mapping || • ||, : M n(V ) /M n(N)  — ► R by
||v ||, =  inf{||u +  iu|| : w G M n(N )}  =  inf{||v|| : v G M n( V ) ,n n{v) =  u},
then ||-||, is a norm on M n(V ) /M n(N). If we only regard M n(V /N )  and M n{V )/M n{N) 
as two linear spaces, then the mapping: (u jj +  N ) nxn <— > (u ,j)nxn +  M n(N )  is an iso­
morphism, i.e. M n( V /N ) =  M n(V ) /M n(N). W ith this identification, we can induce 
a  norm on M n( V /N ) from M n(V ) / M n( N ) . We prove th a t the m atrix norms on 
M n(V /N ),  (n  G N) in this way satisfy M l and M2.
Given a  G M n<m,f3 G Mm,„, and v G M m(V /N ),  there is a v G M m(V)  such that 
7Tm(u) =  v and ||v ||m < Hulls', +  e. Also note th a t 7rn(avP) = av/3, and thus
\\avP\\l <  \\av(3\\n <  ||a ||||u ||„ ||/3 || <  ||a ||( ||u ||^  +  s)||/3||.
Since e is arbitrary, M2 holds.
On the other hand, given v,ui  G M n(V /N )  there are v, w  G M n(V)  such that 
7rn(in) =  iv, nn(v) = v  ||v|| <  ||t5||’ l +  e and ||w ||n <  ||ui||® +  e. Also notice th a t
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7rm+„(v © w) = 7Tm (v) © 7rn (w) = v  © w,  thus we have
||u  ©  * | |  <  ||v  ©  io || =  m a x { | |v | | ,  | |t o ||}  <  m a x { | |u | | ,  j j * | |}  +  s .
Since e is arbitrary, we get M l'.
Thus, the quotient space V / N  with the m atrix norms defined in this way is also 
an operator space, called the quotient operator space determined by V  and W .  In 
this case, the quotient mapping 7r : V  — > V / N  is a complete quotient mapping since, 
given v G M n( V ) t ipn(v) =  (<p(vij))nxn G M n(V /N ),  and under the identification 
M n( V /N ) =  M n(V )/M n(N), <Pn(v) is a quotient mapping for all n  G N.
4 .4 .4 . P r o d u c t  o f  O p e ra to r  S paces. Given an indexed family of operator 
spaces (V ^ e s , we define the product operator space n K to  be the normed space
s€ S
loo(S',V3) together with the m atrix norms determined by the identifications
Mn( n  V.) =  n  M n(V,) =  loo (5; M n{V,)). 
ses ses
We will prove that, V  = n wdh the defined m atrix norms is really an operator
ses
space.
Recall th a t the norm of re € loo(S;Vs) is  defined b y  ||x | | =  s u p { | |x s || : s G S},  
where x  =  (x a) g€S . Let m, n  G N, v G M n(V ) and w G M m(V).  Then we have
| |u © u > ||m+n =  supdK u©  t n ) J m+n : s  G 5} =  su p { m a x { ||u jn, | K | | m}  : s  G S}
=  max{sup{||us ||n : s G 5 } ,s u p { ||iu jm : s G 5}}
=  max{||u||„, |M |m}.
This proved M l. Let a  G Mm,n,/2 G M nm . We have
av(3 =  a{vitj)P =  a { a ( v s)(3 =  av sf3,
«es ses ses
where vs G M n(Vs). So,
\\a vP\\ =  II n QU3^ ll =  sup{IIQ;V*/3II : s G S’} <  sup{ ||a ||||i;a||||/3|| : s G 5}
ses
=  H s u p { |K | | : S 65}!|/3 || =  |H H H |||/3 ||.
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This proved M2. Thus, I"[ with the m atrix norms determined by the identifications
s € S
M n ( [ [  v„) =  n  M n(Vs) =  (5; M n(V.)) n  £  N
is an operator space, called the product operator space of K , s & S.
4.5. D u a l S pace  a n d  M a p p in g  S paces
The purpose of this section is to find a natural operator space structure on the 
mapping space CB(V, W )  for operator spaces V  and W .  For simplicity, we first 
consider the case W  = C, i.e., V* =  B (V ,C )  =  CB(V, C).
THEOREM  4.5.1. I f V  is an operator space, then V* is an operator space via the 
identifications M n(V*) = C B (V ,M n), n  £ N.
PR O O F. We first show the linear space identification M n(V*) =  CB(V, Mn), n £  
N. Then we use this identification to  define a m atrix norm on M n(V*) (n £  N). 
Finally, we show th a t V* with this m atrix norm is an operator space. For any /  =  
( f i j )  £ M „(P*), where £ V* =  CB(V,  C), it determines a linear mapping /  : 
V  — > M n by /(?;) =  [/y(v)]. We want to show th a t the map if) : /  — > /  is a linear 
isomorphism from M n(V'*) onto CB(V, M n) . By Proposition 4.2.3, /  £ CB{V, M n) 
and \\f\\cb =  ||/n ||-  So ip(Mn(V*)) C  C B (V ,M n). It is easy to see th a t this map is 
one-one. On the other hand, for any T  £ CB(V, M n), we have T(v) = [atJ(u)]n for all 
v £ V. Then each is a linear mapping from V  to C. Moreover, for 1 <  iQ, j 0 <  n,
lla <ojo(v )ll ^  I I M W)]II =  l | r ( u ) | |
for all v £ V. This shows th a t each ay £ V*. Let a = [ati] £  M n(F*). Since 
ip(a) = T ,  ip is onto.
We use C B (V , M n) to define a norm on M n(V*) for each n  £  N. In the following, 
we prove th a t V* is an operator space with this m atrix norm. Let /  € M m(V *),a  £ 
M n,m and (3 £ A f m ,n . We want to prove ||a//?|U„(v*) <  I H I I I / I | j t f m(v * ) | | /3 | | -  Since 
/  £ M m{V*) “  C B (V ,M m), by definition, | | / | | M m ( V )  =  ||/||cB(v,Mm)- Similarly, 
\\a fP\\Mn(V') — \\afP\\cB(v,Mn)- So, it suffices to  show th a t
| | a / / 3 | U  <  l l « l l l l / I U I I ^ I I -
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For any r  € N and v £ M r(V), we have
( a fP ( v n ) • • • aff.3{vlr) \  ^
, af/3{vrl ) ••• a fP (v rr) /  I
\  /  r x r  \
43
a f { v  n)(3
a f ( v ri)P
(  a  • • • o \ (  f ( v n ) ■ • • f { v  ir) A (  jS
a f M P
Oif(vrr)P
\
\
/
 ^ 0 • • • a  j  y  f ( v ri) • • • f ( v rr) /  \  0 • • • /3 f
This is a composition of linear operators over Cnr. Thus,
\\(af(3)V(v)\\ <  | |a ® /W ||| |/W (u ) || | |^ ® /M ||
=  l | a | l l l / ( r ) M I I I I / ? l l < l | a | l i l / l l ( r ) l l l k  
< IWIII/IUII/JIIIMI.
Therefore, ||(a //? )(r)|| <  | |a | | | | / | |ci)||^ || for all r  G N. So
\\a fP\\cb < IMIII/IUII/^ II-
This proved M2.
On the other hand, given /  G M m(V*), g G M „(V*), and v G M r( V ) with ||v|j <  1, 
we have
^  f ® 9 ( v ll) ••• f ® g { v Ir) ^
 ^ /  © g{vri) • • • /  ® g{vrr) f  
(  f { v n ) ® g ( v n )  ••• /(^ ir )  © g M
\  f ( v rl) © g(vrl) • • • f{V{TT)) ® 5(^rr) j  
^  / ( ^ n )  • • • f { v ir) ^  (  g(vn )  • • • 5 (uir) ^
 ^ f (Vr l) f ( v rr) y  f f ( t l r l )  ••• g(vTr) J
|! /« (u )© p W (u ) ||.
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Note that, G M r{Mm) =  Mrm, similarly, g{r]{v) G Mrn, so
||/M (u) ® 5(r)H | |  =  m a x { \ \ f ^ ( v ) l  ||5« H I I }  <  m ax{ ||/W ||, ||«,M||}
<  m a x { ||/ ||c6, H^ llcfc}.
T hat is, for any r  G N, | | ( /  ® £)(r)|| <  m a x { ||/ ||cb, ||ff||et}, and so
| | / © f f | | c 6  < m ax { ||/ ||c6, ||p ||c6}
This proved M l 1. Therefore, V* is an operator space via the linear space identifica­
tions M n(K*) “  C B (V ,M n) n G N. □
W ith this operator space structure, V* is called the dual operator space of V. 
W ith the above argument, we see th a t M n(V*) =  C B (V ,M n) is also an operator 
space identification for each n  G N.
THEOREM 4.5.2. I f V  and W  are operator spaces, then C B (V ,W )  is an operator 
space via the linear space identifications M m(CB(V, W ))  = CB(V,  M m(W )) (m G N).
PROOF. We first prove th a t M m(CB(V, W ))  is linear isomorphic to CB(V, M m(W)). 
So we can define norms on Mm(C'S(Vr, W ))  using the norms on C B (V ,M m(W))  for 
all m  G N.
Define ip : M n(C'S(V, W )) — > L{V, M „(W )) by
ip(y)(v) =  [<Pij(v)]nXn
for all v  G V  and (p G M n(CB(V, W)) .  We will show th a t ip is a linear isomorphism 
from M n(C 5(V , W) )  onto C B (V ,M n(W)).  It is easy to  see th a t ip is linear and 
injective. It suffices to  show th a t ip(ip) G CB(V, M n(W ))  for all <p G M n(C B (F, W )), 
and iP(Mn(C B (V ,W )) )  = C B (V ,M n(W)).
Let <p -  [<Pij}nxn e  M n{C B {V ,W )).  Each ipitj satisfies ||(^ u )(r)|| <  WvaWdb for all 
r  G N and 1 <  i, j  < n. For any r  G N and v G M r(V),
{lp(ip)YT)(v) = ( V ' ( ^ ) ) ( r ) ( k j J )  =  [ ^ M K O l r x r  =  ( ( m ( % ) ) n x n ) r x r  
=  ( ( ^ / i f c ( ^ i j ) ) r x r ) n x n  =
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where we write A = B  if there are unitary matrices U\, U2 such th a t B  =  Ui A(J2. 
So,
I I W M f ’MII -  ll((»>«)w (*'))»x„|| <  t ,  I K m ^ ’MII
<  2  H ( ^ ) (r)IIIKv)ll -  ChkIMI =  ( 2  C^ )IM I =  CIMI’
h,k=\ h ,k=l h,k—l
where Chk =  Hvpaa:| | cb-  Since c does not depend on r, ip(<p) is completely bounded. 
This proved th a t G CB{V, M n(V. W ))  for all ip G M n(CB(V, W)) .
On the other hand, let T  G C B (V ,M n(W)),  and v G V. Then T{v)  = [ffly(u)], 
where each ay(u) G W.  It is easy to see th a t each ay is linear on V . Now we show 
th a t each ay is also completely bounded, and so a = [ay]nxn G M n(CG(V", W)) .  Since 
■0(a) = T  , i/j is onto. For any r  G N, and v G Mr(V),
^(u) =  [T(u/l/c)]r xr — [(®ij)nxn(P/iA;)]rxr ((^ij(^ftfc))nxn)rxr 
~  [ ( ( a i j ) { v h k ) ) r x r ] n x n  ~  [(a i j (p)]nxn•
Thus, for all 1 <  io, jo <  n, we have
ll(«*rib)WMII <  ll[(o«)<r ,(t>)]ll =  p M (» ) || <  H ^ IIIM I <  ||T |U ||» ||.
So ||(ay )(r)|| <  ||T’||cb. Since r  is arbitrary and \\T\\cb does not depend on r, each 
ay must be completely bounded. This shows xfj is onto. So, Mm(C B (V ,W ))  = 
C B (V , Mm(VF)). By the same arguments as used in the case of V*, it can be shown 
th a t CB(V, W )  has an operator space structure via this identification. □
It is well-known that, for a normed space V, the canonical inclusion iy  ■ V  •—> V** 
defined by
(*v (” )>/) =  ( /,« )
is an isometry. In the case of operator space we have the similar result.
Let V  be an operator space, and V* the dual operator space of V. Then the 
m atrix pairing <{•,•)) : Mm,n(F ) x M Ptq(V*) — > M mpm is defined by
((u, Ul)) [(l^y, IP/ifc)3mp,nq
for all v  G M m<n{V) and w G M Ptq{V*).
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THEOREM 4.5.3. For any operator space V, the canonical inclusion iy  : V  V** 
is completely isometric.
Before proving this proposition, we emphasize that, although M n(V*) ^  
the norm on M n(V) does determine the norm on Mn(V*), and vice versa. For any 
/  G M n(V*), we have from Proposition 4.2.3 that
l l / lb  = II /W II =  sup{||/<">M || : v €  M „(V ), ||„|| <  1} (22)
=  sup{ll ( ( / ,» ) )  II : V €  ||u|| <  1}. (23)
On the other hand, for any v G Mn(V ), and any /  6  C B (V ,M n) = M n(V*) with
ii/ iu  <  i .
||/(»)(„)|| < ||/<”)||W| < H/IUW < IH|.
By Lemma 4.3.2, there exists a particular /  6 C B(V, M n) with | | / | |  =  1 such that 
||/W (u )|| =  ||V||. So,
IMI =  sup{||/<">(t,)|| : /  € C B (V ,M n), | | / | | c6 <  1} (24)
=  s u p { ||« / ,u » | | : /  6 M n(V*), ll/ll <  1}. (25)
PROOF. Now, we prove Proposition 4.5.3. For any n  G N and v  G M n(V),  we 
want to prove | |( * f ) ^ ( u)II =  IMI- Note that
( » v ) (n ,D =  [ t v K i ) ] n x »  e  M n(V**) “  C B (V * ,M n).
So, | | ( ^ ) (n)w||M„(p**) =  ||(*v)(n)t’||cB(v,Mn) :=  Il(*i/)(n)w||c6-
By Proposition 4.2.3, ||(*p)(n)u||c6 =  ||((*v)(nM (n)ll- For any /  G M n(V*), we have
( M {n]( v ) ) ^ ( f )  =  [((.y)W V) ( / t t ) U  =  [((*v)(««))nx»(/*ib)]nx»
[ ( /h f c ( ^ t j ) ) n x n ] n x n  =  ( ( / i w) ) -
By Equality (25), it follows that
H M (n)(*>)IU =  | | ( M (n)(tO)»ll -  ®up{||( ( / , v) ) || : /  G M n(V*), ll/ll <  1} =  ||W||. 
Thus, ( t y is isometric for each n, and i y  is a completely isometry. □
PROPOSITION 4.5.4. Given operator spaces V  and W , and a completely bounded 
mapping <p : V  — > W , we have | |( ^ * )^ || =  |M n |^| f or oil n  G N.
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PROOF. By definition, we have
||( ^ )W || =  8 u p { ||(^ )W (s) || : g E M n{W*), ||5 || <  !}•
Note th a t {<p*Yn)(g) E Mn(V*), so by Equality (23),
| |(¥>*)<">|| =  su p { su p { ||« (^ )W (5 ),« )) || : « e  M n(V),  ||n|| <  1} : g €  Mn{V*),\\g\\ <  1} 
=  sup{ ||(((¥P*)W(5),^))ll : w € M „(V), ||V|| <  l , g  € M n(V*), ||5 || <  1}.
Note that,
(((<P*)in)(9),v))  =«[v>*(ftj )].[*>**])) =  [V*(^ii)(ufcfc)]„a 
=\9a{v(.vhk))\n* = ((g,<p{n) (”)))■
So, ||« (v * )(n)(p),u))|| =  | | < W n)M )>||. Then
||(v>*)(n)ll = s u p { | |« W n)0;))>ll : 9 e  M n(V*),v E M n(V), \\g\\ <  1, ||u|| <  1}
=  sup{sup{||((5 , ^ (n)(f))) || : g E M n(V*), ||p|| <  1} : v € M n(V), ||v|| <  1}.
By Equality (25), we have
||(9-)w |l = sup{M<">M|| : V e  M„(V), Ml < 1} =
□
PROPOSITION 4.5.5. L e tV  a n d W  be two operator spaces. I f W  is complete, then 
so is CB(V, W ).
Let us suppose th a t W  is complete. It suffices to show th a t CB(V, W )  is a closed 
subspace of B{V, W )  since the later one is complete. Given any Cauchy sequence 
{<A>} Q C B (V ,W ) ,  it is clear th a t {<pn} is a Cauchy sequence of bounded linear 
operators in space B(V, W ).  Since B (V ,W )  is complete, there exists a bounded 
linear mapping g> : V  — > W  such th a t </?„ converges to  </? in the norm topology, i.e. 
||<pn — V^ IU — > 0. Since {</?„} is Cauchy in C B (V ,W ) ,  for any e >  0, there exists a 
sufficiently large integer N(e)  >  0 such th a t whenever n, m  > N(e),  we have
Ilty-Vi V^ mllcb £•
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Given any v = [t>y] G MP{V) and p €  N, we have
\ \ {V n  ~  < ^ m ) ( p ) ( u ) | |  <  \\<Pn ~  < A n | U I M I  <  ^ I M I -  
Since W  is complete, <pm(vij) converges to  </?(%) in IV. Then
| | ( < A i - V ? m ) ( p ) ( v ) | |  < e | M I ,
and thus ||tpn -  </?|| <  s. I t follows th a t tp G C B (V ,W )  and <pn converges to ip in 
C B(V, W ).  So, CB(V, W )  is complete.
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CHAPTER 5
Projective Tensor Products
In this chapter, after a review of projective tensor products of Banach spaces, 
the projective tensor product of operator spaces are discussed. We cite most of the 
m aterials from the book [13]. We try  to  find some similarities for projective tensor 
products between Banach space case and operator space case.
If X  and Y  are normed spaces, then we have different ways to  define a norm on the 
algebraic tensor product X<g>Y. The classical tensor product norms are the projective 
tensor product norm and the injective tensor product norm. Correspondingly, we can 
define the similar tensor product norms for operator spaces. In this section, we first 
recall Banach space projective tensor products. Then we introduce the operator space 
projective tensor product norm and prove th a t it is the largest operator space subcross 
m atrix norm. After that, we introduce the joint amplifications of a bilinear map and 
its joint completely bounded norm. We show th a t there is a completely isometrical 
identification between the operator space projective tensor product and the space 
of jointly completely bounded bilinear maps. We also show the “projectivity” of 
operator space projective tensor products.
We also prove that for any Hilbert spaces H  and K ,  we have a natural complete 
isometry B(H)*<8)B(K)t = B ( H ® K ) t . Finally, we generalize this identification to 
the case of von Neumann algebras.
5.1. P ro je c t iv e  T e n so r P ro d u c ts  o f B a n a c h  S paces
In this section, the definition of projective tensor product of Banach spaces is 
introduced first. Then some of its most fundamental properties are presented.
DEFINITION 5.1.1. Given Banach spaces E  and F, a norm  || - ^  on E ® F  is said to 
a be subcross norm (resp. cross norm) t/||a:®y||^ <  |MI||i/|| (resp. ||:r®y||M =  ||a:||||2/||^ 
fo r  all x  € E  and y G F.
49
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T h e o r e m  5.1.2. Given Banach spaces E  and F  and u £  E  ®  F, let
n U||ti||7 =  i n f { ^  M I N I  ■ u = 'Y ^ x i ® y u x i E E , y i E F , n E  N}.
i—1 t=l
Then || • | |7 is the largest subcross norm on E ® F ,  called the projective tensor product 
norm on E ®  F . Moreover, || • ||7 is a cross norm on E ®  F.
P R O O F . It is easy to show th a t || • ||7 is a seminorm. The trick to  see th a t it is 
also a norm can be found in the proof for the case of operator space projective tensor 
product. So we omit this part of proof here.
(1) By definition, it is clear that ||x<8>y||7 <  IMI||j/||- So || • ||7 is a subcross morm. 
Let || ■ ||M be any subcross norm on E ®  F.  For u =  ^ X i ® y i  E E  i® F,  since || • ||M is 
a subcross norm, we have ||u||M =  || X > ;  ® y{||M <  £  IN ® 3/.IU < M I N I -  This 
shows that ||u||^ <  ||it||7, i.e., || • ||7 is the largest subcross norm on E ®  F.
(2) Let x  E E  and y E F. Denote by B E. and B E- the unit balls of E* and F*, 
respectively. Choose ip E B E* and ip E B E* such th a t p{x)  =  ||x|| and ip(y) =  ||y||. 
Consider the bounded bilinear form J  on E  x  F  given by J (x ' ,y ')  = p(x')4>(y'). Its 
linearization J  is a  linear functional on E  ® F. For any u = ^ X i  ® yt E E  ® F,
n 71 71 Tl
\ 3 ( u ) \  =  \ J ( % 2 x i ® y i ) \  < 2 1 ^ ® ^ ) !  =  5^l¥>(*i)0(yi)l < 11^II11^ II’
t=l t=l i=l i= 1
which implies th a t | J{u)\ < ||u ||7 for all u E E ®  F. Therefore, J  is a bounded linear 
functional on the normed space (E ® F , || • ||7) with norm at most one. Hence ||.x|| ||y|| =  
J ( x ® y )  < ||a:® j/||7. Combining this inequality with (1), we have ||a:® j/ | |7 =  ||s | | | |2/||. 
Therefore, || • ||7 is a cross norm on E ®  F. □
Let E , F  and G  be Banach spaces. We use E  <g>7 F  to  denote the normed space 
(E ® F , || • ||7), and use E® '1 F  to  denote the completion of E ® 1F , called the projective 
tensor product of E  and F. If ip : E  x  F  — > G  is a bilinear mapping, then we define
IMI =sup{||v>(x,y)|| : x  E E , y  E F, ||x ||, ||y|| <  1}. (26)
We let B B L ( E  x  F, G ) denote the linear space of all such mappings <p with ||^ || < oo. 
Clearly, B B L ( E  x F,G )  is a normed space.
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THEOREM 5.1.3. Let E , F  and G be Banach spaces. Then we have the following 
isometric identifications.
B ( E  ® 7 F, G ) “  B B L { E  x  F ,G ) “  B (E , B(F , G)). (27)
PROOF. Note th a t we have the following linear space identifications:
L (E  ® F ,G ) “  B L (E  x  F,G) = L(E , L(F, G)). (28)
(1) The linear isomorphism 'P : L (E  x  F, G ) — > L (E  <g> F, G ) is given by
V(<p)(x®y) =  <p(x,y) 
for all <p G L (E  x  F ,G ) ,x  G E  and y  G F. So, for any p  G B B L ( E  x  F ,G ), we have
IMI =  sup{||yj(a:, y)|| : z  G F , y G F, ||z || <  1, ||y|| <  1}
=  sup{||$(</>)(z <g> y)|| : z  G F , y G F, ||z|| <  1, ||y|| <  1}
<  sup{ || $(<*>) (z®  y)|| : | |z ® y ||7 <  l , z  G E ,y  G F} < ||^(v?)||,
since || • ||7 is a  cross norm. Therefore, ||yj|| <  ||^(<^)|| <  oo.
n
On the other hand, for u = x i ® Vi G E  ®7 F,
i = i
n  n
® (¥>)(«) =  5Z'®r(v,)(*i®y<) =
t = i  « = i
Then
l l * ( v > ) ( « ) l l  =  II J ^ v ( ^ . y i ) l l  <  2 l M I I I * i | | | | y i | |  =  E  I M I M D I M I -
i = i  t = i  t = i
Thus ||$ fa )(u ) || <  ||^ ||||u ||7. Since u  is arbitrary, we have ||^ (^ ) || <  liv’d• Therefore, 
T  maps B B L ( E  x  F, G) isometrically onto B {E  ®7 F, G).
(2) The linear isomorphism $  : L (E  x  F ,G ) — ► L ( E ,L ( F ,G )) is defined by 
$(v)(aO(y) =  <p(x,y).  So
II$(f)II =  sup{||$(v>)(s)|| : x  G E, ||z|| <  1}
=  sup{||$(v>)(z)(y)|| : x  e  E , y  E F,\\x\\,\\y\\ <  1}
=  sup{||y,(z,y)|| : z  G F ,y  G F, ||z ||, ||y|| <  1} =  |M |.
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This shows that $  maps BBL(E  x F, G) isometrically onto B (E , B(F, G)). □
5.2. Projective Tensor Products of Operator Spaces
In this section, we take a review on the definition of projective tensor product of 
operator spaces and its basic properties. We will see in next section th a t an im portant 
property similar to  Theorem 5.1.3 holds for operator spaces (see Theorem 5.3.1).
D e f in i t io n  5.2.1. For operator spaces V and W , an operator space matrix norm 
|| • ||  ^ on V  iS) W  is called a subcross-norm (resp. cross norm) i f  | |v  ®  i o | |M <  | M | | | t o | |  
(resp. \\v ®w\\n = \\v\\\\w\\) fo r  all v £ M P(V) and w  G M q(W) .
The following lemma can be found in [2 2 ].
Lem m a 5.2.2. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. Then fo r  any u  G M n(V <8 W),  
there is a decomposition u =  a{v®w)P, where v G MP(V),  w  G M q( W ) , a  G M n,pq, P € 
Mpqtn, and p , q S  N.
THEOREM  5.2.3. Let V and W  be operator spaces. For any u  G M n(V <8 W) ,  
define
where the infimum is taken over all v E MP(V). w  G M q(W ), a  G M npxq, P G Mpxq n^
R e m a r k  5.2.4. In fact, || • ||A is a cross norm o n V  <8>W (see Theorem 6.1.18).
PROOF. We first prove th a t II ■ ||A is an operator space m atrix norm on V  8  W . 
Then we show th a t this norm is the largest subcross m atrix norm on V  8  W.
(1) Given ui G M m(V  ® W ) ,u 2 G M n{V  <g> W ), and e > 0. By definition, there is 
a  decomposition Ui =  a i(v i ® Wi)Pi such th a t ||u i ||A + e > ||a i ||| |u i||||io i|| ||A ||, where 
Vi G M p(V ),w i  G M q( W ) ,a i G MmjPq and Pi G Mpq^. We may assume th a t ||ui|| =  
HiCill =  1 and ||a i || =  ||/?i|| <  ( ||u i||A +  e )1/>2. Similarly, there is a decomposition 
u2 =  ai{v2 ® w2)p2 with ||u2|| =  ||tc2|| =  1 and | |a 2|| =  \\p2\\ < (||u2||A +  s )1/2. Now,
II«IIa =  inf{||o||||u||||ui||||^|| : u =  a (v  ® w )p } ,
and p,q  G N . Then || • ||A is the largest subcross operator space matrix norm on V & W .
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(  Vl  ®  Wx 0 0 0  ^ ' 0 1 0  ^
Q l 0 0  0  \ 0 Vx ®  U>2 0 0 0 0
0  0 0  a 2 J 0 0 v2 ®  mi 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 V2 <S>U>2 / I 0 02 j
a\  0 0 0
0 0 0 «2
(v ® w)
f  01 0 \
0 0 
0 0 
V  0  02 J
where v  =  vx ®V2 ,w  = W\®W 2 , and ||v||, ||it>|| =  1. If we let a  and 0  be the indicated 
scalar matrices, then
=  ||o:i«l © ® 0202 ^ 2
=  (max{||o!i||2} )1/2(max{||^j||2})1/2 <  m ax{||ui||} +  e.
Since e >  0 is arbitrary, we have M l'.
On the other hand, if 7  E Mp<m and 5 E Mm<p, then 7 ^ ^  =  (7 «i)(v i ® wi)(0xS), 
and thus
IIt« i^Ia <  b a u llH M  <  IMIIHKIMU +  e).
Since e >  0 is arbitrary, we have established M2.
By Proposition 4.3.3, in order to show th a t || ■ ||A is an operator space m atrix 
norm, we need to show that, if 0 ^  u  E  V  ® W ,  then ||it||A >  0. Suppose that u =
n
53 Vi <8> Wi ^  0. We can assume th a t the set {wx : 1 <  i < n}  is linearly independent
«=i
and th a t vt ±  0 for all 1 < i < n. We select g E W|*.||<i w hh g(wx) ^  0 and 
g{wj) =  0 for j  ^  1. Let /  € V j j^  with f{vx) ^  0. Then /  <g> g(u) = f(vx)g(wx) ^  0. 
Now suppose th a t u =  a(v  ® ui)0, where a  €  M iiPg,t/ 6  Mp(V ) ,w  G M q{W) and 
0  G Recall th a t and g ^  denote the amplification of /  and g, respectively,
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and ||/(p)|| =  ll/ll < 1, \\g{q)\\ =  ||s|| < 1. So, we have
l ( /  ® 5 )(«)| =  I a ( ( /  ® 9 ){pg)(v ® w))/3| =  ^ ( / ^ ( p )  ® 0 (<7)(w))/3|
<  | | a | | | | / W ( t O ® 0 ( , ) M I P I I  =  II«IIII / (P)M I I I I 5 (9)H I I I I ^ I I  
= \ \ * M \ M M -
Thus ||u|U >  | ( / ® s ) ( “ )l >  0-
(2) Let v G Mp(V ) ,w  G M g( W ) ,u  =  v <g> w G M p g ( F  <S> W ).  Then v ® w  =  
Ipq(v ® w)Ipq. By definition,
| |u ® H I a ^  I M M I I M I I M I  =  I M I I M I -
Therefore, || • ||A is a subcross norm.
(3) To show th a t || • ||A is the largest subcross m atrix norm on V  ® W ,  let || • ||M 
be an arbitrary  subcross m atrix norm on V  ® W .  Then for any u G M n(V  ® W )  with 
decomposition u =  a(v  ® w)P, we have
I M I m < I W I I I « ® H I I I / J | I < I W I I H I I H I I I / 3 | I ,
and thus ||it||M <  |M |A. □
D efin itio n  5.2.5. The norm  || • ||A is called the operator space projective tensor 
product norm. We use V  ®A W  to denote (V  ® W, || • ||A), and use V ® W  to denote 
the completion o f  V  ®A W , called the operator space projective tensor product of V  
and W .
THEOREM 5.2.6. Given operator spaces V, W  and X ,  we have the completely iso­
metric isomorphisms V§>W = W ® V  and (V®VK)®X =  P®(VK®X).
PROOF. Since the proofs of the two identifications are similar, we only prove the 
first one. It is enough to show th a t V  ®A W  = W  ®A V  as operator spaces. Let 
p  : V  ®A W  — > W  <g>A V  be the unique linear mapping determined by tp(v ® w) =  
w  ® v. It is easy to see th a t <p is bijective, and so is for each n G N. For any 
u  G M n( V ® A W ) ,u  has a representation a{y®w)f3  for some a  G M „ iPg, [3 G M pg>n. v G 
M P(V ) and w G M q{W) with n ,p ,q  G N. Then
| | ^ n)(u)||A =  ||ay> ^(t;® ii;)/3 ||A =  ||ar(w 0  v)P\\A <  ||a |||M |||m ||||/? ||.
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So ||</p(n)(ii)||A <  |M |a for all u G M „(V 0 AW ). When we interchange V  and W ,  we get 
IM |a <  ||v?(,i)(u )IIa- Therefore, ||yj(n)(u)||A =  IM|A for all n  G N a n d u  G M „(U 0 AW ). 
T hat is, ip is a  complete isometry. □
5.3. Completely Bounded Linear Mappings 
on P ro jec tive  Tensor P rod u cts
Let V, W  and X  be operator spaces. For each bilinear mapping p  : V  x W  — > X  
and p,q  G N, the (p;q)-th joint amplification of ip is the mapping p p.q : MP(V)  x 
M q(W )  — > Mpq(X) defined by ipPiq(v,w)  =  [<p{vitj, wkj)]pq G M m {X).  In case p =  q, 
we shortly write tpp for ipp]P. A bilinear mapping cp : V  x W  — > X  is called jointly  
completely bounded if ||v?||jcii :=  sup{||</>p;9|j : p,q  G N }  < oo. Since for p,q  G 
N, <  IIv’p J  <  ||^max{P,9}||- We see that I M U  =  sup{||(^p|| : p  G N}. We
denote the space of all jointly completely bounded bilinear mappings ip : V  x W  — > X  
by J C B ( V  x W, X ) .  Using the linear space identifications M n(J C B ( V  x W ,X ) )  =  
J C B ( V  x W, M n{X j)  (n G N), we can define a matrix norm on J C B ( V  x W. A ). The 
following theorem shows that, with this matrix norm, J C B ( V  x W, X )  is an operator 
space.
THEOREM 5.3.1. For given operator spaces V ,W  and X ,  there are natural iso­
metric identifications
C B {V ® W , X )  ^  J C B ( V  x W, X )  & C B(V , C B (W , X ) ) .  (29)
R em ark  5.3.2. Replacing X  by M n( X ) (n  G N), we see that the above identifi­
cations are actually completely isometric identifications.
PROOF. We prove the identifications in the following two parts.
(1) Recall th a t the natural linear isomorphsm 'I' : L (V  x W ,X )  — > L (V  0  W, X )  
is defined by
0  w) =  ip(v, w)
for all p  G L (V  x W, X ) ,  v G V  and w G W .  In the following, we use p  to  denote 
for convenience. If u = a{v®w)(3  G M n(V  ® f ) ,  where v G M P(V)  and w G M q(W),  
then  p M (u) = a p p.q(v,w)/3 e  M n(X ).  So,
||<£(n)(u)|| =  \\apmq(v,w)p\\ < ||a||||^JIM IIHIII/?ll <  IM U IM ||M ||M |||/? ||.
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This shows th a t ||<^n)(u)|| <  ||y>|ljc6|M |A for all u €  M n( V ® W )  and n  €  N. It implies 
th a t ||£ (n)|| <  IMIjct for all n  € N. Therefore, | |^ | |c6 <  ||</?||jC6- 
Conversely, for all p, q €  N, we have
\\ipp.q\\ =  sup{||(^p;g(u, u>)|| : v €  Mp(V ) ,w  G M q(W ),  ||v|| <  1, ||w|| <  1}
=  sup{||<^(p9 (^i> ® id)|j : v €  MP(V), w €  M q(W ),  ||u|| <  1, ||io|| <  1}
<  sup{||</?(p^ (t; <S> 10)11 : v €  M p{V ),w  € M g(W ),  ||u <g> u>||A <  1}
< i i ^ i i  < mu
This shows th a t \\<p\\jCb < ||<jo[|cb- Therefore, \\(p\\jcb =  II^IU- So, 'L maps J C B ( V  x 
W, X )  isometrically onto C B (V  ®A W ,X ) .  Since V  ®A W  is dense in V ® W ,  each 
<p € C B ( V  ®A W ,X )  can be uniquely extended to V ® W .  So, we have the isometric 
identification
C B (V ® W ,X )  “  J C B i y  x W , X ) .
(2) Recall th a t the linear isomorphism 6 : L (V  x W ,X )  — > L(V, L (W ,X ))  is 
defined by
9(<p)(v)(w) =  <p(v,w).
We first show th a t, for given tp 6  J C B ( V  x W ,X )  and v E V, 9(<p)(v) £ CB (W , X ) .  
Let p> £  J C B ( V  x W, X ) .  Then for v  €  V  and w £  M q(W),
l l ( 0 M ( w ) ) (9)M I I  =  l l ^ i ;9 ( w , ^ ) l l  <  I M U I M H M I ,
and thus ||0(<^)(o)||C6 <  llv^ lIjcbli'L'll■ It follows th a t 9(tp)(V) C C B (W , X ) .
Next, we show th a t 0{<p) € C B (V ,C B ( W ,X ) )  and ||0(y>)||c& =  IMIjcb for all 
<fi E J C B i y  x W ,X ) .  Let V €  MP(V) and w €  M q(W).  Then
(0 (y>)W(u))W(u>) =  =  [<p{vid, wkj)] = ipp,q(v,w),
from which it is evident th a t ||0(</?)||c(, =  ||<^||jC6- Therefore, 9 maps J C B ( V  x W, X )  
isometrically onto CB(V, C B (W ,  X )). □
The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2.6 and Theorem 5.3.1. Since 
it is very useful, we list it here as a corollary.
COROLLARY 5.3.3. I f  V  and W  are operator spaces, then we have natural com­
pletely isometries
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A : ( V ® w y  “  CB(V, W*) and p : (V ® W )* “  CB (W , V*),
where fo r  u E (V ® W )* ,v  E V  and w E W , we have (A(u)(v))(w) =  ( u , v ® w )  = 
(p(u)(w))(v).
T h eo rem  5.3.4. Let V, 14, W , and W x be operator spaces, and let p  : V  — > 14 
and ip : W  — > W x be complete contractions. Then the corresponding mapping p®ip : 
V  <g> W  — > Vx ® W x extends to a complete contraction p®i/i : V ® W  — > VX® W X
REMARK 5.3.5. This theorem holds for completely bounded mappings p  and xp as 
well with \\p®ip\\cb <  IM U IM U -
PROOF. Define /  : V  x W  — > 14 <g> W x by f ( v ,w )  = p(v)  <g> xp(w). Since /  is 
bilinear, it corresponds to an /  E L (V  ® W, Vx <g) W x) satisfying f ( v  ®w) = f ( v ,  w) = 
p{v) <g> xp(w). So /  =  <p <g> ip. For v E M P(V) and w E M q{W), we have
\\fp;q{v , w ) h  =  l M p ) M  ®  V»(,)M ||a <  | | ^ ( p ) ( w ) l l | | V ’( , ) H | |  <  I M I I M I -
So, /  is a jointly complete contraction from V  x W  into 14 ®A W x. By Theorem 5.3.1, 
/  is also a complete contraction from V  <S)AW  to 14 ®A W x . Since 14® 114 is complete, 
/  =  p  ® xp can be extended to a  complete contraction p%\j) : F§>11/ — > 14® 114. d
R e m a rk  5.3.6. In Theorem 5.3.4, */ f  and 4* are complete isometries, then, in 
general, the mapping p  ® xp : V  <g> W  — > 14 <S> W x may not be extended to a complete 
isometry <p®xp : V ® W  — > VX® W X.
5.4. Projectivity
The main purpose of this section is to give a detailed proof of the ‘projectivity’ of 
projective tensor products, which is stated in Theorem 5.4.2.
DEFINITION 5.4.1. Let X  and Y  be normed spaces. A bounded linear mapping 
p  : X  — > Y  is called a quotient mapping i f  the induced mapping p  : X /  ker p  — > V  
is a surjective isometry. This is equivalent to saying that p  maps ^||.||< i onto T(|.||<i. 
Let V  and W  be operator spaces. A bounded linear mapping p  : V  — > W  is called 
a complete quotient mapping i f  the amplifications p ^  are quotient mappings for all 
n  E N .
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THEOREM 5.4.2. Let V,Vi, W , and W\ be operator spaces, and <p : V  — > Vi and 
ip : W  — > W\ complete quotient mappings. Then tp®ip : V — ► V i® W i extends 
to a complete quotient mapping tp®ip : V ® W  — > Vi®Wi. Furthermore,
ker(tpOSnp) =  [(ker 93) <8 W  + V  <8 (ker VO]- (30)
P r o o f .  (1) Let ip and ip be complete quotient mappings. We want to show 
th a t (yj®V0(n) maps (M„(V®W))||.||<i onto (M„(Vi<8Wi))||.||<i for each n  G N. It is 
easy to see th a t (<^®i/’)(n)((M„(Vr®W))||.||<i) C (Mn(P1®Wi))||.||<i. We now prove 
the converse inclusion. Note th a t M n(V ® W )  and M n{V\(^Wi) are completions of 
M n{V  ®a W) and M n( \ \  ®A Wi), respectively. It suffices to show th a t (p§np)(-n'> 
maps (M n(V  <8A W ))||-|«i onto (Mn( \ i  ®A PPi))||-||<i* Given u 6 M n(V\ ® A W \)  with 
||u|| <  1, we may suppose th a t u = a(v  ® w)f3, where v € M p(Vi),w  6  M q(Wi), 
and ||a ||, ||u||, j|i2)||, ||/?|| <  1. Since both tp and ip are complete quotient mappings, 
there exist v  6  M P(V) and w € M q(W )  such th a t <p(p\ v )  =  v and ip ^ (w )  = w with 
||u|| <  1 and ||i(;|| <  1. Let u =  a(v ®in)f3. Then we see th a t (<p<8ip)(n1 (u) = u and 
||u ||A < 1.
(2) For a Hilbert space H  and a subset A  of H, we use A 1- to  denote the subset 
of H  consisting of those elements x  such th a t (x, y) =  0 for all y € A, i.e., A 1 =  { x g  
H  : {x\y) =  0, Vy € A}. In order to obtain equality (30), by bipolar theorem (see [5, 
Theorem 5.1.8]), it suffices to  show th a t
(ker(v?®V’))'L =  [(ker<^) ® W  + V  ® (ken/0]X. (31)
First, it is easy to see tha t [(ker y?) ® W  + V  ® (ker VO] C ker(</> ® i p ) .  Thus,
(ker(</j ® ip))-1 C  [(ker ip) ® W  +  V  ® (kerV,)]x -
To show the converse inclusion, for F  € [(ker<^) <g> W  + V  ® (ker V,)]_L, we define 
Fi 6  (Vi®Wi)* by F i(f i  ® ici) =  F (v  (8) ui) in which v  €  V, w € W, vi = <p(v) and 
Wi = ip (in). We first prove th a t F\ is well-defined. Suppose th a t v' € V  and in' €  W  
satisfy <p(v) = <p(v') and ip(w) = ip(w'). Then v — v 'G  ker <p and w — w’ e  ken /’. Since 
F  e  [(keryj) ® W  +  V  (8 (ker VO] "S we have F((v  -  v') ® w) = F(v '  ® (in -  w')) =  0. 
Then
F (v  ® w  — v' ® in') = F (v  ® (w — in’) +  (v — v1) ® in')
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=  F (v  ® (v — v'))  +  F((v  — ?/) ® W') =  0.
Thus, F (v  ® w) =  F ( t /  ® it/). Now, note th a t F(i> ® w) =  Fi o <8> u>), and so
F(it) =  Fj o (<p®i/;)(u) (32)
for all u 6  V ®A IF. Since V  ®A IF  is dense in V ® W ,  the equality holds for all
u  G V ® W . It follows th a t F  G (ker(^®?/>))-L. Thus
[(ker y;) ® IF +  V  ® (ken/')]x C (ker((/p®^'))-L.
□
5.5. T race  C lass o n  O p e ra to r  S paces
In this section, we first take a review on the space Tn of trace class operators on 
C n and generalize it to Tn(V)  for an operator space V (n G N). Then we present 
some properties of Tn(V).
D e f i n i t i o n  5.5.1. For any a  G M mi„, the norm  || • Hoo, usually denoted by || • ||,
is the operator norm determined by identifying M m>n with B ( C " ,C m); || • H2 is the
Hilbert -Schmidt norm defined by | | a ||2 =  [ t r a c e ( a a * ) ] 1//2 =  [ ^  | a j j | 2] 1//2; and || • ||i
«d=1
is the trace class norm defined by ||a ||i  =  £race(|a |), where |a | =  (aa* )1/2. IFe write 
Mm,n, H S m^  and Tm,„ for  the linear space M mi„ with the norm  || ■ ||, || • ||2, and || • ||i, 
respectively. In particular, we let M n =  M„in, H S n =  H S n<n, and Tn = Tn n.
LEMMA 5.5.2. For any a  G Mn>r and n , r  G N, we have ||a || < ||a ||2 -
P r o o f .
sup
Il*ll2<l
a n  • • • a i„
*^ ml ‘ ‘ ‘ /  \  Xn
sup
ll*lla<l
”1“ * ’ * n^n
&mlXl 4* • • • + amn%r
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m n
i=l j =1
So, ||a || <  | |a ||2. □
THEOREM 5.5.3. Let V  be an operator space and n  G N. For v G M n(P ), define 
|M |i =  in f{ ||a ||2||w||||/?||2 : v = a v p ,a  G H S niT,P  G H S riU,v  G M r(V ) , r  G N}.
Then  || ■ ||i is a norm on M n(V) satisfying ||u|| <  ||u ||i <  n||w||. We denote by Tn(V) 
the normed space (Mn(V), || • ||i).
PROOF. Given v i , v 2 €  M „(V) and e >  0, let vt =  a tViPi with ||i),|| < 1 and 
||a »||2 =  WPih <  ( I M i  + £)1/2- Let a  =  [<*1, 02], P = [Pu&iY, and v = vx ® v 2. Then
M i  =  I M I a  +  M l .  11011a =  M i  +  I l 0 a l l a .  a n d  I M I  <  L
Note th a t Vi + v2 =  avP, so
I K  +  v 2 | | i  <  I M I 2 II0 II2 <  ( I M I 2 +  l l / ? l l i ) / 2
— ( I M l I l l  +  I M I l l  +  II*^21|2 +  llAlII2)/2 ^  I K  111 +  I K I I l  +  2s.
Since e >  0 is arbitrary, we get the subadditivity. For any c G C, we have cvj =  
a(cvi)P, and hence ||cui||i <  |c ||K lli- The inequality || • || <  || • j|i will imply that 
|| • ||i is a norm. To prove the above inequality, let v G Mn(P ) and v = ai>p. By 
Lemma 5.5.2, ||v|| <  ||a ||||v ||||0 || <  | |a ||2||v||||0||2- Thus, ||v|| <  ||v ||i.
Finally, since v = I„vln, it follows th a t ||u||i <  | | / | |2||u || | |/ | |2 =  HMI- □
Lemma  5.5.4. Let V  be an operator space and v G M n(V)  (n G N) . Then 
IMIi <  1 i f  and only i f  there exist a  G M n<r, v  G M r(V) and P G M ^n for some r G N 
such that v = avfi and | |a ||2, ||u||, ||/?||2 <  1.
PROOF. Suppose th a t v G M n(V)  with ||u|| <  1. Then there exist a  G M n<r>P G
M r>n and v  G M r( V ) for some r  G N such th a t v = avP  and ||a||||t)||||/3|| <  1. For
e > 0, let
c£ =  ( ||a || +  s)(||i)|| +  s)(||/3|| +  s),
sup ^ 2
IM b < l
E<
1=1
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\ \ a \ \ + e
.1/3
Then a'v'fd' = av/3 = v. Moreover,
Since ||a||||i)||||/3|| <  1, we can choose e small enough so th a t c j z <  1. Then the 
decomposition v = a'v'fi' with the chosen £ is just what we want.
The other direction of the implication follows from the definition of || • | | i . □
The following theorem reveals the dual relationships between M n(V) and Tn(V*), 
and between Tn( V ) and M n(V*). Although this theorem only shows the isomet­
ric identifications, they are actually complete isometric identifications (see Theorem 
5.5.8).
T heorem  5.5.5. L e tV  be an operator space. The scalar pairing •) : M m n(t/ ) x
— * C  defined by (v,w) = Y l ( vij’wij) determines the isometric identifica-
Tn{V)* *  M n{V*) and M n(V)* s* T „ (V ).
P r o o f . Define S' : M n{V*) — > Tn(V)* by V ( f) (v )  = ( v , f )  ( /  e  M n(V*) and 
v  6 Tn(V)),  where (■,•) is the scalar pairing defined by ( v , f )  = X] We show
0 a t other positions. Let f i j ( x )  = F(Aij(x))  for all x  £ V. Then f i j  € V* and 
/  =  (fij)  e  M n(V*). It is easy to  see th a t ^ ( / )  =  F. Thus, 'I' is surjective.
Recall th a t we have
where Dnr is the unit ball of Cnr. For any x  =  ( x m ) T£ =1 £ Dnr, we can rewrite 
( x m ) = (X i j ) by rearranging the sub-indices such th a t m  =  ( i - l ) x r + j ,  (1 <  i <
tions
th a t ^  is surjective and isometric.
For any F  £ Tn(V)* and v = (u0-) 6 Tn(V), F(v) = P ( E  A fiv i j ) )  =  £  F (A y (uy )), 
where Aifix)  denote the n  x n  m atrix with value x  a t (i, j ) - th  position and values
ll/ll = s u p { ||( ( / ,u ) ) || : v £ M r(V),\\v\\ < 1 , r £  N}
for all /  £ M n{V*). Note that ( ( f ,v ) )  € M nr. So
ll«/>«))ll = su p { |« (/,u ))T 7 |0 l : Z,V e  Dnr},
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n, 1 <  j  < r ). Then
ll/ll =  sup{ ||(((/, S))tj|£)|| : f , f 7 G Dnr,v  G M r(V), ||u|| <  l , r  G N)
=  sup{| ^  fki{vij)rijitiik\ ■ £ ,1  €  Dnr,v  G M r{V),\\v\\ <  l , r  G N}
= sup{\Y ^(fk i, '^2& kV ijrlji)\ ■ £,7] z  Dnr,v  €  M r(V),\\v\\ <  1, r  G N}. 
k,l i,j
Let Qfci =  £ik and =  rjji. Then a  =  [akt] 6 H S n<r, f3 -  [/3jZ] G H S r<n, and 
||a ||2, \\Ph  <  1- We have
II/IIm„(v*) =  sup{| J 2 ( f ki ,{avp )ki)\ : v  G M r{V),\\v\\ <  l , r  G N, ||a ||2 <  1, ||/?||2 <  *} 
=  sup{ |(/,au /3 )| : v G M r(V),  ||u|| <  1, r  G N, ||a | |2 <  1,||/3||2 <  1}
=  su p { |(/,u ) | : v = avP, v G M r(V),  ||i)|| <  1, r  G N, ||a ||2 <  1, ||/3||2 <  1}
=  su p { |(/,p ) | : v G M n(V),  ||p ||i <  1} =  | | ^ ( / ) | | T n(v )- .
Thus, 4/ is isometric. The forth equality holds due to Lemma 5.5.4. For completeness, 
we include its proof here. Let
A  =  su p { |(/, v)| : v G M n(V),  ||v||i <  1} and
B  =  su p { |(/,u ) | : v = a vP ,v  G M T(V),ot G M„,r ,/3 G A/r,„, 
ll«ll»l|a||2,||/3||2 <  l , r  GN}.
We want to show th a t A — B.
Clearly, by the definition of || • ||i, B  < A.
Now, let v  G M n{V) with ||u||i <  1. Then ||u||i <  1 +  e, or rr—— < 1 for
1 4* £
V
any e > 0. By Lemma 5.5.4, there exists a decomposition of  ------ =  a 'v 'f f  with
1 +  £
IM k , Il^'lli W h  <  !• So <  B, or |( / ,u ) | <  ( l+ e ) B .  Since £ is arbitrary,
we have |( / ,u ) | <  B.  Taking supremum over all v G M n(V)  with ||u ||i <  1, we get 
A  < B. Thus A = B.
To show the second identification, let 'k : Tn( V )  — > Mn(V)* be the same linear 
mapping as above. Given a functional F  G M n(V)* w ith ||F || <  1, there exists a 
complete contraction /  : V  — > M n and vectors £, rj G (Cn)n =  C"2 with ||£|| < 
1, ||77|| <  1 such th a t F(v) = {f^n\v )r ] \0  for all v G M n( V ) (see [13, Lemma 2.3.3]). 
W ith the identification CB(V, M n) =  M n(V*), we can write /  as (fki) (1 < k , l  < n ).
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So
<f» «<;(,)M>)lf> = E EC ^tkfklVjl] (Vij) •
i,j,k,l i,j k,l
Let ftj  -  'ESiJkiVji  and /  =  ifij)-  Then /  6  Tn( V ) .  It is easy to see that
k,i
F  = 9 ( f ) .  Thus 9  is surjective. Moreover, /  =  a fP ,  where a tk =  and Pij — rjjt 
satisfying ||ar| |2 <  1 and \\p\\2 <  1. Thus | | / | | i  <  IMMI/HH/Jlh <  L It follows that
n /iii <  m m -
Conversely, for any /  € Tn(V*), if | | / | | i  <  1, then there exists a decomposition 
f  = a f P  with \\f\\cb <  1 and WPW2 < 1- Let 77 6  C "2 and f  6  C "2 be the vectors 
corresponding to a  and P as above, respectively. Thus, for all v G M n(V),
W ) ( « ) l  = K /.u)l =  \(a fP ,v ) \  = \({(f,v))ri\£)\ <  || « . /> ) )  |||M |||£ || <  ||( ( / ,u )) ||.  
By Equality (25), we have
W )( u ) |  < l l« /> » ll  < ||u||.
This shows th a t ||^(/)|U„(V)* < ||/ | |i -  Therefore, ||^ ( /) ||M n(v)* =  ||/ | |i -  □
Given operator spaces V  and W ,  let tp : V  — > W  be a linear mapping and 
id : M„ — > M„ (n G N) be the identity mapping. Let t p ^  = id ®  tp be the n-th 
amplification of tp from M n(V) to M n(W). We denote by Tn(<p) =  id ® <p the n-th 
amplification of tp from Tn(V)  to Tn(W). Note th a t we have Tn(p>)* = (id <g> tp)* = 
id ®  tp* = (tp*)(n\  Similarly, we have (tp^)* = Tn(tp*). The following theorem and
its corollary can be found in [13, Proposition 4.1.8 and Corollary 4.1.9].
THEOREM 5.5.6. Given operator spaces V  and W  and a linear mapping tp : V  — > 
W ,  ||Tn((^)|| =  ||</3(n)|| and the following are equivalent.
(a) tpW is an isometric injection.
(b) Tn(tp) is an isometric injection.
(c) (¥,*)("> is a quotient mapping.
(d) Tn(tp*) is a quotient mapping.
I f  furthermore, V  is complete, then the following are equivalent.
(a) tpW is a quotient mapping.
(b) Tn(tp) is a quotient mapping.
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(c) (p * )^  is an isometric injection.
(d) Tn(p*) is an isometric injection.
COROLLARY 5.5.7. Let V  and, W  be operator spaces and tp : V  — > W  be a 
linear mapping. Then tp is a complete isometry i f  and only i f  p* : W* — > V* is an 
exact complete quotient mapping. I f  V  and W  are complete, then <p : V  — > W  is 
a complete quotient mapping i f  and only i f  p* is a complete isometry. In the latter 
case, p*(W*) is weak* closed, and p* is a weak* homeomorphism in the topologies 
defined by V  and W , respectively.
THEOREM  5.5.8. Let n , r  G N. Then we have complete isometry Tn®Tr = Tnxr. 
I f  V  is a complete operator space, then we have the following completely isometric 
identifications
Tn(V) “  Tn®V, T j y y  “  M n(V*),
M n{V)* “  Tn{V*), and M n{V**) “  M n(V)**.
P r o o f . By Corollary 5.3.3, we have the complete isometries
(V®W)*  “  CB(V, W*) “  CB{W, V*).
Since T* =  M n as operator spaces (see [13, Theorem 3.2.3]), if we replace V  and W  
above by Tn and V, respectively, we get the following complete isometry
(■Tn®V)* *  CB(V, M n) = M n(V*). (33)
Let V  = Tt . Then (Tn®Tr)* =  M n(Mr) =  M nxr, and thus
Tn®Tr a* (Tn®Tr)** *  M *xr “  Tnxr.
Combining equality (33) and Theorem 5.5.5, we get a natural isometry Tn(V)* = 
(Tn®V)*. Note th a t Tn(V) = Tn®V  as linear spaces and the norms on Tn(V) and 
Tn® V  are determined by Tn(V)* and (Tn®V)*, respectively. Thus
Tn(V)  S  Tn® V  (34)
as normed spaces.
We use equality (34) to  define an operator space m atrix norm on Tn(V). Then
equality (34) is a complete isometry. Combining equalities (33) and (34), we have the
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following complete isometries
Tn(V)* = (Tn®V)* a  CB(V, M n) a  M n(V*).
From Theorem 5.5.5 and equality (34), we also have a  natural isometry
Tn(V*) a  Tn®V* a  M n(V)*.
In order to show th a t it is also a complete isometry, it suffices to show that, for each 
s 6  N, we have the corresponding isometry M a(Tn(V*)) = M s(Mn(V)*). By Theorem 
5.5.6, this is equivalent to showing th a t Ta{Tn{V*)) = Ta(Mn(V)*) isometrically for 
all s €  N. This is true because we have the following isometries:
Ta(Tn(V*)) a  Ta®Tn®V* a  Taxn®V*
= Taxn(V*) a  Maxr( v y  (by Theorem 5.5.5) 
a  [Ma(Mn{V))y a  Ta(Mn( Vy ) (by Theorem 5.5.5).
The last identification is trivial. □
5.6. Fubini Theorem
Let H  and K  be Hilbert spaces. The main purpose of this section is to  prove the 
Fubini theorem B (H )* ® B (K )t = B ( H  <g>2 K)*- Or equivalently, T C (H )® T C {K )  = 
T C ( H  ®2 K).
Although we have operator space identifications
M n(B {H )) a  B (H n) and M n(K {H )) a  K { H n),
we do not have in general the operator space identification M n(T C (H )) = T C (H n). 
This is because
TC(Hn) a  K ( H ny  a  Mn( K( H) y  a  Tn( K ( H y ) a  Tn(TC{H))
and Tn(TC (H ))  M n(TC(H )).  For example, if we take H  = C, then T C {H )  =  
T C {C) =  C. So, Tn(T C (H )) =  Tn(TC(C))  =  Tn and M n(T C (H )) =  M n{TC{C)) =  
M n. But, Tn ^  M n if n > 2.
Lemma  5.6.1. Let Ho and, Kq be Hilbert subspaces of H  and K ,  respectively. Then 
there are natural operator space embeddings
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T C {H q) ^  T C (H )  and T C (H 0)® TC {K 0) T C { H )® T C (K )
PROOF. Let e be the orthogonal projection of H  onto Ho- Define p : K {H )  — > 
K ( H 0) by p(x) = e o x \n 0 for all x  G K (H ) .  To see that p(x) e  K ( H 0), let 6# and bn0 
denote the unit balls of H  and Ho, respectively. Note th a t we have (e o x\H0){bH0) Q 
x(bff). The right hand side is a compact set since x  is compact, so the left hand side
is also a  compact set. This shows th a t p(x) is compact.
Now look a t the dual mapping p* : TC(Ho)  — > T C ( H ), we have (p*(t),x ) =
(t ,p (x )) =  ( t,e  o x\Ho)- We want to show that p* is completely isometric. For any 
t  G TC(Ho),
||p*(t)|| =  sup{|(p*(t),x)| : x  E K(H),\\x \\ < 1}
=  sup{|(t,eoa;|//o)l '■ x  E K{H),\\x\\ < 1}
=  sup{ |(t,x°)| : x° G K(Ho), ||x°|| <  1} =  ||t||.
Thus, p is isometric. For any T  G M n(T C (H Q)) (n  G N), (p*)(n)(T) G M n(TC{H ))  =  
C B ( K ( H ) ,M n). So, by [13, Proposition 2.2.2], we have ||(p*)(n)(T )||c(, =  ||((p*)(Tl)(T"))(ti)||. 
Note th a t ((p*YnH T)Yn) : M n( K ( H )) —  (Mn)n =  M n>. So
||(p*)W (T)|| =  sup{||((p*)W (T))(n)(x)|| : x G M n(K (H )) ,  ||x|| <  1}
=  sup{||[{(p*)W (T),xy )]|| : x G M n( K ( H )), ||x|| <  1}
=  8up{||[(p*(rfcfc),x«)]|| : x G M n(K (H )) ,  ||x|j <  1}
=  s u p { | |[ ( W ( x , ,))]!! : X  G Mn(K {H )),  ||x|| <  1}
=  sup{|j[<Tfch, e o  x y |Ho)]|| : x  € M n(K (H )) ,  ||x|| <  1}
=  sup{||[<Tfcfcjx“ )]|| :x °  G M n(K(Ho)),\\x°\\ < 1}
=  ||TW || =  ||T |U .
This shows th a t (p*)(n  ^ are isometric for all n  G N. T hat is, p* : T C (H 0) — > T C (H )  
is completely isometric.
Note th a t in the above arguments on ||p*(t)|| and ||(p*)(n)(T)||, we used the fact 
th a t, for all n  G N,
{(e o Xij\Ho) : x G M n(K (H )),  ||x|| <  1} =  {(x“ ) : x° G M n(K (H 0)), ||x°|| <  1},
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i.e., p ^ ( M n(K (H )) i )  — We show here th a t the equality is true. Note
th a t M n( K ( H )) “  K ( H n) C B ( H n) and Mn{K (H 0)) ^  K{H%) C B(H%). Let 
P  : B (H )  — > B (H 0) be the canonical projection. Then P<n) : B ( H n) — ►
It is easy to see th a t | |P ^ | |  =  1 and P ^ \K (H n) =  • So, | |p ^ | |  <  1 and thus
p"(M n( / r ( P ) ) 1) C M n(K(Ho))i-
On the other hand, for any x° G M n(K(Ho )) with ||rc°|| <  1, define x  = (sy) G 
M n( B (H )) by Xij(h) =  x°{j o e(/i) =  £y(/io), where h = h0 +  G H 0 +  =  H.
Then x  G M n{K{H)). To see this, note that
Xij(bH) =  { ^ ( h )  : h G &#} =  {rc?-(/i0) : /i0 G H 0, h = h0 +  G 6#}
=  : ho e  bHo} = x^(bHo).
So, Xij(bn) =  „). Then Xij{bu) =  r^(fe^0). Thus a:?. is compact implies th a t Xij
is compact for 1 <  i, j  < n. So, x  is in M n(K (H )).  Moreover, we have
INI =  sup{||aj(7i)|| : h G H n, ||h|| <  1}
=  sup{||x0(/i0)|| : ho G Hq,  ||/i0|| <  1} =  ||x°|| < 1.
Now, xq = p(n\ x ) .  Therefore, M n(K(Ho))i  C  p ^ ( M n(K (H )) i) .
To see th a t the second embedding in the lemma is completely isometric, it suffices 
to  show that
TC(Ho) T C ( K 0) T C (H )  T C (K )
is a completely isometric embedding. Now we write e#  for the orthogonal projection 
from H  onto Ho and e*- the orthogonal projection from K  onto K 0, respectively. 
Also, pn  : K (H )  — > K ( H q) and p x  : K {K )  — > K(Ko)  denote the mappings 
x  i— > e/j o x \na and y  i— > °y \K 0, respectively. By the above discussion, both p*H
and p*K are completely isometric. Define
S* : TC(Ho)  ®a TC(Ko)  — ► T C {H )  <g>A T C {K )
by $  =  p*H £5 p*K. By Theorem 5.3.4, $  is a complete contraction.
In the following, we want to  prove th a t each is isometric. Define j n  : 
K ( H 0) — > K (H )  by 3 h{x) = x  o eH- Then j H is induced by the natural com­
pletely isometric embedding B (H 0) B (H ).  So, j u  is completely isometric and
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hence j*H is a complete contraction. The same is true for j K : K ( K 0) — > K (K ) .  By 
Theorem 5.3.4, the mapping
: T C (H )  ®A T C {K )  — » T C (H 0) ®A T C ( K 0)
given by ^  — j*H ® j*K is a  complete contraction. Note th a t, for all x  G K ( H 0) ,e n  0 
(.x  o eH)\Ho = x, i.e., pH o j H = id. Thus, j*H o p*H = id. Similarly, j*K o p*K = id. So, 
S' o $  =  id. Therefore, for all u G M n(T C (H 0) ®A T C (K 0)),
||u || =  ||tf<">($<")(«))|| <  | |$ (n)(u)|| <  ||u||.
I t follows th a t each is isometric. □
Now, we prove the following F u b in i T h e o rem .
THEOREM 5.6.2. For any Hilbert spaces H  and K ,  we have a natural complete 
isometry
B {H ) t ® B {K ) ,  “  B (H  ®2 K ) . .
PROOF. Let Ho and Ko be finite dimensional H ilbert subspaces of H  and K , 
respectively. Suppose th a t dim(Ho) = n  and dim(Ko) = r. Then dim (H o® K0) = nr. 
So, T C (H 0) =  Tn, T C (K 0) =  Tr and T C (H 0 ® K 0) =  Tnr. By Theorem 5.5.8, we 
have TC{Ho)®TC{Ko) =  TC(Ho ® Ko). Now, we have a commutative diagram
T C (H o)® TC (K 0) T C {H o® K o)
I  I
T C (H )® T C (K )  — > T C (H  ®2 K )
By the above argument, the top row is a complete isometry. By Lemma 5.6.1, both 
columns are completely isometric. Note th a t every operator T  €  T C ( H ) has a form
OO
y i  a nU>^n,rjn
n = l
oo
with ||T || =  X) la n|i where {an} G I1, {^n} and {rjn} are two orthogonal systems
71=1
in H, and w^niVn is the rank-one operator defined by = ((\r]n)£n (n G N)
(see Theorem 3.3.2). So, the union of the spaces TC(Ho)  is norm dense in T C (H ),  
the  union of spaces T C (K q) is norm dense in T C (K ) ,  and the union of the spaces 
T C (H 0)®TC(Ko)  is norm dense in T C (H )® T C (K ) .  Similarly, the union of the
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spaces T C (H 0 <® K q) is norm dense in T C (H  <82 K).  Since the mappings in the 
top row are coherent, they determine a complete isometry in the bottom  row. So, 
B (H )* ® B (K ) ,  =  B (H  ®2 K ) t . □
Given a functional u>i G B ( H ) t , we can define a linear mapping u)\ ® id : B (H )  8  
B ( K )  — > B ( K ) by (a>i 8  id)(a ® 6) =  (a)b for all a € B ( H ) and 6 E B (K ) .  If 
u = a ® b  and U2 G B ( K ) t , then w2((wi 8  id)(u)) = a>i(a)u;2(6) =  (a 8  b, u>! 8  a>2) =
( u ,u i ® u^)- By linearity, for any u € B (H )  8  B (K ) ,  we have uj2 ((u>i 8 id){u)) =
(u ,lj i <g> W2). Similarly, we can define id <8 0*2 : B (/f)  ® B ( K ) — > B (H ).  And we 
have ui({ id  8  U2 )(u)) = {u ,ui  ® 0J2 ) for all u G B ( H ) (® B { K ) ,u  1 €  B{H)„ and 
w2 G B(A')*.
L em m a 5.6.3. For a n y u  1 G B { H )„, u i® id  has a unique weak* continuous linear 
extension R (u  1) : B (H  ®2 K )  — ► B (K )  with ||7?(cl>i)||^ <  ||wi||. Similarly, for  any 
u>2 G B ( K ) t , id®ui2 has a unique weak* continuous extension L(cj2) : B (H ® 2K )  — ► 
B (H )  with | |L M ||c 6 <  llwall.
PROOF. Let u> 1 G B (H ) t . For u  €  ® 2 A"), we define R(wi)(u) G B (A ')
by letting (P(coi)(u))(u;2) =  (u, u>i 8  u>2) for all u 2 G B { K ) , .  Note th a t wi 8  w2 € 
B ( H ) t ® B{K)»  C ® 2 A")*- So the above definition makes sense. Clearly, 
A(cui) : B ( H  ®2 AT) — > B ( K ) is a linear extension of u i  ® id. From Theorem 5.6.2  
and Corollary 5.3.3, we have the identifications
B {H  <82 K ) = (B (H ) .® B (K ) , ) '  and A : B (H  ®2 K )  “  C B (B { H )t , B (K )) ,
where the complete isometry A is given by (A(u)(u>i))(w2) =  (u,uii <8 u 2) for all 
G B ( H ) t and u>2 G B ( K ) t . Note th a t
(P(wi)(u))(w2) =  (u,wi ®<j2) = ( \ ( u)(lji))(u2)
for all u>2 G B(K)+. Thus R(lji)(u) = \(u)(u>i) for all u G B ( H  ® 2 K )  . If u G 
M n(B (H  ®2 K ))  (n G N), then
*(<*)<">(«) = =  [ A K J K ) ]  =  AW(u)(Wl),
and ||fl(Wl)<»>(u)|| <  ||AW(tx)||||Wi|| =  H M -  So ||/?(u;i)<">|| <  ||Wl|| for all n  G N. 
I t follows th a t ||P (w i)||c() <  ||wi ||.
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Since u>i 0> u>2 is weak* continuous on B (H  ®2 K )  for all u>2 E it follows
from the definition of R{u>i) th a t R(u>i) is weak*-continuous. Since B (H )  ® B (K )  is 
weak* dense in B {H  <g)2 K ),  the extension is unique. □
D efin itio n  5.6.4. Let H  and K  be Hilbert spaces, wi e  B {H )t , a n d u 2 E B (K )t . 
Let R(u)j) and L(u>2) be the weak* continuous extension of w 1 0  id and id  0  lj2 on 
B ( H  0 2 K ),  respectively. Then R(ui 1) is called the right slice mapping determined by 
u>i, and L(oj2) is called the left slice mapping determined by u>2. In the following, we 
will still write 0  id for R(uji) and id 0  u>2 for L(u>2).
D e fin it io n  5.6.5. Let H  be a Hilbert space, and W  be an operator space which is 
the dual o f  an operator space V. We say that a mapping <p : W  — > B (H ) is a dual 
realization o f W  on H  i f  it is a weak* homeomorphic completely isometric injection.
PROPOSITION 5.6.6. Let H, V, W , and <p be the same as above. Then ip is a 
complete weak* homeomorphism in the sense that each <p^ : M n(W )  — > M n(B(H ))  
is weak* homeomorphic, where M n(W ) and M n( B (H )) are dual operator spaces via 
the identifications M n(W )  =  M n(V*) =  Tn(V)* and M n{B {H )) =  M n(B (H )») =  
('Tn( B ( H ) . ) Y .
P R O O F . Let T a =  (T«) be a net in M n(W ).  Then T a — > T  =  (T„) €  M n(W)  
in the weak* topology if and only if |T “ (u) — T(v)\ — > 0 for all v =  (u,:j) 6  Tn(V) 
if and only if -  T ij(V ij)| — > 0 for all 1 <  i, j  < n and all vitj £ V  if
and only if T°j — > in the weak* topology for all 1 <  i , j  < n if and only if
<p(T-j) — > <p(Tij) in the weak* topology for each 1 <  i , j  < n  (since ip is weak* 
homeomorphic) if and only if |<p(Tfi)(u) — <p(Tij)(u)\ — > 0 for all u 6  B ( H )» if 
and only if \ipln\ T a){U) -  ipW(T){U)\ — ► 0 for all U E M n{B{H)f)  if and only if 
cp(n)(Ta) — > <pW(T) in the weak* topology if and only if <p(n1 is weak* homeomorphic 
for each n  E N. □
The following theorem is cited from [13, Proposition 3.2.4], It tells us that the 
dual space of any complete operator space has a  dual realization.
T heorem  5.6.7. I f V  is a complete operator space, then V* has a dual realization 
on a Hilbert space H .
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In the following, V* is always identified with its image in B ( H ) under its dual 
realization. In particular, V* is a weak* closed subspace of B{H).
D e f i n i t i o n  5.6.8. Let V* and W * be the dual operator spaces of complete op­
erator spaces V  and W , respectively, with dual realizations 7Tj : V* — > B (H ) and 
tt2  : W* — ► B (K ) .  We have two dual tensor products associated with these represen­
tations. On one hand, we define the normal spatial tensor product V*®W* to be the 
weak* closure o fV *  ® W* in B (H  ®2 K ),  where B {H  ®2 K )  =  (B (H )m® B (K ) ,)* . 
On the other hand, we define the normal Fubini tensor product V*®FW* by
V*®FW* =  { « £  B (H  ®2 K ) : (oil <8> id)(u) G W* and (id ® u>2 )(u) G V* 
for  all u>i G B(H)*,u>2 G S(A ’)*}.
THEOREM  5.6.9. Let V  and W  be complete operator spaces. Then
V*®W* C V*®FW*.
PR O O F. Let u G We want to show th a t u  G T hat is, we
want to  show th a t (wi ® id)(u) G W* and (id ® u>2 )(u) G V* for all u>i G B ( H )» 
and tU2 €  B ( K )*. By definition, if u G V* <g> W *, then (oj\ ® id)(u) in W* and 
(id  ® W2 )(u) G V*. In general, there is a net u \  G V* ® W* converging to u in the 
weak* topology on B (H  ®2 K)-  Since ® id : B (H  ®2 K )  — » B (K )  is weak*- 
weak* continuous, (wi ® id )(u \) converges to (cji ® id)(u.) in the weak* topology on 
B (K ) .  Therefore, (wj ® id)(u) G W*, since W* is weak* closed in B (K ) .  Similarly, 
( id®  u>2)(u) G V*. □
D EFIN ITIO N  5.6.10. A C*-algebra M  is called a W*-algebra i f  it is a dual space 
of a Banach space.
In general, given complete operator spaces V  and W ,  the normal spatial tensor 
product V*®W* may not be equal to the normal Fubini tensor product V*®FW *. 
We will see in the following that it is the case when both V* and W* are W ’-algebras 
(see [2, page 40]).
D e f i n i t i o n  5.6.11. We use V* ® W* to denote the weak* closure o fV* ® W * in 
(V®W)*, called the abstract normal spatial tensor product o fV *  and W * .
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Given dual realizations 7Ti and 7r2 as above, we have from Corollary 5.5.7 that 7Ti 
and 7t2 are the adjoints of complete quotient mappings
TTi* : B ( H ) t — ♦ V and tt2* : B ( K f i  — > W .
It follows from Theorem 5.4.2 that
7r, =  7ri,®7r2, : B (H )* ® B (K ) ,  = B (H  ®2 — * V ® W
is a complete quotient mapping, and in turn,
7r =  ( t t * ) *  : ( V g W ) *  — ♦ B i H  ® 2  K )
is a dual realization of (V®W)*  (see Corollary 5.5.7 again).
T h e o re m  5.6.12. Let V  and W  be complete operator spaces, m  and 7r2 are 
dual realizations of V* and W *, respectively. 7r is defined as above. Then n is a 
weak* homeomorphic completely isometric mapping of (V®W )* onto V*®pW*, and 
it carries V* <%> W* onto V*<g)W*.
PROOF. From the argument above, we know th a t ir =  (tt,)* is a complete quotient 
mapping. Also, 7r is a dual realization of (V®W)*  on H  <g>2 K .  So, ir((V®W)*) is 
weak* closed in B ( H  ®2 K).  It is equivalent to  say th a t ramr* is norm closed in 
V®W (see [5, Theorem VI.1.10]). Thus, = (ker 7r*)x (see [7, Theorem
VI.6.2]). Combining this result with Theorem 5.4.2, we have
n((V®W )*) — (B(H)i. ® ker7r2„ +  ker7ri„ ® J5(A')*)-L.
I t follows that, for any u G B (H  <g>2 A ), u G n((V®W )*)  if and only if u i  <8>uj2(u) =  0 
when either G ker 7Ti* or u 2 €  ker 7r2„. Note th a t Wi((id <g> w2)(u)) =  u 2((u>i ® 
id)(u))  =  u>i ® u>2(u). Thus, u G 7r((V®W)*) if and only if (wj ® id){u) G (ker7r2, ) x 
and (id®u>2)(u) G (ker7Ti*)x for all u>\ €  B ( H )* and u;2 G B ( K ) t . Similarly, we 
have 7Ti(V*) =  (ker7ri*)x and 7r2(IV*) =  (ker7r2*)x . So, u G 7r((Vr®W/ )*) if and only 
if (oji <8>id)(u) 6 W* and (id <g> u>2) (u) G V* for all G B(H)„  and w2 G B ( K ) t , i.e., 
u  G This shows th a t ir maps (V®W)*  onto V*®FW *.
The last statem ent of the theorem is true since -k is a weak* homeomorphism, and 
hence
tt(V* ® W*) =  7r(V*®lV*“‘ ) =  7r(V* (8) W*)*' =  V*®W*.
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Here, we note th a t when V*®W*  is considered as a  subspace of (V<g>W)*, n{V*®W*)  
is equal to the image of the natural embedding of the algebraic tensor product V*®W* 
into B (H  ®2 K ).  □
R e m a r k  5.6.13. Due to the above theorem, we will generally use the notation 
V*®W* for  the abstract normal spatial tensor product, and call (V<8>W)* the abstract 
normal Fubini tensor product o f  V* and W * .
5.7. Extension of Fubini Theorem
The main purpose of this section is to  extend the aforesaid Fubini Theorem on 
trace class operators to  the preduals of general von Neumann algebras.
D e f i n i t i o n  5.7.1. A von Neumann algebra 7Z on a Hilbert space H  is a unital 
*-subalgebra on H, which is closed in the weak operator topology.
The following theorem can be found in [20, VI.7.1], which gives a few characteri­
zations of von Neumann algebras.
T h e o r e m  5.7.2. Let M  be a *-algebra of B (H )  containing the unit of B (H ).  
Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(a) M  = M " (the double commutant of M ).
(b) M  is closed in B ( H ) in the weak operator topology.
(c) M  is closed in B (H )  in the strong operator topology.
(d) M  is closed in B ( H ) in the weak* topology.
In  this case, M  is a W*-algebra.
Conversely, we have
THEOREM 5.7.3. (Sakai Theorem) A C*-algebra 7Z is *-isomorphic to a von 
Neumann algebra i f  and only i f  it is a W*-algebra. I f  it is the case, the *-isomorphism 
is also a weak*-homeomorphism and the predual of1Z is essentially unique.
Examples
(1) For any Hilbert space H, B (H )  is a von Neumann algebra with predual TC (II) ,  
the trace class operators on H.
(2) Consider a cr-finite measure space ( X , M , p ) .  Two measurable functions on 
X  are said to  be equivalent if they are equal /^-almost everywhere. Let L 1(X )  be
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the Banach space of all those equivalent classes of integrable functions on X ,  L2(X )  
the Hilbert space of all those equivalent classes of square integrable functions on X ,  
and L °°(X ) the *-algebra of essentially bounded measurable functions on X ,  where 
V  takes the conjugate operation, i.e., f * (x ) = f ( x )  for all /  6 L°°(X)  and all 
x  G X . Define t t  : L°°(X)  —+ B {L 2(X ))  by n( f) (g )  =  f g  for all /  G L°°(X)  and 
g E L2(X ).  It is easy to see th a t 7r is a ^-homomorphism. Moreover, if tt( / )  =  0 
for some /  €  L°°(X),  then for any g E L 2(X ), f g  =  0 almost everywhere. Since
OO
( X , M , / j ) is cr-finite, we can suppose th a t X  = (J A„, where each A n is measurable
n = l
w ith finite measure. Then the characteristic function is in L 2(X )  for all n  E N. 
So, for all n  E N, f x a„ =  0 almost everywhere, and so is / .  This shows that 7r is 
injective. Thus, 7r is a ^-isomorphism, and L°°(X)  is a  *-subalgebra of C ’-algebra 
B {L 2{X)).  It follows th a t L°°(X)  is also a C*-algebra. Since L°°(X) = L l {X)*, 
L°°{X)  is a IV’-algebra. By Sakai Theorem, L°°(X)  is a von Neumann algebra.
(3) Suppose th a t G is a locally compact group and A is a fixed left Haar measure 
(for more basic concepts of locally compact group, see [15]). If A  C G  and A(A) =  0, 
then A  is said to be a  A-null set. If A  H F  is a  A-null set for every compact subset 
F  of X ,  then A  is said to  be a  locally A-null set. Two functions are said to be 
equal locally A-almost everywhere if they are equal except for a locally A-null set. A 
function /  is said to be bounded locally A-almost everywhere if it is bounded except 
for a locally A-null set. Two bounded locally A-almost everywhere functions are said 
to  be essentially equivalent if they are equal except for a  locally A-null set.
Let L P{G) (1 <  p < oo) be the Banach space of all those equivalent classes of 
A-measurable functions on G such that
11/Up :=  ( ^ | / ( x ) | pd s^  < o o .
Let Loo(G) be the *-algebra of all the equivalent classes of functions which are 
bounded locally almost everywhere with ||/||oo =  inf sup \f{x)\,  where the infimum
E  x e G - B
is taken over all those locally A-null set E  of G. Define t t  : Loo(G) — > B (L 2(G)) 
by t t ( / ) ( 5 )  =  f g  for all /  6 L ^ G )  and g G L 2{G). Then it is easy to see th a t t t  
is a ^-homomorphism. Moreover, if tr ( /)  =  0 for some /  G LCX)(G), then for any 
g G L2(G), f g  =  0 almost everywhere. For any compact subset K  C G, x k  €  L2{G). 
So, f x n  — 0 almost everywhere, i.e., /  =  0 locally almost everywhere. This shows
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th a t 7r is a ^-isomorphism. For the similar reason to Example (2), we see th a t 1 ^ ( 0 )  
is a von Neumann algebra.
Every von Neumann algebra TZ (C B ( H )) has its natural operator space structure, 
which induces an operator space structure on TZ* and hence on TZ*. It is known th a t 
71 =  (71*)* as operator spaces and the inclusion mapping 7Z — > B (H )  is a dual 
realization. Therefore, by Theorem 5.7.3, we have
THEOREM 5.7.4. Every von Neumann algebra and hence every W*-algebra has a 
dual realization.
D e f i n i t i o n  5.7.5. Let M  and N  be von Neumann algebras acting on Hilbert 
spaces H  and K ,  respectively. The von Neumann algebra tensor product of M  and 
N ,  denoted by M ® N , is the closure of the algebraic tensor product M  <2> TV in the 
weak operator topology on B (H  (g>2 K ).
Since the inclusions M  t—> B (H )  and N  ■-» B (K )  are dual realizations, we have
THEOREM 5.7.6. For von Neumann algebras TZ and S  , the normal spatial tensor 
product of TZ and S  is just the von Neumann algebra tensor product TZWS.
The following theorem is one of the fundamental results on von Neumann algebras.
THEOREM 5.7.7. I f  TZ C B (H )  and S  C B ( K )  are von Neumann algebras, then 
(TZ®S)' = TZf® S ', where the three primes denote the commutants in B(H<S>2 N ), B (H )  
and B (K ) ,  respectively.
From Definition 5.7.5 and Theorem 5.7.6, we see th a t B ( H ® i K )  =  B (H )® B (K ) .  
Then we can rewrite the aforesaid Fubini theorem (see Theorem 5.6.2) as
(B (H )® B (K ))*  as B(H)*®B(K)*.
Thus, The following theorem is an extension of the aforesaid Fubini theorem. We call 
this theorem the Fubini theorem for von Neumann algebras.
THEOREM 5.7.8. Given von Neumann algebras TZ C B (H )  and S  C B (K ) ,  we 
have a natural complete isometry (TZ&S)* = TZ*<S>S*, and hence
7Z®S  =  (TZ*®S*)* = 7Z®FS.
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PROOF. By Theorem 5.7.3 and Theorem 5.6.12, it suffices to show th a t 7Z®S = 
TZ®fS.  Due to  Theorem 5.6.9, we only need to show th a t 72®f«S C 72®<S.
Let u G 71® pS- Since 72®<S is a von Neumann algebra, by Theorem 5.7.2, it 
suffices to show th a t u  commutes with all operators in the comm utant (7Z®S)'. By 
Theorem 5.7.7, the latter is ju st 72'®«S', and thus it suffices to  show th a t ux — xu  
for all x  G 72'®<S'. Since the von Neumann tensor product 72'®S '  is also equal to 
the closure of its algebraic tensor product 72'®<S' in the strong operator topology, it 
suffices to  show th a t it(r' x s') =  (r ' ® s')u, or equivalently, u ( r ' ® I)  = (r ' <g> I)u  for 
all r’ G 72.' and u (I  ® s') =  ( I  ® s')u  for all s' 6 S'. Turnihg to the latter, by the 
identification B ( H  ®2 K ) =  C B ( B ( H )», B (K )) ,  each x  G B ( H  ®2 K )  can be viewed 
as an element in C B (B (H )* , B (K )) ,  which maps u>i to (u>i ®id)(x).  Thus, in order to 
show th a t u ( I® s') =  (7® s')u , it suffices to  show th a t (it(7®s'))(u;i) =  ((I®s')u)(u>i), 
i.e., (u>i ® id )(u(I  ® s')) =  (uq ® id)((I  ® s')u) for all u>i G 72*.
By the assumption th a t u G 72®fS ,  (aq ® id)(it) G S  for all u>i G 72*. So, for all
s ' G <S' and u>i G 72,,
((wi ® id)(u))s' =  ® id)(u)).
Note th a t for all ui2 G B ( K ) t ,
(((ut! ® id)(u))s',u>2) = ((wi ® id)(u), s'u>2) = (u,tui ® (s'u2))
=  (u(I  ® s'), u i  ® u 2) =  ((uq ® id)(u(I  ® s')),u>2) ,
i.e., ((c*;i ® id)(u ))s ' =  (tui ®id)(u ( I®  s')). Similarly, s'((cui ® id)(u)) = (tui® id)((7®  
s')u). Therefore, (u>i ® zd)(u(7® s')) =  (u>i®id)((I®s')u)  for all u>\ G 72, and s' G S',  
i.e., u( I  ® s') =  (7 ® s ')u  for all s ' G »S'.
By the same argument, we have u (r ' ® 7) =  ( r ' ® 7)u for all r ' G 72'. Therefore, 
u  G 72® 5 . The proof is complete. □
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Injective Tensor Products
As we know, for vector spaces X  and Y, there is an algebraic isomorphism between 
B L ( X  x  Y )  and L ( X  ® Y, C) (see Section 2.6). In this chapter, we will discuss the 
dual spaces of injective tensor products V  ®v W  of operator spaces V  and W .  The 
materials presented in this chapter are mainly cited from [12] and [19].
We still s ta rt with the case of Banach spaces. We first review that, for Banach 
spaces X  and Y, the dual space (X  ®A Y)* is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace 
of B L ( X  x Y) with finite integral norm, i.e., B i ( X  x  Y )  (see [19]). This is proved in 
detail in Section 6.2. Let I{X ,  Y )  denote the normed space of all integral maps from 
Banach space X  to Banach space Y. Then B j{ X  x Y )  = I ( X ,Y * )  is an isometric 
identification via F  i-» Tp  defined by (T p x ,y ) =  F ( x , y ) for all x  G X , y  G Y, and 
F  G B j{ X  x  Y ) .  So (A  ®>A Y)* =  I (X ,Y * )  is also an isometry. Following this idea, 
let I(V, W )  be the space of all integral maps from operator space V  to  operator space 
W .  We will see th a t the corresponding isometry (V  <8>v W)* = I(V. W*) does not 
always hold. However, we present some equivalent conditions for which the isometry 
holds.
6.1. Introduction to Injective Tensor Products
In this section, we first have a review on Banach space injective tensor product. 
Then we present the definition of operator space injective tensor product and its 
fundamental properties (see [12]).
D efin it io n  6.1.1. Let E  and F  be Banach spaces. The Banach space injective 
tensor product norm of u  G E  ® F  is defined by
IMU =  SU P { | ( /  ® 0 )(u)| : f  e  E*,9 £  F*, | | / | | ,  \\g\\ <  1}. (35)
We let E  F  = (E  ® F, || ■ ||a), and denote the completion of E  F  by E  ®A F, 
called the Banach space injective tensor product o f  E  and F.
77
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T heorem  6.1.2. The Banach space injective tensor product is also determined by 
the natural injection 6 : E  <g> F  *—> B (E * ,F )  defined by
d{x®  y ) ( f )  =  f ( x ) y  (36)
fo r  all x  E E ,y  E F  and f  E E*. Namely, for a l lu E  E ® F ,  we have ||ix||A =  ||#(it)||-
Turning to the case of operator spaces, the operator space injective tensor product 
is defined in a  similar way. We will see th a t it has the property of “injectivity” (see 
Theorem 6.1.13).
D efin itio n  6.1.3. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. The injective matrix norm  
|| • ||v on V  <8>W is defined by
IMIv =  s u p { ||( /® 0 )<">(u)|| : /  e  M p(y * ) tg E M q( W ) ,  | | / | | ,  ||5 || <  1 ,p ,q  E N} (37)
fo r  all u 6  M n{V <g> W ) (n £  N).
We show in the following th a t || • ||v is an operator space m atrix norm on V  ® W .
T heorem  6.1.4. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. Then the injective matrix norm  
is determined by the natural embedding 6 : V  <g> W  <—> CB (V*, W ) defined by
6 ( v ® w ) ( f )  = f ( v ) w  (38)
fo r  all f  €  V* ,v  €  V  and w  € W . Namely, for all n  E N  and u E M n( V  ® W ), we 
have |M |v =  \\6(u)\\Mn(CB(v,w))- So, || • ||v is an operator space matrix norm.
P R O O F . F or a n y  /  E V*,g E W *,v  E V, a n d  w E W ,  w e  h a v e
g(6(v ® w ){ f))  -- g{f{v)w) = f(v )g (w ) = ( /  ® g)(v  ® w).
By linearity, g{6{u)(f))  =  ( /  ® g)(u) for all u E V  ® W .  If u £ M n(V  ® W ),  then 
9 ^ ( u )  E M n(C B (V * ,W )) =  C B (V * ,M n(W)).  Thus, for /  e  M p(V*),
e ^ { u ) M { f )  E Mv(Mn{W))  =  Mm {W).
If g E M q(W*) = C B (W , M q), then
0 G">(*<»>(u)M(/)) =  9{pn)m u a<t) ( f itj))) =
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=  [9k,l(e (Us,t)(fi,j))]pqn =  [(fi,j ® 9k,l)(ua,t)] =  ( f ® g ) {n)(u)-
For any element v  G M n(V), by Lemma 4.3.2, there exists a complete contraction 
tp : V  — > M n such th a t |M nHw)ll =  ||u||. Meanwhile, for any complete contraction 
g : V  — > M q with q 6  N arbitrary, we have ||p(n)(u)|| <  !|£?11cfc1111 <  ||u||. Therefore,
M l =  sup{ ||s(n)(u)|| : g G M g(V*), \\g\\ <  1, q €  N}. (39)
Replacing v by 6 ^ (u)(p)( / )  in M m (W ),  we have
P ( n ) M (p ) ( / ) l l  =  s u p { | | 5 ^ ( ^ ( n ) M (p)( / ) ) l l  : 9 €  M q( W ) ,  M l  <  1,9 G N } .
Then
P (n)N llc b =  sup{||0W (u)(p)ll : p e N }
=  suP{ ||^ ) (u )W ( /) || : /  €  M P(V*), ll/ll <  l ,p  e  N }
=  s u p { ||p W (0 W (« )« ( /) ) || : /  €  M p(V ') ,g  G M q(W *), | | / | | ,  \\g\\ <  1 ,p ,q  G N}
=  sup{||(/<2)5 )(n)(u)|| : /  G M p(V*),g  G M „ (W ) ,  | | / | | ,  M l <  1 ,p ,q  E N}
=  IMIv
Therefore, 6 is a completely isometric injection. □
R em ark  6.1.5. In fact, by [9], we have the following complete isometry
C F {V *, W )
where C F (V * ,W )  denotes the closure of all finite rank maps in C B (V * ,W ) .  Thus, 
in case that V  or W  is finite-dimensional, we have complete isometry
1/ ® W =  C B {V * , W ).
We denote the operator space (F ® W, || • ||v) by V <8>v W ,  and denote the completion
v
of V  <8>v W  by V  called the operator space injective tensor product of V  and W .
By Theorem 6.1.4, we have a completely isometric injection: W  c-> CB(V*, W).
In case th a t W  is complete (and hence C B (V * ,W )  is complete), the completely
v
isometric injection is extended to V  0  W  ► CB(V*, W ).
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COROLLARY 6.1.6. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. Then the identity mapping
v .
on V  ® W  induces a contractive injective mapping V  ® W  — ► V  ®A W .
PR O O F. By Theorem 6.1.2, can be identified w ith a subspace of B(V*, W).
Meanwhile, B(V*, W )  C B(V*, W**) as normed spaces. So V  ®\ W  can be identified 
with a subspace of B(V*,W**). Since the latter is complete, we have the isometric 
injection V  ®x W  <-> B(V*, W**). Similarly, by Theorem 6.1.4, we have the operator 
space embedding V  <8>v W  *-> CB(V* ,W ) .  Together with the natural embedding 
C B (V * ,W )  *—► CB(V*,W**), we get the operator space embedding V  &v W  
C B ( V *, W**). It follows from Proposition 4.5.5 th a t V  ® W  c-> CB(V*, W**) is an 
operator space embedding. Now, look at the following diagram
V ® W  — ► CB{V*,W**)
I  i
V ® X W  — » B(V*,W**)
where the row mappings are isometric and the right column mapping is a contractive 
injection. From Equality (36) and Equality (38), we see th a t the above diagram is 
commutative. So, the left column mapping must be contractive and injective. □
We denote by C B a(V*, W*) the subspace of CB(V*, W*) consisting of all weak* 
continuous mappings from V* into W*. Then C B a(V*, W*) is an operator subspace 
of C B (V *,W *).  We have
THEOREM  6.1.7. Let V  be an operator space and let iy  : V  V** be the canonical 
embedding. Then, for all n  €  N,
C B ”(V *,M n) = (iv )W (M n( V)).
Equivalently, C B a{V*,M n) =  M n(V) is a complete isometry.
P R O O F . It is easy to see th a t F  =  [F^j] : V* — > M n is weak* continuous if and 
only if each Fij  is weak* continuous. The later one implies th a t Fhj — iv {vt j) for 
some vitj €  V. Thus, F  6  C B °(V * ,M n) if and only if Fk,i €  iv{V )  for all 1 <  k, I <  n, 
i.e., F  e  C B a(V*, M n) if and only if F  =  [F*,,] e  i $ \ M n{V)). Thus
C B "(V * ,M n) = i y ( M n(V )) (40)
as normed spaces. Since the canonical inclusion iy  : V  ^  V** is a completely 
isometric injection (see [13, Proposition 3.2.1]), equality (40) is thus an operator
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space identification. This can also be easily seen from the following commutative 
diagram.
M n(V) — > M n(V **)
I I
C B °(V * ,M n) — > C B { V \ M n)
For all n  G N, both rows are operator space embeddings, and the right column is a
complete isometric identification. So, the left column is also completely isometric. □
The following lemma can be found in [13, Proposition 4.2.5].
LEMMA 6.1.8. Given any complete contraction F  : V* — > M n, there is a net of 
weak* continuous complete contractions Fy : V* — > M n, which converges to F  in the 
point-norm topology. For each 7 , there is a unique element v1 G M n(V) for which 
F , ( f )  = f ^ ( v , ) f o r a l l f e V \
THEOREM 6.1.9. Given operator spaces V  and W , the natural embedding
0 \V*  CB(V, W )
is completely isometric.
P r o o f . If 0  : V* <g>v W  CB (V** ,W )  denotes the natural embedding as in 
Theorem 6.1.4, then 6{u) = 0 (u ) |v , where V  is regarded as a subspace of V**. By 
the proof of Theorem 6.1.4, we see th a t for g G W* and u E V* <S>W, g(8(u)(v)) = 
(v ® g)(u) for all v G V. Also, if u G M n(V* ® W ) ,v  G M P(V), and g G M q(W*), 
then g ^ ( d ^ ( u Y p\ v ) )  = (v<S> g ) ^ ( u ) .
Follows the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.4, we have
||0(B)(u )|U =  sup{||(0<">(u))«||:P GN}
=  8up{||(?W(u)W(u)ll : V G MP(V),  ||v || <  l , p  G N}
= sup{||^Cpn)(0(w)(t*)^(w))|| : v G Mp(V )H <u g G M q(W*)H <u p,q  G N} 
=  sup{||(u(8i^)(n)(u)|| : v  G Mp" ’)u „<i,g  G M q( W ) m i ,p ,q  G N}.
Given F  G MP(V**) =  C B (V * ,M P) with ||F || <  1. By Lemma 6.1.8, we can find 
a  net (t>7) in MP{V) =  C B a(V*, Mp) with ||w7||cb <  1, such th a t / ^ ( v 7) — > F ( f )  for
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all /  G V*. With this argument, we have
su p { ||(u ® p )(n)(u)|| : v G Mp(V )||.||< i,s G M g(W*)H <u p ,q  €  N}
=  8u p { | | ( F ® ^ ( « ) | |  : F  G M p(V*%\\<i,g  €  M q(W *)m i ,p ,q  6 N} =  ||u ||v .
Therefore, ||0^(u)||c6  =  ||u ||v for all n  e  N. Consequently, 8 is a completely isometric 
embedding. □
R e m a rk  6.1.10. In case that W  is complete, we have the completely isometric 
injection Q : V* <8> W  ■—> CB(V, W ).
Just as the Hahn-Banach theorem does in Banach space theory, the following 
theorem plays a similar role in operator space theory. It is called Arveson-Wittstock- 
Hahn-Banach theorem. This theorem implies Corollary 2.1.3, one version of classical 
Hahn-Banach theorem. To see this, take V  as a normed subspace of W  and let 
H  =  F(C  or M). Then B ( H ) =  f?(F) =  F, and we get Corollary 2.1.3.
THEOREM  6.1.11. (Arveson-Wittstock-Hahn-Banach theorem) I f V  is a subspace 
of an operator space W  and H  is a Hilbert space, then any complete contraction 
p  : V  — > B (H ) has a completely contractive extension <5 : W  — > B (H ).
D e f in i t io n  6.1.12. Let V  a n d W  be operator spaces, and<p : V  — ► W  a complete 
quotient mapping. Then a completely bounded mapping ip' : W  — > V  is said to be a 
lifting for <p i f  <po <p' = id.w.
THEOREM  6.1.13. Suppose that V ,V i ,W  and W x are operator spaces. Given com­
plete contractions p  : V  — > V\ and ip : W  — > W\, the corresponding mapping <p®ip :
V V V
V  <E) W  — > V\ ® Wi extends to a complete contraction p  ® ip : V  ® W  — > VJ ®  W i .
I f  p  and ip are complete isometry (resp. complete quotient mappings with completely
v
contractive liftings), then p  ® ip is a complete isometry (resp. a complete quotient 
mapping).
P R O O F. It suffices to show all the cases for p  <g> ip : V  <giv W  — ► Vi ® v W i. First, 
we suppose th a t p  and ip are complete contractions. If / i  e  M P(V() = C B (V i ,M p) 
and gi G M q(W ( ) =  C B (W i, M q) are complete contractions, then it is also the case 
for h o p e  M P{ V )  = CB(V, M p) and 9l o $  e  M q(W*) = C B (W ,M q). Thus, if
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u  G M n(V  ®v W )  and we take the suprema over all such complete contractions, then
||(V3® V>)(n)(u)||v
=  sup{ ||( /i ® S i)(n) ° i/>)(n)(^)|| ■ f i  e  ^ p (^ r ) ||| |< i i5 i  € M,(V^*)||.||<i,p,g e  N}
=  sup{ ||((/i o </p) ® (5l o V'))f”)(u )II : h  €  Mp(V {)i m i , 9l G M q(W*)\\.\i<i,p,q G N}
<  su p { ||( /®  s ) (n)(u )ll : h  e  G M q(WZ)H <h p,q  €  N} =  ||u ||v.
Thus, <p ® ip is a complete contraction.
Next, we suppose th a t ip and ip are complete isometries. Then we can iden­
tify V  and W  with operator subspaces of Vi and Wi, respectively. Under these 
identifications, (tp ® ^ ) (n) : M n(V  ® W )  — > Af„(Vi ® W\)  is ju st the inclusion 
mapping. Let u G M n(V  ® W ).  Given e >  0, we choose complete contractions 
/  G M P(V*) “  CB(V, M p) and g G M q(W*) ^  CB (W , M q) such th a t ||( /® $ )(n)(«)ll > 
||u|| — e. By Arveson-W ittstock-Hahn-Banach theorem, we can extend /  and g to 
complete contractions f \  G Mp(Vj*) and gi G M q(W*), respectively. Considering that 
(ip ® : M n(V  ® W) — > Mn(Vi ® W ) is the inclusion mapping, we have
l l t e ®  tfO(n)(tt)||v >  ll(/i ® 9 i ) {n) 0 V0(n)(u)ll =  l l ( / ® p ) (n)(u)|| >  ||«||v ~  e.
Since e is arbitrary, we have || (^ ® ^ )(n)(u) ||v >  ||u ||v. The inequality in other direction 
is obvious from the first part. We thus conclude th a t y? ® ip is completely isometric.
Finally, let <p and ip be complete quotient mappings with complete contractive 
liftings p '  and ip', respectively. By definition, obviously, <p and ip are completely 
contractive. So, by the above argument, p<S>ip and ip'<8>ip’ are complete contractions. 
Note th a t {<p ® ip) o (tp1 ® ip') =  id y^ w , ■ I t  follows th a t p '  ® ip’ is a completely 
contractive lifting of <p ® ip and p  ® ip is a complete quotient mapping. □
T h e o re m  6.1.14. Given operator subspaces V  C B (H )  and W  C B (K ) ,  the
V
corresponding mapping V  ® W  *—► B ( H  ®2 K ) is a complete isometry.
PR O O F. Let p  : V  — > B (H )  and ip : W  — > B (K )  be the inclusion mappings.
v v
By Theorem 6.1.13, p® ip  is an operator space embedding from V  ® W  into B (H )  ® 
B (K ) .  So, it suffices to  show th a t the embedding B {H )  ® B ( K ) ■—> B (H  ®2 K )  is 
completely isometric.
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Firstly, by Theorem 6.1.9, the embedding B ( H ) 0  B (K )  «-*■ C B (B ( H ) t , B{K ))  
is completely isometric. Secondly, C B {B {H )* ,B {K ))  =  (B(H)*§i>B(K),)* com­
pletely isometrically. So, B (H )  0  B (K )  <-+ (B(H ),§> B(K )t )* is completely iso­
metric. By Fubini Theorem (Theorem 5.6.2), we have operator space identification 
( B ( H ) t §}B (K )t )* = B (H  02 K ).  Thus we are done. □
COROLLARY 6.1.15. Let V, W  and X  be operator spaces. Then we have the fol­
lowing complete isometries:
V  0  W  £  W  0  1/ and (V  0  W )  0  X  “  V  0  (W  0  X ) .
PR O O F . Let V  and W  be operator subspaces of B ( H ) and B (K ) ,  respectively. 
Note th a t H  02 K  =  K  02 H  as Hilbert spaces. Thus B ( H  0 2  K )  =  B ( K  0 2 H)  as
V V
operator spaces. It follows by Theorem 6.1.14 th a t V  0  W  = W  0  V.
Similarly, we can prove the second identification. □
COROLLARY 6.1.16. For any operator space V  and n  €  N, we have a natural 
complete isometry Mn(V ) =  M n 0 V V.
P r o o f . F irst, we have a  linear space isomorphism M n(K) =  M„ 0  V  defined by
n
ip : M n(F ) — > M„ 0  V, v = [vij] t-» E hi ® viJt
i , j= 1
where Eitj is the element in M n with ( i , j ) - th  element to  be 1 and all other elements 
to  be zero. So, it suffices to show that, a t each level m, the map i p ^  is an isometry. 
This can be seen from the following diagram
C B ° { V \ M n) — U  C B { V \ M n)
V> 6 )
M n(V) - Z - *  M n 0 V V  
where i : C B a(V*, M n) — > C B (V * ,M n) is an operator space embedding, tp : 
M n{V) — ► C B °{V * ,M n), defined by ip(v)(f)  =  ( /(v ij) )„  for all f  € V* and 
v  G M n(V), is a  complete isometry, and 0 : M n ®v ^  — > C B ( V *, Mn), determined 
by 6{T  0  v ) ( f )  = f ( v ) T  for all /  G V*,v 6 V  and T  G M n, is an operator space 
embedding. It is easy to see th a t <p o 0 — tp. So, the diagram is commutative. □
V
R e m a r k  6.1.17. In case that V  is complete, we have M n(V) = M n 0  V. This is 
because M n(V ) is complete i f  and only i f V  is complete by Proposition 4-1-6. So, it
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v
follows from Corollary 6.1.16 that M n{V) = Mn ® V  is a complete isometry i f V  is 
complete.
THEOREM  6.1.18. Both || • ||v and II • ||A are cross norms.
PR O O F. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. Then there are Hilbert spaces H  and 
K  such th a t V  — > B (H )  and W  — ► B {K )  are completely isometric inclusions. 
By Theorem 6.1.14, the corresponding mapping V  ®v W  — > B (H  ® 2 K )  is also a 
completely isometric inclusion. So, for all p, q €  N, MP9(P ® vJ r )  — > M pq(B(H%i2K ))  
is an isometric injection. But the latter can be identified with B {H p®2K q). It follows 
th a t
M m {V ®v W )  — ♦ B (H P ®2 K q) (41)
is an isometric injection.
On the other hand, for all Hilbert spaces Hi and K it and bounded operators 
bi : Hi — > Ki (i =  1, 2), the tensor product b\ ® b2 ■ Hi <g>2 H2 — ► K \  ® 2 X 2 satisfies 
| |6 i  <g> 6 2 II =  ||& i|| |IM - So, it follows from Equality (4 1 ) th a t | |u ® u > ||v  =  IM IIM I f ° r 
all v e  M P(V)  and w €  M q(W). This shows th a t || • ||v is a cross norm.
To see th a t || • ||A is also a cross norm, note th a t it is the largest subcross norm. 
Thus, from the following relations
I M I I M I  =  l l v ® M l v  <  l | v ® w | | A <  | | u | | | M I I .
we get ||u ® iw||A =  ||v|||MH for all v 6  M P(V ) and w €  M q{W) (p,q  € N). □
6.2. B a n a c h  D u a l o f  In je c tiv e  T en so r P ro d u c ts
In this section, we will discuss the Banach dual of injective tensor products. All 
definitions and properties present in this section are cited from [19] and [12].
Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces. Let B x -  and B y  denote the topological spaces 
of the unit balls of Banach duals X*  and Y* carrying theire weak* topologies, respec­
tively. By Alaoglu theorem, both B X’ and B y  are compact. So, the product space 
B x * x By*  under the product topology is also compact. We still use Bx - x B y  to de­
note the corresponding topological space. Let C ( B x * x B y )  denote the normed space 
of all continuous functions F  on Bx*  x B y  with ||F ||a =  su p { |F ( /) | : /  €  B x - x B y } .  
Then Cq(B x * x B y )  =  C { B X * x By*), where Cq(Bx - x B y )  denotes the subspace 
of C ( B x * x B y )  whose elements being functions vanashing at infinity.
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n
For any u =  £ ) Xi ® y* 6  X  ®\ Y, n  6  N, we can regard it as a bilinear form on
i=i
X*  x Y*  defined by
n
«(v>. = v fa M y * ) -  (42)
i= l
If we restrict u  on the topological space B y  x B y ,  then u is continuous. Moreover, 
u  is bounded satisfying
N l .  =  sup{ |it(/) | : /  G B y  x B y.} =  sup{|it(y>,V’)| : <p G € B y.}  =  ||u ||A.
Thus, every u £ X  V can be viewed as an element of C (B X . x By). So A- ®A V
can be embedded in C (B X . x By.) isometrically. Since the later one is complete, the
embedding can be extended isometrically to  the completion
X ® x Y  C C (B X. x By.).
Therefore, any element u £ X  <8>x Y  can be viewed as a continuous function on 
B )c  X B y ..
Lem m a 6.2.1. For any bounded linear form B  on X  <g>AT , there is a finite regular 
Borel measure /i on B x . x By. such that
{ B , u ) = f  u(<p,il>)d[i(<pf il>). (43)
J  * X By  *
fo r  all u £  X  <g>A Y .  Moreover, ||B|| =  ||/x||, where u is defined in (42), and ||/i|| =  
| / i |(X )  is the variation norm of \i.
PROOF. Since X  0 A V is closed in C (B X- x By), by Hahn-Banach throrem, 
every bounded functional B  on X  <g>A Y  can be extended to C (B X- x By), and the 
extension preserves the norm. We still use B to denote the extension. On the other 
hand, since Co(Bx . x By) =  C (B X . x By), by Riesz representation theorem, we 
have C (B X . x  B y )*  =  M ( B X . x By.), where M (B X. x By) is the normed space 
of all finite complex regular Borel measures on B X . x By.. Moreover, ||B|| =  ||/i||, 
where /x corresponds B  by the map r  defined in Theorem 2.5.1. So, we are done. □
Lem m a 6.2.2. Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces. Let B  be a bilinear form on 
X  x Y , and B  be its corresponding linear functional on X  ® Y . Then B  is bounded 
on X  (8>a Y  i f  and only i f  there exists a finite regular Borel measure p on the compact
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s p a c e  B x * x  B y  s u c h  th a t
B ( x , y ) =  J  <p(x)1>(y)dn(<p,1>) (44)
B x  * X B y *
fo r  all x  €  X  and y  €  V. Furthermore, the norm of B  is given by
|| fl|| = in f  \\n\\, (45)
where the infimum is taken over all measures p  determining B  as in (44) > and the 
infimum is attained.
PROOF. First, we suppose th a t B  is a bounded linear functional on X  ®A Y.  By
Lemma 6 .2 .1 , there is a  finite regular Borel measure p  on B x * x B y  such th a t formula
(43) holds, and ||B || =  ||/r||. Let u = x ® y ,  we have
B(x , y) =  { B ,x ®  y) — J  <p{x)i>(y)dp(ip, ip).
B X * y B y m
Thus, formula (44) holds and ||B || =  inf ||/i||, where the  infimum is taken over all 
measures p  determining B  as in (44), and the infimum is attained.
On the other hand, for any finite regular Borel measure p  on B x * x B y , we can 
define a linear functional B  on X  Y  by (43). The corresponding bilinear form B  
satisfies (44). We have by (43)
||B || =  sup |<B,u)| =  sup /  u((p,ip)dp(ip,ip)
I M | < i  | | u | | < i  \ J b x . x b y .
<  sup f  \u(<p,il>)\d\p((p,il>)\ <  f  d\p(<p,xl))\ = \\p\\.
| |u | |< l  J Bx* XBy* J &X*
Thus B  is bounded. Taking infimum on all those measure //,, we have ||5 || <  inf ||//||. 
Together with the first part, we see th a t ||B || =  inf ||ju|| and the infimum is attained.
□
Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces. A bilinear form B  on X  x Y  is said to be integral 
if its linearization B  is a bounded linear functional on the injective tensor product 
X  <g>A Y .  The integral norm of B  is defined by ||B ||/ =  inf ||/i||, where the infimum is 
taken over all the finite regular Borel measures p  on B x * x B y . satisfying (44). Then 
all the integral bilinear forms o n X x V  form a normed space with the integral norm.
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Its completion is denoted by B r( X  x Y ),  called the space of integral bilinear forms. 
T he following is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.2.2.
T h eo r em  6.2.3. We have the following isometric identification
( X ^ Y Y ^ B r i X x Y ) .  (46)
D e f in it io n  6 .2 .4 . Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces. For every operator T  : X  — > 
Y ,  define B t  : X  x Y* — > C by Bt(x ,iP) = (Tx,ip) fo r  all x  € X  and ip €  Y * . 
Then B t  is a bilinear form. A linear operator T  : X  — > Y  is said to be integral 
i f  the corresponding bilinear form B t  is integral, and we define the integral norm of 
T ,  denoted by ||T j|/, to be the integral norm of the bilinear form  B T- The space of 
integral operators from X  into Y  with this norm is denoted by I (X ,  Y) .
P r o po sit io n  6.2.5. Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces. Then for every T  €  I (X ,  Y ) ,  
we have ||7 j| <  ||T ||/.
P r o o f . For all x  €  X  and /  6 7 ’ , we have
\ ( T x J ) \  = \Bt (x, f ) \  = I f  < p { x ) i p { f ) d g , { i p , i p )
| J X By**
<  f  \ i p ( x ) \ \ i p ( f ) \ d \ / j , \ ( i p , t p )  <  | | t | | | | / | | | | H I ,
J Bx* XBym»
where p, corresponding to B t  as in (44), is a finite regular Borel measure on B x * x 
B y .  So ||Tj| <  |M |. Taking infimum, we have ||T || =  ||-Bt|| <  ll^ll/- D
By Proposition 6.2.5, the correspondence T  i— > B t  determines an isometric em­
bedding I ( X ,  Y )  e-» B j ( X  x Y*). Moreover, we have the following theorem (see [19, 
Proposition 3.22]).
THEOREM 6.2.6. Let X  and Y  be two Banach spaces. A bilinear form B  on 
X  x Y  is integral i f  and only i f  the associated operator Tb : X  — > Y * , defined by 
(TbX , y) = B (x , y) fo r  all x  G X  and y € Y ,  is integral. The mapping B  ^  Tb is an 
isometric isomorphism from B j{ X  x Y )  onto I (X ,Y * ) .
This theorem, together with Theorem 6.2.3, gives a way to characterize the Banach 
dual of the injective tensor product of Banach spaces X  and Y  in terms of the integral 
mappings:
(X  ®x Y)* as I (X ,  Y*).
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Definition 6.2.7 and Definition 6.2.9 below give another way to  characterize the 
integral maps. These definitions and corresponding properties are cited from [12] and 
[14].
DEFINITION 6.2.7. Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces. A  linear map <j>: X  — > Y  is 
said to be nuclear i f  it lies in the range o f  the natural contraction
$ : r ^ y ^ r ^ y c  b ( x ,  y ) .  (47)
The linear space isomorphism
$(X * ® 7 Y )  ^  (X * ® 7 Y )/k e r  $
induces a  quotient norm vB on <f>(X* ®7 Y). We use N ( X , Y )  to denote the corre­
sponding Banach space with this norm.
As an example, let us see the nuclear maps from co to a Banach space X .  As 
proved in [19, Eaxmple 2.6], Cg®7 X  = l \ & X  can be identified with the space h ( X )  
as normed spaces. Under this identification, the canonical mapping J  : cj ®7 X  = 
fi(A ) — > N (co ,X )  associates with the element x  =  (xn) of h ( X )  the nuclear map
OO
given by Tx(a) =  53 anx n for all a G cq. It follows th a t J  is injective. Hence we have 
N (c o ,X )  = h  ®7 X ^ h i X ) .
T h e o r e m  6.2.8. A linear map cj> : X  — > Y is nuclear i f  and only i f  there is a 
commutative diagram of bounded maps
/°° — 11
a t  T (48)
X  - * - +  Y
with ||u"||||^d||||t|| <  k for  some positive number k , where 6d is the diagonal map 
(af) i— > (djCHi) for  some sequence d =  (dt) e  I1.
DEFINITION 6.2.9. A linear map 4>: X  — > Y  is said to be integral i f  and only i f  
it can be approximated in the point norm topology by nuclear maps ip : X  — > Y with 
vB{ip) < « fo r  some k  > 0. The integral norm of p, denoted by lb{4>), is defined to 
be the infimum of all such k.
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The space of all integral maps from X  to Y  with integral norm lq defined this way 
is still denoted by I ( X ,  Y) .  As shown in [12], in term s of integral maps as defined in 
Definition 6.2.9, we still have
T heorem  6.2.10. Let X  and Y  be Banach spaces. Then
I (X ,  Y*) “  ( X  ®x Y)*
is an isometry.
Comparing this result with Theorem 6.2.3 and Theorem 6.2.6, we see th a t the 
two definitions of integral maps defined above (Definition 6.2.4 and Definition 6.2.9) 
are equivalent, and ||y?||/ =  i b (<p ) for all integral map tp. In next section, we will use 
an approach similar to  Definition 6.2.9 to define completely integral maps.
6.3. Operator Dual of Injective Tensor Product
Motivated by the Banach space case, the space I(V, W )  of completely integral 
maps for operator spaces V  and W  is defined in a similar way in [12]. Unlike the 
Banach space case, the operator space identification I (V ,W *) = (V  <g>v W)*  for op­
erator spaces V  and W  only holds under some conditions. In the following, we first 
introduce the definition of completely nuclear maps, with which we define completely 
integral maps for operator spaces.
D e f in i t io n  6.3.1. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. A linear map <f>: V  — > W  is 
said to be completely nuclear i f  it lies in the range of the natural complete contraction
$  : V*® W  — >V*®v W  C C B (V , W ).  (49)
The linear space isomorphism
$(V ” ®W) & V*® W /  ker
induces a  quotient operator space structure on 4>(U*§kU). We use N{V, W )  to denote 
the corresponding operator space and use vp(<h) to denote the m atrix norm of 0  6  
M P(N(V, W )).  In case th a t p =  1, we simply write for It is easy to see
th a t vp(4>) > H^ Hci, for all <j> G M P(N(V, W)).
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Since, as sets, we have the relation:
M P(N(V, W ))  =  MP($(V *§W )) C M P{C B (V ,W )) .  (50)
By the identification M P{C B (V , W ))  =  CB(V, M P(W )),  we may regard (j) G M P{N(V, W)) 
as a map <p : V  — > MP(W ).  However, in general, M P( N ( V ,W )) ^  N (V .M P(W)).  
The correct relations are (see [13, page 210])
Tn(N (V ,W ))  *  N (V ,T n(W )) ^  N (M n(V ) ,W ) .
As in [11], we let Moo,Koo and Too denote the operator spaces of the bounded, 
compact and trace class operators on I2, respectively. We use the bilinear form
Moo x ^  — > C : (S, c) (S, c) =  ^  SidCij
to  identify Too with the predual of Moo, where S  — (Stj )  6  Moo, c =  (chJ) G Too (i , j  F 
N). We also let Hoo denote the Hilbert space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on /2, the 
space of the matrices a — [a,j] with Hilbert-Schmidt norm ||a|| =  (]T) I |2) 1^ 2 <  oo.
We may use the bilinear pairing
Hoo x Hoo > C . (a, 6) * (a, 6) — ^
to  identify H ^  with H ^  as Hilbert spaces. Note th a t any square m atrix in Hoo ( and 
H^o as well) is a  oo x oo matrix. From [13, Section 10.1], we have operator space 
identifications Moo — M » x o o , i  — M looyoo. By regarding a  square m atrix in Hoo as 
an (oo x oo) x 1 (column) matrix, and a square m atrix in H ^  as a 1 x (oo x oo) (row) 
m atrix, we may give Hoo and H ^  the (distinct) operator space structures
Hoo — Ma0X00,1 — MooXOo{Ml), Hoo ~ M^ ooxoo — Ml(MooXoc)'
In particular, we have
M i lP(Hoo) =  Mooxoo,p =  Mooxoo(Mp), M P'i(Hoo) =  M PtooXoo — Mp(Mooxoo) 
for all p G N. W ith these notations and assumptions, we have (see [12])
THEOREM  6.3.2. Suppose that V  and W  are operator spaces. Then a linear map 
<f>: V  — > M P( W ) lies in MP{N{V, W ))  i f  and only i f  there is a commutative diagram
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of maps
Moo Mp(Too)
»T r (51)
K M P(W)
where a G M Pti (H ^ )  and b G M iiP( / /00), 0aib : — ► M p{Yoo) maps T  to aTb for
all T  G Moo, and a and r  are completely bounded linear maps. Furthermore, we have
vp (< t>)  =  * n / { | M U N I I & | I M I « * } ,  ( 5 2 )
where the infimum is taken over all such diagrams.
Here we want to point out th a t “completely nuclear” is a  very strong restriction 
on a map <j> : V  — > W  for operator spaces V  and W .  As an example, we have the 
following proposition (see [12, Proposition 2.3]).
PROPOSITION 6.3.3. Let V  be an operator space. Then the identity map idy  : 
V  — > V  is completely nuclear i f  and only i f  V  is finite dimensional.
D efin itio n  6.3.4. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. A linear map 4>: V  — > W  
is said to be completely integral i f  it is a point-norm limit o f  completely nuclear maps 
^  : V  — > W  with = i'i(V’) <  K f or some constant k  > 0. We define the integral 
norm i(<j>) to be the infimum of such constants k.
By definition, if there is some net ipa G N(V, W )  converging to <j> in the point-norm 
topology with i'(V’a) <  then we have l (4>) < k. On the other hand, if t(0 ) <  k, then 
by definition, there is a net ipa G N(V, W )  converging to <f> in the point-norm topology 
with v(ipa) <  k. The following proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.3.2.
PRO PO SITIO N 6.3.5. Given operator spaces V  and W . A map <f> : V  — > W  is 
completely integral i f  and only i f  there is a net ijja : V  — > W  converging to cj> in the 
point-norm topology such that, for each ipa, the diagram
Moo Mp(Too)
G a. Tq
V  M P(W)
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commutes with some crai rQ and 0aa,ba defined as in Theorem 6.3.2 satisfying
ll^ allcftll^ all ||^ a|| ll’Fa | |c 6  ^ a
fo r  some na >  0 .
In the case th a t a map <p : V  — > W  is completely integral, we also say th a t the 
diagram
Moo MpCToo)
Ta (53)
V  - T - *  MP{W) 
is is approximately commutative in the point-norm topology.
We denote by I(V, W )  the linear space of all integral maps with the integral norm. 
To define a m atrix norm on I (V , W ),  we view the elements of M P(I(V, W ))  as linear 
maps from V  into M P(W )  defined by <p(v) = [4>ij(v)\ for each <p = [ ^ j ]  E M p(I(V , W ))  
and all v e  V. It is easy to see ([12, page 178]) th a t a linear map <p: V  — > MP( W ) 
lies in M p(/(Vr, W ))  if and only if it is the point-norm limit of completely nuclear 
m aps ^  : V  — * M P( W ) with < k  for some constant k  > 0. We define the 
integral m atrix norm tp{(j)) of <f> to  be the infimum of such constants k  that there 
is a net of completely nuclear maps ip : V  — > M P(W)  with vp{ip) < k  converging 
to  <p in the point-norm topology. Therefore, we have a  norm space identification 
M P( I ( V , W ) ) ^ I ( V , M P(W)).
P r o po sit io n  6.3.6. Let V  and W  be operator spaces and p  € N. Then we have 
the following set inclusion relations:
MP(N {V , WO) C Mp(I(V, WO) C MP(CB(V, W )).  (54)
Moreover, ip(rp) < vp{\p) fo r  all ip € MP( N ( V ,W )) and <  Lp{ip) for  all ip E 
M P{I{V ,W )).
P r o o f .  Suppose th a t ip €  MP(N (V ,W )) .  Let i/p(ip) = k . For any e >  0, we 
choose the net ipa =  ip. Then ipa — > ip in point-norm topology with vp{ip) < k +  e 
for any e >  0. Thus, Lp(ip) <  k +  e. Since e >  0 is arbitrary, we have bp(ip) < k . 
Thus ip € M P(I(V, W )),  i.e., MP(N(V, W ))  C M P(I(V, W ))  and tp{iP) < up{ip) for all 
iP G M P(N(V, W )).
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Now we suppose th a t i p  €  MP( I ( V ,W )) and i p ( i p )  =  k. Then for any e > 0, 
there is a net i p a  €  MP(N(V, W ))  converging to i p  in the point-norm topology with 
V p i i p a )  < « +  e- Note that, \ \ i p a \ \ c b  <  <  /c +  e. Since e > 0 is arbitrary,
we have H t U U  <  k  =  i p { i p ) .  From here, we claim th a t H'i/’I U  <  i P ( i p )  and so i p  G 
M P(C B (V ,W )) .  Otherwise, there would exist n  6  N and vq €  M n(V)  with | | u o | |  <  1 
such th a t | | ^ ni(u0)|| >  tp(^)- Thus, there exists an q 0 w ith HV’S^fao)!! >  tp(ip). But
IIV’J U  >  I I ^ M I I  > ip{ip).
This is a contradiction! It follows th a t MP(I(V , W )) C M P(CB(V, W ))  and tp{ip) >
THEOREM 6.3.7. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. Then the space I {V ,W )  with 
the above matrix norm is an operator space.
P r o o f .  First, for any <p e  MP{I(V ,W )),  i p  e  M q(I(V, W ))  and e >  0, there 
are completely nuclear maps (py €  M P(N (V , W )) with vp{(p^) < lp{4>) +  e and i p s  6 
M q(N(V, W ))  with vq(iptj) < L q ( i p )  +  e such th a t </>7 and i p s  converge to <p and i p  
in point-norm, respectively. Thus the net of completely nuclear maps { 0 7 ®  i p s }  
converges to <p © ip in the point-norm topology with
Vp+qifp-, © 1>t) =  m ax{vp(<p7), vg(ips)} < m ax{vp{<p),i/q(ip)} +  e.
It follows from Definition 6.3.4 th a t <p@ip 6  Mp+q(I(V, W ))  with
Since the inverse is obvious, we get M l.
To prove M 2,  let a  € M„iP,/3 6  MPi„. Then the net of completely nuclear maps 
{oupjfl} converges to a<p/3 in the point-norm topology with
then,
llV'Hcft for all iP €  MP(I(V ,W )) . □
Lp+q(<P® ip) < m a x { ip{(p),tq{ip)}.
vn{a<pyp) < \\a\\vp(cp^)\\0\\ <  ||a ||( ip(0 ) +  e)||/?||.
It follows from Definition 6.3.4 th a t a<p/3 G M P(I(V, IT)) and
Thus, M 2  holds. □
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T h eo rem  6.3.8. Suppose that <f> : V  — > MP{W) is a linear map such that the 
diagram
MP{TX )M &aa ,bQoo ------- >
<?a Ta (55)
V
satisfying
I M U M I I M I M U  <  *  ( 5 6 )
approximately commutes in the point-weak topology in the sense that |<f>(v)(f) — ra o 
Qaa,ba 0 <7a(w) ( / ) |  — * 0 f or all v E V  and f  E (MP(W**))*. Then we must have 
4> E M P(I(V, W ))  with Lp{<j>) < k .
Given an inclusion of operator spaces W  C Wi, the corresponding map I (V ,W )  — > 
IIV, Wi)  need not be completely isometric. However, we have the following proposi­
tion (see [12, Proposition 3.3]).
T h e o r e m  6.3.9. For any operator spaces V  and W , the natural embedding I(V, W )  
I(V,W**) is completely isometric.
P r o o f . First, by Theorem 5.5.8 and Remark 6.1.5, we have
c b ( m ; ,  wy* *  ( m p ® wy* “  Mp(wy* ^  m p( w * * )  “  c b ( m ; , w * * ) .  (57)
Given <f> : V  — > Mp(W )  with lp{4>) < k , if we regard </> as a map from V  into 
M P(W**), then the diagram (55) satisfying (56) which approximately commutes in 
the point-norm topology. Given
r  6  C B(M *, W**) =  M n(W**),
we may use Equality (57) and the Bipolar Theorem to approxim ate r  in the weak* 
topology by maps r '  : M* — > W  with | |r | |ci, =  | |r ' | |c;,. The compositions
r'p o eaJb o a  : V — + M P(W)
approximate (j> in the point-weak topology. By Theorem 6.3.8, we conclude that 
lp(4>) < k when <f> is regarded as a  map from V  into M P(W ). □
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We have a  natural commutative diagram of complete contractions
V*®W* —?-> { V ® V W)* - £ - *  (F®W )*
$ 5 , (58)
N (V ,W *)  — I(V ,W *) CB{V, W*)
where h  and Z2 are the inclusion maps, S  is the identification map, which is a complete 
isometry. $  : V ® W  — ► V  ®v W  and $  : V*®W* — > N (V ,W *)  =  V * ® W * /k e r$  
are the canonical maps. They are both complete contractions. Since $  has dense 
range, <J>* is an injective contraction. The map 6 is determined by
0 ( /  ® 9 )(v ® w ) = f{v)g{w)
for /  E V*,g  G W*, v G V  and w 6  W . To see th a t 6 is a  complete contraction, note 
th a t V  ®y W  — > (P*®W*)* is a completely isometric injection (See [22, Theorem 
3.2.8]). So, the dual map (V*®W*)** — > (V" ®v W)* is a complete contraction.
XV xv V
W ith the restriction on V*®W*, we see th a t V*®W* — ► (V  ® W)* is a complete 
contraction, which is exactly the map 6.
The diagram is commutative since it is immediate th a t S ($ (F ) )  = $*(9(F))  for 
F  = f  ® g  with all /  G V* and g G W * . By linearity and continuity, we find th a t this 
relation holds for all F  G V*®W*.
THEOREM 6.3.10. Given operator spaces V  and W , there is a unique complete 
contraction S i  : I(V, W*) — > (V ®y W)* for  which the following diagram commutes:
v*®w* — (v®v wy  (v®wy
$ S i  s
N(V, W*) —^  I{V,W *)  — C B ( V ,W *)
PROOF. Note th a t for any F  G M P((V  ® W)*), we have
I I F M I I  <  l | F | U | | » | | „  <  | | f m w | A
for all u G V ® W .  Moreover, V ® W  is dense in V  ®y W .  Thus, any element F  in 
MP((V  ®y W)*) can be identified with an element in M P((V®W)*). Let p  G N be
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11 C  B { V  ® W , M P) —  P V '
for all <t> G M P(I(V, W*)). Then it follows th a t S  maps I(V, W*) into (V  ® W)* and 
the restriction S i  of S  to I{V, W*) is a  complete contraction.
For any <f> G Mp(I(V , W*)) with ip(<p) < M  for some constant M  > 0, by definition, 
there is a net rj}a G M P(N(V, W*)) for which up{i>a) < M  and the net ipa(v) G MP(W*) 
converges to <j>(v) in norm for all v € V. Then for all w G W ,
| |5 (p)(i/»q)(u ® w) -  S (p)(0)(v®w)U  =  ||i/>a(v)(w) -  0(v)(w) ||
< HV'a(u) -^(u)lllk||  >0
By linearity, the inequality holds for all u G V  ®A W .  Since S' is a complete isom- 
etry, a) and S^p\<f>) are both bounded. Then we can extend the inequality to 
whole space V ® W .  Thus, S ^ ( i p Q)(u) — ► S^(cj))(u) in norm for all u e  V® W .  
Equivalently,
(5W(V»a))(,)(u) — ♦ ( S « (0 ) ) (,)(u)
in norm for all u G M q(V ® W )  and q €  N. The fact th a t $  is the natural complete 
quotient map {V*®W* — > V*®W*/  ker <f>) makes us to  be able to choose Fa G 
M P(V*®W*) such th a t ||FQ|| <  M  and ipa = ^ p\ F q). Considering th a t the diagram 
is commutative, we have
||(5 (p)( ^ ) ) (^ (u ) || =  \ \ ( S ^ ( ^ ( F a))Yg)(u)\\ =  ||(($*)(p)0(p)(Fa))W (u)||.
Note th a t the composition (^> * )^0^(F a) 6  M P{(V®W)*) = C B (V ® W , Mp), for any 
u  G M q(V ® W ),  we have
||((**)w 6>w (Fa))<*>(«)|| <  ||(($-)W(9W(F0 ))W ||||« ||v <  | | ( ^ ) (p)0 'p)(FQ)||c6||u ||v
<  l | 0 ( p ) ( ^ ) I U I H I v  <  I | f q | | | | u | | v  <  A /||u ||v .
Thus,
l l ( S “ ( V J ) “ ( « ) | L  <  M | | » | | v .
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By definition of integral map and taking point-norm limit on ipa, we have
||(5 W (0 ))^ (n ) | |c6 <  M |M |v
for all q 6  N. Therefore, | |5 ^ ( ^ ) ( u ) | |C6 <  M ||u ||v for all u €  V ® /fW . Thus,
l|5 (p)(0 )|\CB{V9WM,) ~  M ' LeUing M  =  We g6t
11 KY' uCB(V®W,Mp) ~
Since the diagram is commutative, the uniqueness of Si  is obvious and we have
finished. □
Given operator spaces V  and W ,  we may define a natural complete contraction
v § r  — * (V'gw)** (59)
by taking the adjoint of the completely isometric injection
(V®W)* = CB(V, W*) ^  CB{V, W ***) =  (Kgiy**)* (60)
and then taking restriction in V<g>W**. We may use (59) to define a linear injection
7  : V  ®v W** — > V ® W ** — > (K®W)** — » (V  ®v W ) * \  (61)
where (V®W)** — > (V  ®v W)** is induced by taking double dual of the natural 
complete contraction V ® W  — > V  ®v W .  Grothendieck proved th a t the analogous 
m apping for Banach spaces is always an isometric injection (see [14]). But for operator 
space case, Archbold and B atty  have proved th a t even if V  and W  are C*-algebras, 7 
need not be isometric (see [1]). This problem is closely linked to that of determining 
when S i  : I(V, W*) — > (V ® v W)* is a completely isometric bijection. It is described 
in the following theorem, which is first proved by Z.-J. Ruan in paper [12].
THEOREM 6.3.11. Let V  and W  be operator spaces. Then
5 / : I(V, W*) — ► (V  ®v W Y  
is a completely isometric bijection i f  and only i f  the mapping
7  : 1/ <2>v W** — ♦ (V  ®v W)**
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PROOF. We first suppose th a t Sj  is a  completely isometric bijection and prove 
th a t 7  is a completely isometric injection.
At first, we have the following commutative diagram
(v  ® w y *
7
v  ®v w** — U  ( v*®w*y
where the inclusion i is completely isometric and 9* is a complete contraction. So, 7 
m ust increase the m atrix norm. In the following, we show th a t it also decreases the 
m atrix norm.
Note th a t we have the following commutative diagram of complete contractions
i ( v , w )  (v®vw)* -£-> ( v ® w y  = c b (v , w*)
4 i j
i(v,w***) (v®w**y = c b (v , w ***)
where we use a tilde to  distinguish the corresponding m ap on a different space. By 
Proposition 6.3.9, the first column is an isometric injection, it follows th a t if S[ is a 
completely isometric bijection, then we obtain a commutative diagram of complete 
contractions
(v®v wy  - £ - »  {v®wy
where 77 =  S j 1 o ioS j(S j  is a bijection). By taking adjoints we obtain the commutative 
diagram
V ® w W** ----- ► (P<§W**)**-------► ( P ® VW**)** ,
 ► (v ®v wy*
where V  <8>v W** — > (V®W**)** is the natural inclusion map. The bottom  com­
position of maps is ju st 7 . Since V  ®v W** — > (V  ®v W**)** is an operator space
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embedding and (V 0 V W**)** — > ( V 0 V W)** is a complete contraction, the composi­
tion must be completely contractive. Since the diagram is commutative, we conclude 
th a t 7  is completely contractive, and so is completely isometric.
Conversely, assume th a t 7  is a completely isometric injection. We also identify 
(V  0 V W)* with a vector subspace of (V®W)*. Thus, given a function F  G M P((V  0 V 
W)*), we have F  =  for a unique mapping
0  G MP(CB(V,  VT)) =  C B (V , Mp{W *))f
and it suffices to  show th a t ip{tj>) < ||jP||c6-
We may regard F  as a  weak* continuous function from {V  0 V W)** into M p (see 
Theorem 6.1.7). By assumption, 7  is a completely isometric injection. So, we may 
use it to identify V  0 V W** with an operator subspace of (V  0 V W)**. Restricting F  
to  V  0 V W** and then extend it to V  0 V W**, we obtain an extension F\ of F  with 
|| Z7!|| =  ||F ||. By the canonical complete isometry S  : CB(V,W***) =  (V 0 W**)*, 
there is a unique mapping
01 G M P(CB(V,  v r**)) =  CB{V, M P{W***))
with F\ = 5 ^ ( 0 i ) .  The continuity property for Fx implies th a t for each v G V,
w** ^  f a i v y w " )  = F1(v®  w**) G Mp
is weak* continuous. Identifying W  with an operator subspace of W**, we have that
4>i(v)(w) = Fi(t> 0  w) = F(v  <8>w) = 4>{v){w) (62)
for all w  G W .  We may also identify 0(u) : W  — > Mp w ith a weak* continuous map 
0(t>) : W** — > Mp, and since W  is weak* dense in W**, we conclude from (62) th a t 
0 i (v) =  0 ( d )  for all d  G V,  th a t is, 0 1 =  0. In the following, we prove th a t there 
exists a net 0 Q converging to 0 i with pp(0 q) <  | |F ||c6 and so ipa — > 0 X =  0  with 
^p(0 q) <  | |F |U  i.e., ip(0) < ||F ||c6.
Fixing Hilbert spaces 77 and K  with V  C V** C B{H )  and W  C W** C B (K ) ,  
we have that
V  0 V W  C V ®v W** C B (H  0  K).
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We may extend Fx to a linear map F2 : B (H  0  K )  — > M p with
iiF2i u H i ^ i u  =  i m u
From the identification (M P(B (H  0  K)*))** = M P((B (H  0  K )*)**), we may approxi­
m ate
F2 G C B ( B ( H  0  K), M p) = MP(B (H  0  K)*) = (MP(B (H  ® K)*))**
by maps G G M p{B {H ® K )„) C (M P( B (H ® K )*))** with ||G ||cb <  ||F2||cb in the weak* 
topology. For each G, we let G =  G |vgvlv, and we then have th a t G =  (*S,_1)(p)(V') 
for a unique map
i> E M P(CB(V, W*)) = CB(V, MP(W*)),
(where we once again view (V  ®v W)* as a vector subspace of (V®W)*). The cor­
responding net of maps ip converges to  (j>x =  <j> in the point-weak topology. So, it is 
also true th a t ip converges to <px = <p in the point-norm topology (see [1 2 , Lemma 
12.3.1]).
On the other hand,
G G MP(B (H  (8) K ) m) = C B °{B {H  ® K ),  M p).
Note th a t V ®v W  is a subspace of B(H<g>K). So, G is weak* continuous on V  ®v W .  
Meanwhile, from the embedding V  ®v W  ^  B ( H  ® K ),  we see that
G  G C B (V  0 V W, M p) = Mp{{V ®v w y )  <-* Mp((V*®W*)**).
Therefore, G G MP(V*&W*). Now, ||G ||A < ||Gj|A < ||G ||cb. Since (58) commutes, 
we must have th a t ip = l> ^(G ) (since G =  (S - 1)^(i/>)), and vp(ip) < | |F ||Cb. From 
the  latter, we conclude th a t ip{(p) < | |F ||cf).
□
V
W hen S i  : I(V ,W *)  — > (V  0  W)* is a completely isometric bijection is closely 
linked to the completely local reflexivity of W .
Recall th a t a Banach space X  is called reflexive if the canonical embedding X  <—> 
X** is a bijection. X  is called locally reflexive if any contraction <p : L  — > X** with 
L  finite dimensional, may be approximated in the point-weak* topology by a net of
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finite rank contractions 4>a ■ L  — > X .  Banach spaces are always locally reflexive 
([21])-
D e f i n i t i o n  6.3.12. A n  operator space W  is said to be completely locally reflexive 
i f  any complete contraction (f> : L  — > W** with L finite dimensional, may be ap­
proximated in the point-weak* topology by a net of finite rank complete contractions
Not all operator spaces are completely locally reflexive. For example, B (^ ) is not 
completely locally reflexive (see [8 , page 124-125]). For completely local reflexivity of 
operator space, we have the following theorem (see [11, Theorem 2.1]).
THEOREM  6.3.13. I f V  is an operator space, then V  is completely locally reflexive 
i f  and only i f  L*%V* =  (L ® V)* is a complete isometry fo r  all finite dimensional 
operator space L.
W ith the completely local reflexivity, we can give another equivalent condition for 
which the map 5 / is a completely isometric bijection.
T h e o r e m  6.3.14. Given operator space W . Then fo r  any operator space V , the
v
map S j  : I (V ,W *)  — > (V ® W)* is a completely isometric bijection i f  and only i f W  
is completely locally reflexive.
P R O O F . We first suppose th a t W  is completely locally reflexive. Then by Theorem
_  v
6.3.13, we have the complete isometry L*®W* =  (L  ® W)*  for any finite-dimensional
operator space L. By taking dual, we see th a t W  is completely locally reflexive if
v  v
and only if L  ® W** =  (L ® W)** is a complete isometry for any finite-dimensional
operator space L  (see [10]). By Theorem 6.3.11, we need only to show th a t 7  : V £*DV 
v
W** (V  ® W)** is a completely isometric injection. For any u  G M P(V  ®v W**), 
we may regard u as an element of Mp{Vo®yW**) for some finite-dimensional subspace
V
Vo C V. By assumption, we have an isometry : Mp{Vo®yW**) = M p((Vq ® W)**). 
Since the natural embedding
(v0 ®v w y * ^  (v  <g)v wy*
is completely isometric, we see th a t ||7p(u)|| =  ||u||.
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On the contrary, if 5 / is a completely isometric bijection, then by Theorem 6.3.11,
v
V  0 V W** t-» (V  0  W)** is a completely isometric injection for any operator space V.
So, for the particular case th a t V  is a finite-dimensional operator space L, we get the
v
completely isometric injection L  0 V W ‘* <-* (L ® W)**. Note th a t L  0  W** is norm
V
dense in (L  0  W)** for L  being finite-dimensional, we thus have complete isometry
L  0  W** S  (L 0  w y .  □
REMARK 6.3.15. Comparing Theorem 6.3.11 and Theorem 6.3.14 with Theorem 
6.2.10, people may wonder why the isometry S i  : I(V, W*) — > (V  0 A W)* is al­
ways true fo r  Banach spaces V  and W , but the corresponding complete isometry 
v
S i  : I(V, W*) — > (V 0  W)* is not always true for operator spaces V  and W . We 
think that the key reason is that, in Banach space case, any Banach space is auto­
matically locally reflexive, but not all complete operator spaces are completely locally 
reflexive.
v
E x a m p le s  In order to see under what conditions, the map 5 / : /(V , W*) — > (V  0  
W)* is a completely isometric bijection, it suffices to  check if W  is a  completely locally 
reflexive by Theorem 6.3.14.
(1) it is easy to  see th a t any (completely) reflexive operator space is completely 
locally reflexive (e.g., any finite-dimensional operator space L);
(2) Let A  and B  be C*-algebras, and let A  0  B  be their algebraic tensor product. 
In general, there is no way of giving the involutive algebra A  0  B  a norm such tha t 
it is a C '-algebra, but it is always possible to give it a  norm such th a t it has all the 
properties of a  C*-algebra except for completeness (see [IT]). Such a norm is called 
a C*-norm  on A  0  B. A C*-algebra A  is said to be nuclear if for any C*-algebra B , 
there is a unique C ’-norm on A  0  B.  Then, all nuclear C '-algebras are completely 
locally reflexive (e.g., K ( H ) or commutative ^ -a lg eb ras) (see [10]).
(3) all preduals of von Neumann algebras, especially duals of C -a lgebras are 
completely locally reflexive (e.g., T (H )  =  K(H)*  =  (B ( H ))») (see [8 , Proposition 
5.4]).
As a particular example of the third case, let I  be any index set and 77 =  T(/2(/)) 
be the space of all trace class operators on h{I) .  Then 27 is an operator space 
w ith the canonical operator space m atrix norm obtained by identifying T/ with the 
operator predual of the operator space B (l2(I))  of all bounded linear operators. Then
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7 / is completely locally reflexive (see [10] and [16]). Thus, for any operator space V, 
Si  : I(V, T j )  — > (V  ®v 7})* is a complete isometry.
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